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Speaker Daniels: ''The House will be in order. The Members will

be in eheir chairs. Speaker Daniels in the Chair. The

Chaplain for today ks Reverend Jason Garcka of the

Meadowbrook Community Church in Champaign. Reverend Garcia

is the guest of Representative Rick Winkel and

Representative Tim Johnson. Guests in the gallery may Wish

to rise for the invocation. Reverend Garcia.'?

Rezerend Garcia: ''Let's bow our head for a word of pra#er.
Heavenly Father, today our hearts are still saddened by the

brutal attack on the innocent men, Women and children in

Oklahoma City. And our prayer is that 7ou Would extend

Your strength and Your love and Your healing to the

familkes of the vkctims, the survkving victims and their

fanily. Father, we pray that You would extend Your wisdom

and discernment to the wisdom and the...to the rescue

workers that are in search for survivors even as we speak.

We pray for those survivors that are unfound at this time.

Give them strength, hope and determination. Fatherr We

vould pray that you would also administer justice to the

petpetrators of such an inhumane act, an act that most of

us have a hard time even think would be capable of a human

being. Now heavenly Father, as we turn our attention on

this day's legislative session. We would pray that on a

world that's looking for a model of integriey, ue pray that

they would find in the lives of those that chose to

represent them, those that are in this hall. And kn a

world looking for a model of justice, I pray that they
would find it shlning through the legislation Written in

this great hall, lesislation that is marked with relevance

and compassion and prudence. And may the 89th General

Assembly be known for smart governmentw wbich doesn't

necessarily mean a 1ot of government. We pray this in Your
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most precious Nane. Amen.''

Speaker Daniels: ''ehank you very Much. We'll be led in the

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag by Representattve Judy

Erwin.''

Erwin et' al: pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of Ameriea, and to the Republic for Which it stands,

one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice
for a11.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Roll Call for Attendance. Representative

Currie is recognized ko report any excused absences on the

Denocratic side of the aisle.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Please tet the record show that

Represenkatives Frias, Lopez, Martinez and Schoenberg are

excused today.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Journal Will...so show that. The

Gentleman, Representative Tom Cross is recognized for any

excused absences on the Republican side of the aisle.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If the Journal and record would

please reflect that Representative Wait is excused today.

Thank youo''

Speaker Daniels: ''The record will so reflect. Mr. Clerk, take

Ehe record. There are l13 Members answering the Roll and a

quorum is present. The House will come eo order. The Lady

fron Cook, Representative Currieof'

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. I Would request that the record

show that I would have preferred to have voted 'no' on

House Bill 2236 yesterday.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The record Will so reflect. Representative

Ronen.'l

Ronen: HThank you, Speaker. I would also like the record to

reflect that I Would have voted 'no' on House Bill 2236.'1

Speaker Daniels: d'The record will so reflect. House Bills
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Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 1106.',

Clerk McLennand: ''Souse Bill /1106, a Bill for an Ack khat amends

the University of Illinois Act. Third Reading of this

Rouse Bi11.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Champaign
, Representative

Winkel, is recognized on House Bill 1106
. .'

Ninkel; ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen...''

Speaker Danielsk ''Can the Gentleman have your atkention, please?

RepresentatLve Wtnkel.''

Winkel: ''Thnnk you. Consistent with our long standing proud
tradition, Eouse B:ll 1106 Would amend the University of

Illinois Act and declare that Chief Illiniwek is and shall

rematn the honored symbol of a great university
, the

University of Illinois at Urbana-champaign
. Illiniwek is a

proud Illinois tradition and recalls a tribe of Native

Americans from our area, the now vanished Illini tribe
.

That tribe vanished in 1760 at the hands of another kribe

of Native Anericans, the Iroquois. Just as the name of our
state doesy the symbol of Chtef Illiniwek honors the legacy

of the rllini kribe. Many gears ago Raymond Dvorak b
egan

the chief legacy. As was said Ln an arttcle in December

1982 kn the Unkversity of Illinoks Alumni News
, Mr. Dvorak

was the Assistant Director of Illinots bands when Illàniwek

uas bozn in 1926. Mr. Dvorak got the idea from Coach Bob

Zuppke, who talked to his players about Illiniwek and the

cöach Would explain that the eerm referred to the true and

full Indian, includlng physical, intellectual and
sptritual. Mr. Dvorak had taughk at Urbana Hlgh School
when Lester Ludeveiler kas a student there

.
'f

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Ladies and Gentlemen. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. Ladies and Gentlemen.

Representakive Winkel.f'
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Winkel: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Dvorak had taught at Urbana

High School when Lester Ludeweiler was a student there, and
Mr. Dvorak was aWare that Ludeweiler, an Eagle Scouk, Was

very interested in Indian lore. So he introduced

Ludeweiler as Illiniwek at a half time game at the

Illinois/pennsylvania gane while the band played 'March of
the Illini'. And as Loren Tate correctly put it in his

column in the Champaign NeNs Gazette on Qctober 6
, 1993,

the chkef isndt a mascot. Illiniwek is never a sideline

cheerleader. Chief Illiniwek is a traditlon and for tens

of thousands of Illinoisans is a revered symbol of the

Illini spirik. And I would ask for passage of House Bill

1106 and I would be glad to take questions
o
''

speaker Daniels) ''The Gentleman from Cooke Representative Pugh.''

Puqh: d'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
ComMittee...of the House, sorry. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the Housey just had the opportunity to speak
to a Gentleman who happens to be an Indian and if

it'sw..and hefll soon be joining us ip the balcony. But he

wrote a letter to me that I would like to read to the

Members. and it says, 'The tradition oriqknated tn 1926
:

at khat tkme, Which alxost a11 of the students at the
Vniversity were white.' It WaB also a time when students

dressed in black face and body palnt, wore grass sklrts and
pretended to be natives fron Africa

. We have found

pictures of this custom in the Archives of the Dniversity's

Library. This stereotype and derogatory symbol of African
people wac presented at an event called the Inner
Scholaskic Circus. The chief was ehe red counterpart of
this University tradition. Bluntly put, the chief was

created at a time when black and red people were not

considered fully human. 0ur people have yet...have not yet
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eseaped khat time. Do not be misled by the Bill's Sponsor
,

when they say that Indian people support the Dniversity's

mascot or find nothing offensive about it. That is simply

false. If this Bill passes, it will put the State of

Illinois in dtrect opposikion to the policies of khe duly

elected tribal vovernments. In 1990 the United Indian

Nations of oklahoma passed a Resolution, the onited Nations

of Oklahoma passed a Resolution against the use of Indkan
mascots and idenkified Chief Illinfwek as a mascot

,

offensive and harmful to Indian people. RoW can we

prostitute anokher racist culkure? The United Nations of

Oklahoma ts composed of elected tribal leaders fro'm 28

tribal governments. Tbe National Conqress of American
Indians, the largest national organkzation of elected
tribal govetnments, passed two Resolutions: Specificall

y
naming Chkef Illiniwek as a derogatory symbol of Indian

people and denanded the abolishing of not only a maseot
r

but also the recreational vehicles with Indian names and

filmc with typkcal Hollywood inages of Indians running

around saring woo, woo, woow woo. That are all harmful to

natlve people. The reason Indian Health Service Survey
revealed that one out of five Indian children will attempt

suicide, and some will be successful, the survey showed a
link between these attempts of suicide and low self-eskeem.

Even University Counsel, Byron Higgins
, had admitted in

pleading before the Human Rights Commissiony that these

Rollywood like images create 1oW self-esteem in Indian
people and are partly reoponsible for the pliçht Indian

people face today. And other University administrators

have admitted the dance and drum music that constitute the
maseot's performance are Hollywood movements and beats

. We
have found these statenenes in documents given to us in
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Freedom of Information Requests. We are further concerned

that no Indian people were provided opportunities ko

testify about this Bill as kt passed out of committee. We

discussed this Bill in tommittee. There Was not one Indian

representative to speak to this legislakion. I don't thknk

that wee as Representatives of the Skate of Illinois
,

should be in the business of prostitutin: anyone else's

culture for the sake of our own enjoymenty entertainment.
think a people are their culture. You take away a

people's culture and what do you have left? Nothing
. I

respectfully request and I#m joined by ehe author of this
letter in the balcony, who's standing there, who is the

bead of the tribal natiön, who said that he did not have

Ehe opportunity to speak to khis legislation, that their

whole race is being jeopardized as a result of this ktnd of
portrayal of their culture, and they find it offensive and

disheartening. And I respectfully request a 'no' vote on

this legislation.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentlomnn... The guests àn the gallery are

reminded that there #ill be no demonstrations in the

gallery. The Gentleman from Macon, Representative Noland
.
''

Noland: ''Mr. Speaker: rise in support of this Bill
. Chief

Illàniwek is a honored hallowed part of our ràch history in

the University of Illinois. I'm a graduate of the

University. And I was curioas if current students consider

khe chlef vith such respect, that I had When I was

student, and I've been to various games and events, énd
they da. My ehildznn have gone with me to football games

and basketball :ames and they know the chief is respected

and they honor the traditionr they honor the Indkan

culture, the Indian tribe. They know it's a part of our

history and our state. I think Wedre making a...a mountain

45*b Legislative Day
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Thts is an outstandàng tzadition. It

should continue and I rise in support. Thank you.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Erwin.'f

Erwin: ''Tbank you, Speaker. rise to oppose House Bill 1106
.

However, I must tell you, I rioe in great support of the

Univezsity of Illinois. I rkse to support and honor, in
fact, the tzadition of the University of Illinois. I may

be, I'm takkhg a guess here, but I may be the only Member

of this Chamber who is a student at the Sniversity of

Illknois. It takes me a little longez than the rest pf

you, but I happen to be a student at tbe Untversity of

tllknois at Chicago in a graduate progzan. I am proud of

the Iniversity of Illinois' tradition of excellence in

education, excellence in education at the undergraduate

level and ai the graduate level. I'm proud of U of I's

tradktion of excellence in research. Very, very

stgntficant research is done at the Unkvezsity of Illinois

that betters and knproves the economy of the State of

Iklihois axd. kndeed, tbe country. I'n pzoud of the

Uhkversity ef Illinots' tradition of cultural diverstty
.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Could you please give 
your

attentton to khe Lady? Thank you. Representative Erwin
.
n

Erwin: ''Thank ycu. Speaker. Univeroity of Illtnois has a

tradition of cultural diversity in its Etudent body and in

iks faculty, one of Which I'? very proud of
. Zniversity of

Illinoig at Chicago has Siçnificant programs of outreach in

the minority communkty in the City of Chicago, recruiting
klds who might not othervlsm have the cpportunity for an

excellent public education. So thks is a tradition,

Representative Winkelr that k would suggest to you khat we

stand here today, and although I may appreciate and

understand What your motives may be herer I'm afrakd that

45th Legislative Day

of a molehill here.
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what we are really dolng is belittling and demeaning the

tradition of excellence tn education that we should
,

indeed, be honoring at the University of Illinois
. This is

not public education and the qualtty of public education is

no* about half time entertainment. It is about providing

opportunities for th# people of our state for a quality

public education. I would renind the Members of thts

chamber, in addition to thak, khat khis issue really
,

indeede has no place in khis Chamber. There is an elected

board of trustees at the Dniversity of lllinois, at least

elected until the end of this summer, but elected by the

people of this state. They can decide for themselvps whaE

h t to do with half time entertainment, with mascots.t ey wan

I mean, I thànk khat the Representative is demeaning and

belittling what we ought ko be doing, which is supporting a

tradition of excellence at the Qniversity of Illinois
. So,

I strongly, skrongly urge my colleagues, even if you're an

alum of the University of Illinois, which I hope to be

myself. Ronor the tradition of the University of Illinois

by supporting quality public education and not demeaning

this tradition by voting for House Bill 1106
. I urge a

strong 'no' votev''

Speaker Daniels: eThe Gentleman from Wille Representative
Wennlund.f'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I want to point out to al1 the Members that what

Representakive Winkel's 3ill says, is that it is and shall

remain an honcred symbal, nat a nascok
. This hcnored

symbol, vhen attended the Zniversity of Illinois from

which I graduated, this honored symbol won more praige than

the Iowa football...than the flltnois football team won

games. Even at the hands of the Hawkeyes of Iowa, in great

45th Legislative Day
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defeat, it was Chief Illiniwek that brought the fans to thq

ame, who came year af ter year , just like Cub f ans . What t
!rI'm particularly concerned With, is if we start talking

about personal mascots. That's not the case here at all
.

We're talking about honored symbols: such as the Pighting

Irish of Notre Dame, the alumna mater of the Minority
Leader. Would one even think about eliminating the kords,
'The Pighting Irish'? Not at all. Wetre talking about an
honored time after tkme symbol of the' University of

Illinois football keam and sports teams. This is something

that ks as close to the fans from Illinois as Wrigley Pield
is to the Cubs. I urge all the Members on b0th sides of
*he aisle and parkicularly *he alumni of the University of
Illinois, to preserve this honored symbol and let's vote
for this Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook: Representative Shirley
Jones . '' 

.

Jones, S.: ''Mr. Speaker, I would like to yield my time to C
oy

Puçh, pleaseo''

Speaker Danlels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Pugh.''
Puqh: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I ask each and every Member of

the General Assembly to conskder: have We done enough to

the Indians? Eave we taken enough from the Indiansz Do We

now Want to hold up vhat ve have done to the Indians for

the world to see and throw darts at them and run around and

portray negative images of people vho have a spiriEual

connection with the universe? Have a spiritual
connecticn...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Ladkes and Gentlemen of the House.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. Representative Pugh.''
Pugh: ''This Bill is being opposed because it Would have the

ef f ect of legalizing what is really a racist tradition .

9
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Are we anti-racists? I know that the coinw. .the tern we
want to be anti-semitic: but are we going to be

anti-racist? The definition of racism is the phgsical, so
that we'll know, so that we won't have to plead ignorance

to being racist or anti-racist, the definition for ractsm

is the physical or psychological subordination ok one race

over another for the purpose of naximizing political or

economic exploitation. In thts case, We're exploiting a

race of people, not for political gains, but for our own

individual entertainment. Welre taking an individual and

wev..it may allude... They've alluded to the fact about

the mascot, the Irish: the Fiçhting Irish. The Pighting
Irish gave that mascoe. The Fighting Irish are the ones

that initiated the use of that termination
, the Pkghtkng

Irksh. Did the Indians have anythkng to do with allowinq

the use of their name to be used as a mascot? 1 say, no.

Did the Indians have anything to do with allowing this

piece of legislation to *ik the Houze floor? No
: they Were

not even allowed to testtfy to this piece of legislation in

committee. I don't think that ehe Illinois Legislature is

the place for this kind of decision to be made
. If this is

going to be done, thls is an administrative decision to be

made. This should be done within the Dniversity
. Let the

University take the ramiftcations of this legislation
,

whkch is gokng to result in adjudkcation. This is the kind

of legislation that needs to be in the Supreme Court

because Welre talking about a race of people
. Wedre not

talkinç about a football gamc. We're not talking about a

basketball game. We're not talking about somebody going on

a drunken binge. We're talkin: about the culture
. the very

nature of a people. And is it our decision to make whether

or not these people should be held up and ridiculed and

10
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just for our entertainment, just for the
entertainRent that We Will receive as a Iesult of a

baseball or football victory? I say, no. I say that this
is not...this is not a decision that should be made in khe

Illknois General Assembly. This is a decksion
. n

''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Excuse me. . .
''

Pugh: ''...*hat should be made. . .
''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Pugh. Ladkes and Gentlemen.

Wkll you please give the couztesy of lettkng your colleague

speak? Reptesentattve Pugh, I'm going to add a minute to

your tkme. But, Ladies and Gentlemen
. Tbank you.

Representatkve Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1911 never forget that. This

piece oE legkslation is not a piece of legislation that we

should just ioly pass. I think we should look and seazch
deep inside of ourselves and say, would we like for our

chkldren, can we take thks message back to our children?

Can We justify thks? Can we justkfy a 'yes' vote on this
to our ckildren; Can we tell our children that Ehis is

what ke thtnk of a human bekng? That this ks not a civil

rights tssue; thks is a human rkghts issue
. These

individuals are huMan beings and we should be. ..they should
be respected. These are the original peopke of America

;
these are the indkgenous natives of Anerica

. They should

be revered: nok denigrated. And we're Working to denigrate

thtg race, instead of revering thel
. They Ghould be held

in high esteen, not low esteem, and uetre actkng tn

reveree. :ut çqe xuct rexexbcr, that whatever We do to

othecs shall be done to us at sone point in life, and
that's God's law, and that will not fade

. So whatever you
decide eo do with this piece of legislation

, be prepared to

suffer the ramifications. ''

45th Legislative Day
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Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman frox Coles

, Representative

Weaver.''

Weaver: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he Wi1l.''

Weaver: ''Regresentative Winkel, there's been some accusations

here, made about racism concerning this Bi11
. Is it your

intent that this Bâll act as a raeis: piece of

leglslatïon?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Winkel
.
''

Winkel: ''Absolutely not. Representative Pugh, obviously, has

never seen Chief Illiniwek in action. Chief Illiniwek is a

revered and honored symbol at the University of Illinois
.

He obviously doesn't know What he's talking about and it's
one of the princlples? he talks about one of God's

principles. rt ought to be a principle that you have

something to say that somewhat resembles the truth.

Absolutely note has nothing Whatsoever to do with racism
.

Indians actually...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Excuse me...''

Winkel: ''...the Indians have provided us with the costume.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me, Representative Winkel
. Excuse me.

Representative Pugh: I made very, very careful attention to

your comments. I Would expect you to give the same

courkesy to your colleague on the other skde
. %ou may, if

your nane is Mentioned in debate, when he is completed.
Representative Pugh. Representative Winkel

a
'l

Winkel: A'Represcntative rugh, letls get right. This is an

honored and dignified symbol
. Itls not a mascot, it's not

a sideline cheerleader. If youdve ever seen Chief

Illinikek, you'd know What I'm Ealking about. You'd know

just what thousands, tens of thousands of alum and other

12
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people who are interested in the Chief throughout the

state, know it Eo be an honored and revered symbol
. You

don't know what you're talking about. Youtre listening to

sonebody who's not a student, has no idea khat's going on

over Ehere, and you're making things up as you go. ''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Weaver. ''

Weaver: ''Thank you, Representative and Mr. Speaker. To the Bill.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the very heritage of Illinois
, that's

where we got our name, Illinois, from the Indians. They

have been a part of our herikagex.ea part of this great
state of ours since before its beginning

. Listen to these

names, Wauconda, Algonquinz Mackinaw, Oquakka
, Oswego,

Utica, Pontiace
. Peoria, Cahokia, these are some of *he

dozens of names of the conmunities in ehe Staee of Illlnois
that proudly bear the names of Indian tribes

. To imply
anything other than that and ko try and use a race card

, a

worn out race card, is nothinq more than a joke. It's time
that we put this issue to rest. I grew up in the
northwestern part of Illknois: kn the Bkackhauk reqion

. We

have a statue up there several, probably 60 or 70 feet
hiqh/ honoràng Chieê Blackhawk, one of the greatest leaders

of the Indian nation of that area
. We did that out of

honor, nothing more. And I think we need to continue

honoring the American Indian, not only for the heritage of

our various communities thrdughout Illinois, but for our

very state itself. This absolutely deserves a fyes' vote
.

Thank you.''

Speaker Danie1st ''Representative rugh, yau hava one mknute to

respond. Xour name Was mentloned kn debate.''

Pugh: ''Thank you, once again, Mr. Speaker. Representative Winkel

stated that, and he just finished sayinq that. . .that he
was..othat this symbol was not a mascot, that it was not
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some kind of sideline trickster. But What's the purpose?

What is Chief Illiniwek? Is he or is he not a mascot?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh, it is not there for a line

of questioning. Your name was mentioned in debate
. ïou

have the time in which to respond to that.''

Pugh: ''We talk about.. .w: talk abouE the race card. The race

card never plays out. The race card is constantly used.
This ks a rarist piece of leqislation

. And if it's not,
Eheh the definition for 'racism' should be deleked from the

dictionary. Bdt under the definition of racism, this is a

racist piece of legislation, and we should not be in the

business of prompting racism. We should be in the business

of promoting unity and fair and honest government
.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''This Bill has nothing to do with government
. This is a

decision Ehat should be made on an administrative level and
let the administrators lf the University of Illinoks bear

the jackek for carrying this piece of legislation.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay. Thank you, Representative Pugh. The '

Lady from 5t. Clair, Representative Younge
. The Lady

please have your attention.''

ïounge: ''Yes. I would like to give my time to Representative
Pllgh . #'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pughy youlre on again.''
Pugh: ''Thank you. Representative Winkel

, did you state that this

Piece of legislation Was Or Was n0t deGigned to Make Chief

Illiniwek the nascot?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Reprezentative Wknkel
o''

Winkel: ''Repzesentatkve. as I said in the opening, House Bill

1106 is consistent with the long-standing tradition at the

Dniversity of rllinois. We want to, by this...by this

statute, if you will listen to me, Mr. Pugh. I've listened

t14
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youz Sir. And I would like to answer

your question. House 3ill 1106 would make Chief Illiniwek

the honored symbol of the University of Illinois at

Urbana-champakgnv''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh
.
f'

Pugh: f'I think that...I think we just...we just have our
priorktfes mksplaced. We talked about, and Representative

Weaver nentioned, that we have, since Illinois was

originated, that we have made the Indian a part of our...of

our culture. But the Indian was here long before Illinois

was ever developed, so we should not be making them a

part..owe should be trying to be a part of their culture
.

We sbould be...kf it is an honor and if it is an honored
symbol, it should be honored in a way that is due honor

.

And this, nakinq them a mascot or some kind of sideline

entertainment is not my interpretation of honoring anybody
.

I don't think thatm..that ehe Pighting Irtsh would take
kindly Eo an inikvkdual oukside of their ethnic 

group
making slurs and talking about how they behaved in public

.

I don'k think thak any group outside of the group that is
beinq portrayed, is goinq to allow for anybody to make fun
of eheir ekhnic rooks. And I don't think itês our job to
run into Gevelopin: ideas to take away a people's culture

.

When you take away an individual's culture, what more do

Ehey have, Representative Winkel? If you take îway a

people's culture, you take away an Irishman's culture, What
nore does he have? ïou take aWay the culture of a Jew

,

What more doeE hs havc? It is not. n it is... We're not in

tHe buskness, we're not in the business of promotlng
entectainment. That should be left up to the Department of
Commerce and Community Affairs

. We're in the business of

promoking legislation. If we want to pronote
. . .if you
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would like, maybe you can take Mr. Whetstone's place at the

Depaztment of Comnerce and Community Affairs. This is
the...wedre in the business of promoting legislation

. This
is not entertainment.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Lady from Dupage,
Representatlve Cowlishaw. Oh, I'm sorry. I thought you

Were through, Sfr. Excuse me, Representative Cowlishaw
.

Was that a question you asked him? All right
,

Representakive Winkel.''

Winkel: ''With a11 due respect Represenkative Pugh, you went on
for about three minutes therer and honestly I'm not sure

What the..gended up being the question
. I'd be glad to

answer your question.''

Speaker Danielsz ''Could you repeat your question
, Representative

Puçh?''

Pugh: ''My question ise as Members of the General Assembly
, are We

in the business of developing entertainnent activities for
colleges and universities?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Reptesentatkve Winkel
.''

Winkel: ''Representativey cerkainly WeF on many occasions in the

General Assembly, have made the determination of What Wi11
be and what will not be an official symbol

. The University
of Illinois is the flagship university of this state.

Certainly kt's githin the scope of the authority of this
General Assembly to consider what the official symbol Will
be of the University of Illinois. That decision, Sir, does

not belong to the students. It doesn't belong to the
facloty or the steff, nor. dees it belong to the Board of

Trustees. Rather: it belonqs to the people of the State of

Illinois. It's our University and there are ovez 200
,000

University alumni scattered throughout this state and tens
of thousands of other people who are interested in Chief

16
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Illiniwek becoming the honored symbol of the University of

Illinois. And whak better place than khe General Assembl
y

to debate this issue and decide it today
, Sir?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh, you have 30 seconds left,

Sir.''

Pugh: ''Representative Winkel, I Would think that We would be
spending this time developing ideas on ho* to better Ehe

educational facility of the State of Illinois, as opposed
to developing ideas on hoW to entertain or misedueate o

ur

students, because our students are being miseducated.
We're sendin: out a message to say that racism is okay

.

Wedre telling our children that it's okay to denigrate
another race of people. Wedre saying that it's okay to run

around making fun of...'I

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh, you need to bring your

remarks to a close. Representative Pugh, bring your

remarks to a close.''

Pugh: ''Represenkattve Winkel, whak ethnic group are you?''
Speaker Daniolc:.: eNo.,. Sir.-i.Representative Pugh: your time is

out. You need toE brîng your remarks to a close.
''

Puqh: ''I have one last questkon, Skr.''

Speaker Daniels: ''A1l right.
f'

Pugh: ''Representative Winkel: is it not true
, that in.ooin

spirit..ain periods of jubilation that the individual

students at Illini, at University of Illinois
, jumps up and

sayt 'Skin ez'. Is that not true?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Winkel. ''

Winkel: ''Representatlve Pugh
, I can..ol can ansl7ar that question

very easily. Of course that's not true
. I don't know

where you're getting your infornation but obviously, Sir,
you're grossly misinforned about what Chief Illiniwek is

and always has been and will always be to the University of

17
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Illinoiso''

Speaker Daniels: 'dokay. Representative Cowlishaw
, the Lady from

Dupage.''

Covlishaw: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Genklemen of

the House. I rise as a graduate of the University of

Illinois to say that one of the sources of my pride in that

superlative education is: of course, that the University of

Illinois is the state's premier university, is one of the

premier universities of the entire World
. That is a great

source of pride for Representative Winkelz for every

graduate and for every citizen. But there is something

more to a university than just the academics. A university
is about loyalty. I know a lot of graduates of the
University of Illinois and al1 of usr almost but not quite,

makch the fierceness of the loyalty to that Universtty of

State Representative Rick Winkel. Part of that loyalty is

entwined with our experiences over nany, many years of
attendinq the University of Illinois home football games

,

cheering for the Illiri and seeing Chief Illiniwek, Who is
given as a symbol of everykhing to be revered about the
history of this state and its diversity

. f think that

anyone vho has every attended a University of Illinois home

football gane, and I would point out to you
, Kr. Speaker,

my husband and I attended those games every seasonr ever

since I was graduated, even during a11 those years When we

never won a single game. We have alWays enjoyed the fact
that that sense of loyalty, that is every bit as much a

part of a university as its acadzmics. that scnse of

loyalty is thrilled, it is inspkred by Chief Iklinkwek
. I

stand in strong support of thiq legfslatkon. I stand ën

strong support of Chief Illkniwek and of the University of
Illinois and of Rick Winkel.

''
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Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Lake, Representative Gash.'f

Gash: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to this Bill
. To the

Bill. Who should uay, Nakive Americans are opposed and

offended? Wkth the major issues that are affecting our
state right now, I have a question about why we are talki

ng
about retaining a mascot that is so controversial at this
poknt and why this is not properly debated at th

e

University of Illinois? I think that Representative Pugh
has very eloquenkly stated wha: this legislation is at

worst, and I agree pith hîm. I would like to say that this

legislation ks unnecessary: at best. think that our time

would be far better spent debating the real issues that the

State of Illinois right now has in front of it and I Would
lfke to ask, can we discuss the Medicaid budget right now?

Can we discuss What is happening in Illinois? Can we

discuss what we need Eo be dolng?''

Speaker Daniels: 'lThe Genkleman from Vermilion
, Representative

Blaeko''

Black: ''Yes. Thx-k you very much
s Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

GentleMen of the House. The Gentleman on the other side of
the aisle and his colleagues are I'm sure quite sincere in
(heir concern and tbeir feelkngs about the symbol of the
University of Illinois. And I for one thlnk that the

debate on this symbol that's been going on for past three
or four years, probably even longer than that

, but most of

us have only been really made aware of it in the past three

or four years, has been a healthy debate
. And it has

caused many of us to focus on what has hapçinzd in the
history of not only our state, but of our country. And the
debate has been healthy and I think it has raised Many of
our...our consciences to the level that it should have been

perhaps, several years ago. But in al1 due respect to you,
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Sir, I...giving attribution Eo the lakest tssue of th
e

Illinois Blue àook on page 374 in the year 1673
, it

menttons the Illiniuek, an Indian confederation consisti
ng

of Cahokias, Kaskaskias, Mitchacomies
e Peoriadsy Tamaroas

and counter French explorers who were referred to th
e

people and country as Illinois. And the Illiniwek neans

tribe of men. Now 1...1 have no doubt of your sincerit
y

and your sense of moral outrage over an issue
, but I

differ, I must differ with you. Xou knou, We can..gwe can,
I guess, if we 1et ourselves become so concerned With bein

g
politically correct today, thak perhaps we should go back
and change the mpaning of what r assume was an Indian term

,

Illiniwek meaning tribe of men
, to say perhaps that it

should nean tribe of persans, I don't know
. Nhere comes a

time when We must respect the diversity of this state and,
in fact, the diversity of this country. It is one and the

sane. It can be our greatest strength as a state and

country, and it can be, kf we allow it to be, one of our

greatest diskractions and one of our greatest points of

contention. I simply would say to you
, Sir, in al1 due

respecte 5 have never regarded Chief Illiniwek as a mascot
,

as a mascot of the University of Illinois. To me...to me#

if he was a mascot running around the field during the
entire game, wearing an Indian outfit rented from 'Costumes
Are Us'y carrying a rubber tomahawk and acting as if he Was

ing to scalp the opposing cheerleaders and/o'r team, I9o

would join with you kn saykng that is a mascot who no
.longer .should be allowed to prowl the sidelines of any
university in this country. But that is not Nhat he does,
Sir. Thak is no* ghat he does

. 1, for one, never leave

the half time ceremony at the University of Illinois simply

so I can see his presentation, which I think is given in a
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honorable Way, and I'm not ashamed to

say it brings a lump to my throat every kime I see the
Chief perform. He doesn't run around the field in some
hokey Indian outfit Nith a rubber tomahavk and a ehartreuse
breechcloth. That would be an outrage, and I would stand
Wkth you ïf that were the case. And you mentloned *he
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame, an outstandin: University
known khe vorld over. And yet T've been to a game at khe
University uf Notre Dame and they have somebody dressed 

up.
I don't know whether it's supposed to represent a Pightin

g
Irishman or a leprechaun. But that individual is dressed

up in some bokey costume, running around chompin: on a two
bit pipe. And I don't think that's the image of ehe
Fighting Irish or a leprechaun or whatever that mascot is

supposed to be, but you seem to think that's all riqht. In

all due respect to you, Sir, I do not believe that Chief

Illiniwek in any way, shape or form
, has ever neant to be

or ever been construed as a mascot of the flagshi
p

university of the State of Illinois, and as lon: as his

presentation is continued to be allowed in a dignified

manner, with a presentation in Which he cones on the field

and leaves thereafter, doesn't ride around khe field on a

horse, as some universities do, doesn't throw a spear and

doesn't have some hokey bow and arrow or rubber tomahawk,
then I think that synbol should be kept and should be
revered, and Representative Winkel has stated Why he thinks
the venue can be addressed in this Body

. I think We need

to dkstinquish Yetwezn a'mascct and a symbol. And I think

we need to come together to recognize the cultural

diversity that created the State of Illinois and that makes
ehls state vhat it is. And J do share your concerns and

do hold your views in the highest regard
, but cannot in
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al1 good conscience, Sir, agree with you on this issue

.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Kane: Representative Lindnero''

Lindner: ''Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: 'fHe tndicates he will. ''

Lindner: ''To the Bi1l. About a month ago, my husband and I
attended a performance at the Auditorium Theatre of the

American Indian Dance Theatrey and We sat far about three

hours and watched Indian dances and heard the musicp and
it's part of the heritage of our country

. And it struck me

hoW unfaMiliar I was with sone of ehat heritage
. think

it's important that we have someone lkke Chief Illink
keepinq that heritage going at the University of Illinois

.

Certainly the dictionary definition of racism and a

rational belief in *he superiority of a given people or

nation cannot be applied to anything in Representativ
e

Winkel's Bill or Chief Illini at the University of

Illinois. I agree With Representative Black. when as a

child: my parenks kook me ko the University of Illinois and

Chief Illini came out during the half time. It kas a

thrtll; ik *as something that you did get choked up, and
rtghtly so. rt nnnnot be in any way, shape or form

construed as racist. I thknk thks is somethkng that we a1l

admire and look fotward to, and I Would urge an 'aye' vote

on this Bàll.''

Speaker Daniels: 'lThe Lady from Cook
, Representative Monique

Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Wi1l the Sponsor yield?

Representativea- .what, athor uni-vpcrcitics' oycbcl or mascots

will We be passing legislation to decide upon? What about

Chicago Statey Northeastern, khat are their symbols?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Winkel
.
''

Winkel: ''Representative, House Bill 1106 deals exclusively with

45th Leqislative Day
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the symbol at the

Urbana-Ehanpaign.''

Speaker Danlels) ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Why? Why? My question is, why are Me dealing with

this in a Legislative Body about what a university chooses

to do? Why are we doing ik here, Representative Winkel?

There has to be a reasonm''

Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Winkela
l'

Winkel: ''Representativep the genesis of this 3ill occurred last
fall when the Chancellor had a special committee that 

was

studying the curriculum at the University of Illinois into
the next century, and they got diskracted and sidetracked

wtth this notion that they were going to retire Chief

Illiniwek. And it Was at that time that I gave my pledge

that I would introduce legislation to make sure that that

would not happen, that Chief Illiniwek would remain the

honored symbol at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-champaign.''

Speaker Danielst q-Reptesentative Davis.''

Davisz 'Kut NThank you. Kz. Speaker. But they were going to
retire tbis symbol because the people from whom you got

thks symbol objected. Is that correct? The Indiln people
,

who are standing a1l around the balcony, object to your use
of their Chief. Similarly, too, perhaps you objecting if
they used your priest for a symbol. I mean think about it.

Suppose the Indians decidedr We're going to have a symbol

for merrimenk and joy and we're going to use a priest

dressed in his priestly garb. elould that. bc affansive to
some of us here?''

April 2l, 1995

Illinois atUniverstty of

Speaker Daniels: ''Is that a question: a...O

Davisr M.r ''It's a questionr Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: I'Representative Winkel
.
''
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Winkel: ''Representative, with all due respect
, your question

shows a lack of underskanding as to where this
. this symbol

came from. The synbol: as I've mentkoned and as I beli
eve

Representative Black and others have mentioned
r Illiniwek

comes from the Illini tribe. The Illini tribe were viped

out in 1760, and I believe Ehat was at Searved Roek
. And

they were viped out by oeher Native Amerlcans of the

Iroquois nakion, and there are no Illini today
. And but

for the name of this state and the other great traditions
such as .chief Illinikek, their rich legacy would be lost to
future generations. And by the use of this kime honored,
dignified symbol at the University of Illinoisr we help to
remind our children and our granochildren into the future

of the rich legacy of tée vanished Illint tribe. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis
o
''

Davis, M.: ''To the Bill, Mr
. Speaker. I'm kearing a button that

was given to me by one of the Indians this morning
. And I

thknk, regardless to the names of those tribes
, there ks

some cohesiveness wîth their relationship with different

tribes; they're still rndians. And this button says,

'Racial stereotypes dehumanize'
. And this is a Di11 that

dehumanizes a group of people, based upon What some of you

perceive to be your learning about their culture
, being

entertained. I believe in 1995, people should be
intelligent enough, aware enough

, have traveled enough,

have read enouqh, to knok that when one certain group of

people in ehis so-called melting pot that we live in object

eo what we do in reference to their race
, their culturz,

should wave a red flag and we should stop it
. I think We

should stop it. The University will go on
, tf we continue

to fund it. The University gill not fall apart if you find
yourselves another symbol. And I do know that in the SEate
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of Wisconsin, khere was a school that had a name for its
team as Indians. And the skudenks becoming learned and

intelligent, wk:e and respectful of other people's culture
decided to change their names to Indians

. . ol'm sorry, to

Eagles. They changed their names from Indians to Eaglesv''
speaker Daniels: ''You need to bring your remarks to a closeo''

Davis, M.: ''But... Thank you very much
. I believe this should

be a 'no' vote. I Want the Indians Who are in the balcony
tc klcw that this is the Republican side of the aisle.
This is the Democratic side of the aisle

. We're going
'b C * * * ''

speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Enox
, Representative

Moffitt.''

Moffiet: ''Thank you eery muchv Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. think we need to all stop and take a look,

lower the rhetaric and just stop and look uhae's
really.e.we're considering. We need to determine if the
presentation of Chief Illiniwek is done With respect, with
dignity, with honor and reverence. And if it is, then

think it's proper that it be kept as a symbol
. As an alum

of the University of Illinois, I've watched the Chief at

half time many timesf and it eertainly ks done in the
manner that I referred to. It is not derogatory the 

Way
that it is presented. I've asked nyself, once this issue

came up, Would I want my ancestors respectedy honored?

Would you Want your oWn Way of life remembezed after youd
re

gone? And I think the answer is eertainlyy yes. You know,

many . groups we see in Illinoisz they want their leaders
,

they Want thetr ancestors remenbered and honored
. We name

buildings afker people that we respect; we named some
bukldings yet this Sesskon. We name holidays after people

whose memory we want to continue on, as a way of respecting
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those individualsr and that's what's reatly done With Chkef

Illini. It's been nentioned the very name of our state'
many of the towns throughout the state are named after
Native Amerkcan tribes, anQ I think it's important th

at

that's done. Representative Weaver did a good job of
meneioning many of thcse nanes. He did leave ou* Maquon

p

which happens to be in my distriet, but has a proud

tradition of Native American heritage
. If we had ignored

the native American heritage of our state
, if we had

refused to acknowledge the culture
, thelr contribution,

then I feel confident that there Would probably be a
movement to honor, to raise the awareness of the Native
American heritage of this state. Thak is exactly what we

have with Chief lllini, that we are preserving thi
s

hezitage and this eulture. I think we need to reall
y stop

and take a look at khat the Chief does. I khink ie's done
in a proper manner. I stand in support of thks Bill that
(sic - of) Representative Winkel, plan to vote for it, and

I hope that others kill, too. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Tbe Genkleman from Cook
, Representative

Morrow.''

Morrow: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I find it ironic that people satd that they Want to
honor our Native Indian Americans with symbols

. Well: you
Wouldn't have to honor ther with a synbol if you hadn't
murdered and slaughtered and starved their ancestors
hundreds of years ago. Of one of the colleagues 

on your
side of tbe aisle pontioned a1X .the tribes that we've had

this skate. Where are those kribes now? Theydve been
wiped out. Your forefathers came and took their land,
starved them, murdered them, slaughtered them

. Just like
With the outrage in Oklahoma City

, that's What Was
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happening, a bomb was dropped on them

. And now you sit up

here to hide your guilt, to bide your guklt, you say that
you want to honor them with a symbol. Well, someone jusk
brought soMe facts about the so-called Fighking Illini

. If
you know about the tribe: Illini, they were not a tribe of
warriors. They were an agricultural tribe

. They were a

tribe of peace. They lived in a peaceful existence, and
somebody came anö uiped them offy wiped them off of the
face of the earth. This is an issue that wedve fought at
Dixon Mounds with the bones of kheir ancestors. And what

happened? The Gtate had to spend aillions of dollars,
millions of dollars to remove those bones and bury khem in
an honored way. And the most ludicrous part of this Bill

is: anytime anyone is affended, ge should be offended. If
the mass...if the mascot of the Unkversity of Illinois Was
a Jewish symbol and the Jewish people in this state kere

upset, that mascot Would be gone. If the nascot Was

a...was of female persuasion and the Women of this state
gere to qet upsek. khat mascot gould be gone. But because
ve have Niped out the Kative American and he has no hist

ory
and the history that we have given him is false

, that he
was a karrior and he Was a fighter. First of all, we need
to correct öurself on What a real Native American is

. Tbey
fought because they Wanted to defend thekr land th

at was
being taken from them. Why is it that they live here

hundreds of years, peacefully, amonqst all the tribes that
were here? And as I've been told, When the Pklgrkms came '
here, if it wasn't fozr .thcca -sano tlatixw'z ircri.aans, many of

your ancestors Would have never lived that first winter
.

Now, I wasn't going to speak on this Bill because I'm like
some of my other colleagues: we should be dealing With

other more inportant issues. And I've heard people say,
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'yes, I've been to the University games
. ' We a11 get free

tickets to the football games
. Maybe We need to pass a

. 

iBi11 that the General Assembly no longer gets those $20 .
tickets. That's a lot of revenue being taken away from the
University of Illinois. But I feel no honor

, I feel no

pride, I feel no loyalty when I see the Chkef Ilkiniwek
come out on that football field. I feel guilt and I

shouldn't feel guilt because ny ancestors didn't come over

here and wipe them off the face of the earth. I don't feel
any guilt. But anytkme anyone's offended

, that's the

purpose of why we were elected to serve here
. We were

elected to serve those who don'E have a voice
. There is

not an elecked Native American in this General Assenbly, so
. they don't have a voice here. So, if I have to be their

voice, so be it. But we should bep . .how can many of us

shave in the morning knowing that, oh, to hide the guilt of

my ancestorsr I'm going to give then a symbol
. Well, don't

give me any symbols for my ancestors When you brought them

over here 400 years ago in a ship
. Don't give me any

symbols; give me equality and economic development and
economic success in thks country

.
''

1''ïou want to brinq your remarks to a close?'' 5Speaker Daniels:
lMorrow: ''If you want to honor...l'm about to finish. If you want

to honor the Native Americans, let's get them off the

reservatkons where they live in poverty and starvation and
mental and physical disease. lf you Want to honor the

Native Americans, thatls how you honor them
. You don't

. honor them Wi*h a symbol. Yzu honcr thcm by reversing

history and correcting the history that has been
puk.avperpetrated as a lie upon them for hundreds of 

years.
If you want to honor them: honor them by knoking that the

fact that they have done their part to make tht
s country
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great. That's how you honor somebody. You don't honor
them with a dance. You don't honor them with a symbol

.
''

Bpeaker Daniels: ''You need to bring your remarks to a close,

Sir.''

Morrow: ''Because my time is up, I'm gotng to bring my remarks to
a close. 9ut I tell you, you know a lot of you guys think

I'm crazy, but as I said the other day, it doesn't take

much to be a politician. A11 you have to do is have a

heart, a1l you have to do is have a heart.
''

Speaker Danlels: ''The Gentleman from DeKalb
, Representative

Wirsing.''

Wirsing: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would nove the previous

questiono''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman has moved the previous question.
The queskion is, 'Shall the main question be put?' Al1 i

n

favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed
, 'no'. The 'ayes'

have i*. The main question is puk
. Representative Winkel,

the Gentlomnn Erom Champaign, to close.''
Wknkelz *Mr. Speaker. I yleld my time to my good friend,

Representative Tim Johnson, for closing.'' '

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Champaign
, Representative

Johnson, to close. Ladies and Gentlemen
. Representative

Davks. Representative Pugh
. Representative Johnson, to '

closev''

Johnson, Tin: ''Thank you.
''

Speaker Daniels: 'dHe is a Sponsor of the Bill and he m
ay close.

Al1 right. A Kemberv. wa Kember Ray.o.Representative Davis,
!4e expect you to conply with the same Rulas cf this Ilouse

as everybody else. Okay
. Okay.

Representativeo..Representative Jonesz you sound great
today. Let the record reflect thak Representative Jones is
in great mood today. Representative Johnson has been
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yielded kn debate by Representatkve Winkel

. It is within

the Rules. A Member may yield his time to another Member.
. Representative Johnson is also a listed Sponsor of the

Bill. He is a...Representative Davis, you Will comply With
the rules of this House. Representative Johnson is a

Sponsor of tbis Bill. Representative Johnson
, to close.''

Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. I
wasn't aware that my.. .my ckosin: would cause such

controversy, but I appreciate the ruling of the Chair and
the courtesy of my good friende Representative Pugh and

Representatkve Davis in allowing me to close on this issue
that affects al1 the people of Illinois and obviously has a
dramatic...dramatic impact on people around the
Champaign-urbana area and throughouE *h

e state,
Representative Winkel's and ny district, and for that
matter every district in the state who are concerned about
putting finality ko this issue

. And this Bill puts
finality ko this issue. Representatkve Gash mentkoned kn
debate, why are ve dealing with an issue of thi

s sort When
we have other issues to deal with? And clearly we do and
clearly we're going to deal with those issues. I would
simply point out a couple of Bills that h

ave been
introduced over the last few years that

.. .that are of some
significance to the people that introduced then. My
predecessor, my good friend who z respect

: Representative
Satterthwaite inkroduced a Bill calling for the telemonster
to be the state fossll. Represenkative Richmond introduced

House Bkll 3117 designating the square dance as the '
official folk dance of the State of Illinois

. I could name
a series of others: but that's not the point

. The point
isy this puts finality to an extremely important issue. We
are qivinq...Mr. Speaker, I realize people in the gallery
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issue, but I would appreciate khe

courtesy of people in the gallery listening to me as th
ey

have to the opponents as Wel1
.
'1

Speaker Daniels: ''Our guests in the gallery are reminded that
there will be no demonstrations. Representative Johnsonp

''

Johnson, Tim: 'dThank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a tradition that

is a long and storied tradition of the University of
Illinois. Chief Illiniwek and wieh a1l d

ue respect,
Representakive Pugh, it's not Chief 'Illiniwek'

, it's Chief
Illkniwek, is a honored traditton of the University of
Illinois.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson
, you mentioned

Representative Pugh's name in debate
. When we take the

record, he will qiven a minute to responà.''

Johnson, Tim: $'1'11 certainly do that
.
f'

Speaker Daniels: ''So please refrain from mentioning Members names
in debateo''

Johnscn. Tin: ''1'11 certainly do that
. I apologize

Representative Pugh. I Was just correeting the
pronunclaticn, no, no. You and I are good friends and I
understand khat. Thts is a Blll that gives honor to Native
Americans. To those of you who have Watched for decades,
who have watched for nearly a century, the perfornance of
Chief IlliniWek, would recognize that What Chief Illiniwek
is to the Unlversity of Illinois and to this state, honors
Native Amerfcans, %hat do We Want to do? DO We Want to
eliminate Native Americans fron our history at all? Do we

want to tokally ignore their relevance to this state o: to
other states and to this country? 0f course not

. And What
this symbol does and what this represents is not only a
proud tradition of the University of Illinois

, but gkves
honor to great people in the Native American community.

45th Legislative Day
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Scores of professional football? basketball, pro and hockey
teams, as Well as colleges and high school teans have

Native Americans as their symbols. The Shiloh Indiansz for

example, the Plorida state Seminoles, the Chicago

Blackhawkse tbe Washington Redskins. The list is endless
and each one of those cases gives honor to a people who
deserve to have honor bestowed upon then

. A half a nillion
alumni around the university. ..around this state and around

the country look to Chief Illiniwek and the cerenony that
accompanies that as a honored traditionr a storied
tradition, somethkng tbat really means something to a great
univeraity, a grvat state and a great community

. There are

many people who, for stncere reasons, including
Representative Pugh, including ny good friend Brian S

avage,
wbo is an attorney at hame and has led the opposition to
this Bill: who is a fine, sincere individual, Who opposed
this Bill for sincere reasons

. They have honor...they have

legitimate' reasons in thekr mind for opposing it
. But I

happen to.believey as Representative Winkel and I think a

majority of the'people in this chamber and a vast najorkty
of the people of the State of Illinois believe

, that this
is...is something that theydre simply wron

g on. Thi: is a
Bill that puts finality to an issue once and for all. We
don't Have to dump it on the trustees; we don't have to
dump àt anyw:ere else. We have to deal with it as the

policy nakers of the State of Illinois
. The University of

Illinois, Chief Illkniwek is our symbol
. He brkngs great'

pride to this University. He brinqs great, great pride to
this state, as many others do throughout th

e eountry, and I
urge a 'yes' vote in favor of Representatives Winkel,
Cowlishaw, Noland, Weaver and Johnson's Billz along with
many others who join in believing that this Bill is
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something that's long overdue, will put an issue to rest,

and is sonething that not only brings honor to Nakive

Americans, but does great honor to a tremendous Universit
y,

a tremendous state and a tremendous people. urge a 'yes'
VVV C # 'î

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman
, Representative Pugh, is

recognized for one minute. His name was mentioned in

debate.''

Pugh: ''Thank you.o.thank youe Mr. Speaker. With a1l due respect

to the Representatives that have spoken in regards to this

legislation, and I understand the need and the desire
of...time honored Universtty to have such a symbol 

as

Chief..eas khe Chief, bu* I fail to understand ho
w we can

talk abouk revering an individual and denigrating at th
e

same time. That's called an oxymoron and if We deal with

oxymorons, we become oxymoronic. So, We have a problem

Witho.wWith another terx that they cakl cognitive
dissonance. We can't have our cake and eat it

, too.

Either we're going..oif wedre going to revere hin
,

if..othen ve should nok only allow the Chief to run up and
down the field during half time, we should allow him to be

ak the head of khe kable at alumni meetings
. We should

allow Indians to be on the Board. ..of *he Board of the

University.o.''

Speaker Daniels: ''You Want to brin: your remarks to a closer
Si r? ''

Pugh: ''..oand to be respected economically
. We should allow them

to have...''

Speaker Daniels: ''You need to bring your remarkG to a close,
Sir.''

Pugh: ''Thank you, Do I have three minutes or one minuter Sir?''
Speaker Daniels: uNo, one minutê

. Your time is expired, so will
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you please bring your conments to a close
.
''

rugh: ''Thank you. If We're kalking about allowing an individ
ual

or a nation or a race of peoplee if Wefre talking about

revering, the definition of reverence neans to love and
Eespect. Are we lovinç and respecting the heritage of

a e.of

a nation, of people gho founded this great nation, who were
here and have a time honored tradition? Are We respectin

g
them by...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh?''

Pugh: ''o..submitting them to this kind of inhumanity7''

Speaker Daniels: ''Thank you. The Lady from Lake, Representative

Gash, is recognized. Her name was mentioned in debate b
y

Representative Johnson. Representative Gash
, for one

minute.''

Gash: ''Mr. Speaker, my name was mentioned in debate.
Representative Johnson mentioned that there were several

Bills tbat he says in the past that have been unne
cessary.

r did mention that feel this is unnecessary at b
est

legislation. just vant to point out that this is
legislation Ehat hurts people. This is more than just
unnecessary legislation. This is legkslation that hurts

people, and I believe that a 'no' vote ks critical on this
,

and I urge my colleagues to vote 'no'.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentlenan, Representative Winkel, has moved

for the passage of House Bill 1106
. The question is,

'Shall House Bill 1106 pass?' A1l those in favor signif
y

by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'
. The voting ts

open. This is final action. Have all ' voted Who Wlsh?

Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11 voted Who wish? Al1

right. Everybody voted? The Clerk Will take the record.
On this question, there are 80 'ayes'

, 26 'noes' and 7

voting 'present'. This Bill: havtng received the

April 2l, 1995
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Majority, is hereby declared passed. The
Gentleman... What's the next. . .1209. Read the Bill, Mr.
Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1209, a BLll for an Act that amends

the Illinols Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. Third
Reading of this House Bi1l. ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Regresentative Pedersen
. The Gentleman please

have your attention. Represenkative Pedersen.

Representative Churchill in the Chair
.
''

Pedersen: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1209 amends the Motor Vehicle Theft
Prevention Act. Thks Act created a council of people who
served on it, Whose purpose was to. . edo something about the

problem of theft of automobiles in the State of Illinois.
We have... This particular Act is up under sunset this 

year
and we would like to...we are renewlng ehat

, but we're
naking sone changes in the make-up of the couneil

. There
have been a aumher of Representatives tbat We have talked
ko about this, and everyone is in agreement on the changes.
It chxages the membership of the council

, but the total

nrmber of members would not change
. It removes the

Director of the Department of Insurance; provides for

seven, rather than skx, gubernatorial appointees and

provides that five, rather than Ehree of these appointees
be representatives of insurers; provides that a11

representative insurers, rather than a minimum of two, must
be representakive of insurers who are doniciled in
Illinois, eliminytes a gubernatorial appointee who must b

e

a representative of purchasers of motor vehicle insurance
;

provides that the insurers must collect, rather than just
payr ehe fee that is paid into the council's trust fund.
And as I said, extends the Act's repeal date from January 1

45th Legislative Day
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of 96 to January 1 of 2000. As I said, these...all theI
lies thak are involved in this have signed off. Itfs apart

wortàwhile change, and I would urge an 'aye' vote
.
''

t

Speaker Chuychill: ''Representative Churchill in the Chair. Is

therè any discussion? The Gentleman from Cook:
Reprèsentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thaàk you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: 11He indicates he will. Please proceed.''
IDart: 'tRepresentative, as far as the council goes, hoW many of
I

the number of members changing or are we' just changing
aroun; the membershkp itself? But the number is staying

the same?f'

Speaker Churichill: ''Representatkve Pedersen
psl

Pedersen: ''The number remains the sane. We are just changing the
make kp.'' '

h
Speaker Churdhill: ''Representative DarE.''

I

Dart: ''And, Mr. Speaker, I'm joined by appropriate number of

colleagues in taklng.poin asking to Eake this off of Short

DebaEè.. . Representative . ... ''!
Speaker Churèhirl: 'fl'm sorry, Representative Dart, the Chair did

not hkar youo'' 1
Dart: ''I1m iorry. I was asking take this off of Short Debate

,i

and I was joined by the appropriate number of colleagues j: 
1here .'!1

Speaker Churçhill: ''I hear a number of people just shouting
:

'hands', so there Must be enough people out here
. It's off

:
Short Debate . ''

Dart: ''Thank: you. Now, Representative, what is the impetus for
1 Ichanging the membership? I understand ge aren t inereasing

or decreasing the number of people physically on the board
,t

jibut whjt is the impetus for changing who is on the board?''
I

Speaker Churchill: 'lRepresentative Pedersen.''

t
II
(
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Pedersen: ''We1l, I think the... We're talking about automobiles

that are insured bya..under the comprehensive coverage
,

under automobile insurance policies. And the money comes

from khose Who pay those premiums, if they have that

coverage on their policies. And I think the feeling gas

Ehat, that ehere should be more input from people who are

familiar With the problems of automobile thefk and thak

this rearrangement would make it more effectlve.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Who...Who is it that wedre taking off of the board and

why?o.oor off the council.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersent ''We're taktng off the Dizector of Insurance, who

approves, and this so-called public membere who is not

suppose to have any ties With the...with the autonobile

insurance and the...and that sort of thing, who is supposed

to be a member of the public, but of course. a1l of the

members that are appointed by the Governor are technically

membera representkng the public. So. . . In addition to

that; we 'have increased the number.of insurance industry

members, primarily because they are familiar With the

problem. They work with it day to day. They're experts on

how to deal Nikh it. We have the state police
, of course,

and others and as a consequence, I think the feeling was

that khis would be a more knowledgeable and more

experlenced group, that it would be able to lmprove the

work that they do.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.
''

Dart: ''What is the purpose of this council?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.
''

Pedersen: feThe purpose is to address the problem of automobile

tbeft in the State of Illinois and to try to devise
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programs and other ways of minimkzing it.*

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Can you cite to me statistics as to.. . We're extending

the life of this agency. Can you ckte to me the statistics

that show that this is a council that is worthy of being

extended? The statistics mainly being, how this is.. .how

many car thefts this has stopped and how much money this

has saved the state?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''I don't have specific statistics. Thisy of course, is

funded by the insurance companles who collect the premkum

on comprehensive insurance. And as gou knov, the...private

businesses are not anxious to spend money on something that

isn't effective. I think overall there may have been some

concern for a ttme that they weren't being especially

effective. But I understand that in recent years
, they

feel that it's improved and they are Willing to support its

continuanceo''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dartv''

Dark: ''Repr/senta*ivey my concern is, is that I'm a1l for

stopping vehicle theft and the like, but before we go

extending a council, which people get their per dien and

their travel: whatever: Who sit on these councils. Before

we qo on extending the council, I would really like to

think the reason ke're doing it is because it's doing such

a bang-up job. Is Ehere any data, any reason we have Eo
believe this is such a good idea, we want to keep doing it?

I nean, I really would like to think before we extend

something: we're doing it because we have a reason to do

other than just it's therey let's extend it.''
Speaker Churchill: d'Representative Pedersen, for the answer

.
''

Pedersen: ''There are no per diems or any expense to the state
.
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This is really funded by the people Nho buy comprehensive

auto insurance in this state. And the people kho have made

up the council, including the...all the public members and

the insurance induskry have felt thatg that it is worthy of

continuing. I'm sure that if they felt it was not doing a

good job, they'd wanto..they Would want to get rid of it.

After all, it does cost them some money and it does

kncrease the premkums by a dollar.''

Speaker Churchillz ''Ang discussion? The Gentleman from Sk
.

Clair, Representatlve Hoffnan.''

Hoffman: f'Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates that he will. Please proceed.
''

Hoffman: ''Yes, Representativey What happens if we don't do this?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pederseno''

Pedersen: ''We11z the Act has to be extended because it sunseta
,

and so it would just disappear, I supposer if it wasn't

continued.''

Speaker Churchkllz ''Representatkve Hoffmano
''

Hoffman: ''It's my understanding, is this. . . Does this motor

vehicle, this council, does it have individuals throughout

t*e state or antk-theft units througbout the state that it

funds?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representatkve Pedersen.'g

Pedersen: ''I'm not sure what youdre asking. Would you repeat?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.
''

goffman: f'It's my understandlng tha: Ehis council funds

throughout the State of Illinois various, various

anti-theft units that look into motor vehicle theft rings
,

such as...things such as that. Is thak was this does?

Does provide funding for those specialized units

throughout the state?''

Speaker churchlllk ''Representative Pedersen. ''
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Pedersen: ''Xes, they do that sort of thing.
''

Speaker Churchill: 'IRepresentative Hoffman.
'%

Hoffman: ''Wel1y that's sort of...I guess I'm trying to figure out

exactly..oDo we need this in order to continue that work?

That's the question. What happens now, it's my

understanding is, is that insurers or when you buy

knsuzance, a portion of that money goes into a pot
. That

pot is then distributed for units to Work on motor vehicle

Eheft prevention and they're throughout the state. My

question is, is that what thls deals With? Is that What

this khing deals with? If you need a staff member to help

you out, maybe We can aBk thate because think tbat', a

good program. I'n not..alf this is just another study
group, it would be different. I don't know if this is the

thing that funds those units? That's What my question is
.
''

Speaker Churchillt ''Representative Pedersen.'l

Federsen: ''The council is authorized to combat auto theft by

making grants to public and privake entities; conducting

impact analyses on crlmlnal justice policies; developing

and implementing statewide strakegies and plans and

coordinatkng and implementing plans and strakegkes relatkng

to inter-agency or inter-governmental cooperation.
''

Speaker Churchill: l'Representative Eoffman. ''

Hoffnan: ''Representative, What I'm Erying 6o figure out
, I think

as it presently exists, these units who go after motor

vehlcle thieves are good, and they are betng funded by a

fee that is paid by insurers of notor vehicles. ..vehicle

insurance. They funded, grants are given. What I'm asking

is, will this allow that to eontinue? Is that the purpose

of thks? If it does, it's a good Bi1l. If it doesn't

allow that to continue, it probably isn't worth anythinq.

That's my question.o
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1Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.''
Pedersen: ''The answer is, yesv''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman. ''

Hoffmank ''TNea t*at brings me to my next question
. House

Amendment l revises the Billr my understanding: to allow,

rather than require insurers to colleck the fee that goes

to the trust fund for the council. How is that a change in

current law? My understanding is now it is required. The

concern ise if We extend this and only allow them to do it
,

they won't do it and then these units that go after

thieves, motor vehicle thieves, would no longer be in

place. How does this change current 1aw?1'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''It provides that insurers nust collecty rather than

just pay the fee that is paid into the council's trust
fund.'' .

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffmanm''

Hoffman: ''Thatîs not my underskanding of the Amendment. Maybe we

could Eind cuk. My understanding of the Amendment #1, is

kt changed the Wording from, 'shall collect and pay' to

'may collect and pay'. 'May collectd.. vto 'may collect'

and 'shall pay'. The question is, What does that do to the

funding for this very needed organization? Does it dry up

the fundinq for these units that go after motor vehicle

thieves?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Xy underskanding, it is nok 'may', that it is

'shall' ''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.
''

Hoffman: ''NoW, Representative, I hate to tell you this
, but Ifm '

trying to help you out here. I Want to keep whatfs

currently in place, but House Amendment 41 may not do thak.
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That's My concern.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cookr

Representative Parkeo''

Parke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Wi11 the Sponsor yield?'' %

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please proceed.n

Parke: ''Yes, Representative Pedersen, is it your understanding

that tbe Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act is workîng well

in Illinois?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pederseno
f'

Pedersen: ''ïes.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Parke.
''

Parke: ''Is it your understanding the mostsa.all this Amendment

does is fine tune and clarify i*?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersenw
''

Pedersen: ''Yes, that's correct. And it pretty much just kind of

makes some changes. in the make-up of the council.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Parke.''

Parke: ''Thank you, Repgesentative Pedersen. To the Bill. Ladies

and Gentlemen./

Speaker Churchill: ''To the Blll.''

Parke: ''This legislation was a Bill that I introduced a number of

years ago. It iso.ostarted off...it Was based on the

Detroik model, whieh was extremelyp..the Michigan model,
which was extremely successful. My understanding of

talking Eo people uho have served on *he board, Eha: this

board vorks fairly well, but we are fine tuning it. The

Dkrector of Insurance does not choose to be on this board

anymore. We're going to change it over. It is not a big

deal, Ladies and Gentlemen, and I think that this is a good

Amendment. I uould ask...Amendment to the Bill. ..and I
I

would ask that Menbers of this Body to vote 'yes' on House

42
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Bil1 1209.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Purther discussion? The Gentleman fron

Vermilion, Representative Slack.''

Black: ''Yesg thank you very muchv Mr. Speaker. Will khe Sponsot

Xield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates that he Nill. Please proceed.''

Black: ''Representatkve Pedersen, in the 1aW you're.. .in the

proposed legislation you're carrying: in the reappointment

process, can you tell me Whether there will be a member of

the public appointed? Is there anyonem. aWill anyone serve

on this board that simply represents the consumer or the

public? Nok affiliated with a 1aw enforcement agency or

insurance company.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen. ''

Pedersen: uThe... We have... It provldes for seven, rather than

six gubernatorial appointees; provides for fiver rather
Ehan three appointees representative insurersl and it does

not have this so called public member any longer; and it no

lonqer hxq the-Dilector. of Insurance. But the current law

really kind of provides that Ehis public member not have

any special understanding of the problen. It just suppose
to be some public member, and 1...1 feel and I think the

people kn/ol/e; in this, feel that the members that are

representing *he stake police, and what have you
, are

really public nenbers.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representakive Blackl'

Blacks ''Thank you. And I'm not in disagteement with that

interpretation. But to the best of my knowledge: the board

used to have one nember, I think it kas stated, that Would

represent the consumers of those who purchase automobiles
,

or somethilg to that effect. just Want to make kt clear
in my mind: that position along vith the Director of the

April 2lr 1995
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Department of Insurance, would then be eliminated on the

board, correct?''

Speaker Churchàll: d'Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''That's correct. And I think Ehere was a feeling that
i

the people...the insurance people that really pay for thisy I

tf
eel that they need people on the council who are

knowledgeable about the problems of automobile theft
. .

''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative 3lacke''

Black: ''Yes, thank you very nuch, Representative. I appreciate

your patience in answering that question.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion. The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartke, Wins the battle. Youlre

Z C X Q' * ''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Xield?'f

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he Will. Please proceed.''

Hartke: ''Representative Pedersen, I had not planned on in

speaking to this issue, but... but Representative Hoffman

raised a very interesting question and I don't think you

ansWered the question. As I read this piece of legislation,

House Anendment 41 changes the Word from 'shall' to 'may'.

NoW we# over here, are for what youtre trying to do
. But

we think that there's a problem with this Anendment
,

unless you can explain it to us. Wedre going to be

opposed to this because it reverses and drives up the fund

to accomplish What this counclk is purported to do
. Let

me give you an exanple. Representative Pedersen, you
'may'; you fmay' pay my Master bill; Master Card bill at

the end of this month. Would you be willing to pay my

Master Card bill at the end of this month?''
1

Speaker Churchill: 'lRepresentative Pedersen, international

banker, to answer the question.''
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Pedersen: ''I do not have that Wording that you're talkin: about

'may'. My underskanding of this Bill isr if the.. .the
insurance companies, who write automobile insurance in the

State of Illinois, charge a dollar under the comprehensive

premium for car insurance and that dollar goes into this

f l.1 nd . W

Speaker Churchkll: HRepresentative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''We11, Representative Pedersen, the House Amendment 41

to House Bill 1209 replaces the Word 'shall' with 'may'

collect. Now, that means that khey don't really have to

pay if they don't want to. But the word 'shalld, which

youlre taking out, requires them to make this deposit
.

Now, if House Amendment l should be tabled, Ekne: then we

can still support khis Bill. 3ut House Amendment 41 is on

the Amendment, then it is defeating what you're trying to

dom''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representakive Pedersen. Representative

Pedersen, you're up.''

Pedelsen: f'I'm lookkng at the Bill. Just a minute
.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''We'11 pause for just a second While

Representative Hartke and Representative Pedersen Work this

out. Representative Pedersen, are you prepared ko answer

khat now? Representative Hartke, you have 2 minutes left
,

so wepll give you 2 minutes. One at a time.
''

Pedersent ''Mr. Speaker, don't... I don't think what theylre

talking about here ig a problem. We don't care how they

collect the money. If there is a problem and this has

never come up, in any of our discussions, with the

insurance industry people or any of the other parties. If

there's a problem kith this wording, wedll correct BuE

I'd like to go ahead with it. don't think there's a

problem because We don't care how they collect it.
''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''Well, I think thak *he language as he just explalned to
me, is... is very ambiguous. And... and I think that

somehow, way, shape or form, our legal eaqles around here

could... could fix that sone way, so tha: it is

indtsputable. Right now, we feel that the way tbe

language is Written...''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke, you have one minute

lef t . ''

Hartke: î'Thank you. The Way the language is Written in Amendment

#1, kt's totally permissive. And webre concerned that the

funds w1l1 noE be Ehere to continue this program because

of House Amendmenk #1. So I think we better take another

look at this and try to correct that language
.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Clinton, Representative Granberg.l'

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he Will, please proceed.
''

Granberg: ''Representative. are you going to be discussing this

issue, if the Bilt gets over to the Senate? Because it

seens to be a potential major issue. To change it from
'shall collect and pay' to 'may collect'. So I assume

that you're going to be working with the parties to nake

sure that your provision is adequate for the funding of

this fund, is that correct?'' 
.

Speaker Churchill: ''Representatlve Pêdersen-
'l

Pedersenz ''My understanding it, this (s not a problem
. That the

companies have to come up with the money but we do not tell

them how theydre going... how theydre going to collect it.
If this is a problem, which I dcubt, we will certainly

address it in the Senate.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg
.
''
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Granberq: HOkay: thank you, Representative. As Representative

Hartke indicated, we just thought that it could be a

problem if you kake out the mandatory requirement on

payment. Representative Black discussed a provision
,

Representative, that I'd like to pursue. You are taking

the one consumer member off this board, is that correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Reptesentative Pedersen.
''

Pedersen: ''Yes.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''So the insurance companies, at their request, don't

want a consumer on the board. Is that...is tbat correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.
''

Pedersen: ''I think they...l Ehink they feel that there ought to

be people that have some knowledge and expertise in the

area. We have 7 public members, that are a part of this

council and that ought to be adequate for protection of a11

partiese''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ' ''Well, Repcesentative, how long had a consumer been a

member of this Board?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.
''

Pedersen: ''Welle I assume it's been the 4 years that it
. . . that

the law has been in place.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Representative, the current members of the Board, can

you tell me Nhere these members reslde?l'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.
''

Pedersen: ''I do nok have a list of the members
.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Representative: aren't they in charge of distributing

the proceeds from the fund to various areas of the state?

Is that correck?''
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Speaker Churcbill: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''We1l, they distribute it to places and to programs

that they think are worthwhile. Where ever they may be.''

Speaker Churchill: I'Representative Granberge''

Granberg: ''Representative, do you know where Ehose funds are

currently gtven? What areas of the state?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pedersen.'s

Pedersenk ''I do not have such a list. A11 We're sayingz is that

the parties involved, including the insurance conpanies
,

feel that this is worthy of continuing. And they have

made these as modest recommendations and the change in the

make-up of the council, which they feel will nake it more

effective. And I 'agree.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: 'fRepresentative, my concern is, I think there might

have been only one downstate member on this board and I

think that your legislakian might have removed that one

downstate person. And I think also, that most of the
funds thak are distributed through this process

y. do not go

to downstate. Soy I'm very mueh concerned of the downstate

person, if these are being qenerated from down state

insurance agents, down state insurance companies and no

downstate members are on this Board, and no funds go to

downstates, it's important to ne and I think the other

downstate members, no matter what party, to know where

thoGe funds go. Where tbey come from and who the board

members are who make that determination as to ghere Ehose

funds shall go. So, has your staff or Representative Parke

indicated to you, where the members reside and where the

fund... the proceeds from the fund are distributed

currently?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Pedersen.
''
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Pedersen: ''Well, I appreciate you're bringing this.. .point to our

attentkon. I thknk the people that do the appointing will

take that into consideration. But youfve got to remember,
that theft is a question of khere it happens and where the

serious problems are. I mean, from what I understand about

a...in general, about downstate, I mean, they have much

less problem. And go, maybe that explains part of

theo..part of the reason why they don't have to address

it.''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, you're saying that there are no

downstate funds distributed by khis board?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''No# I'm not.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg. Representatkve

Granberg, I believe he said, 'No, he Was notîwn

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Bill. I understand

what the Gentleman is trying to do, fran.o.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg, please bring your

remarks to a concl... a conclusion, please.
''

Granberg: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I understand what the

Gentleman is trying ko do. But frankly, I have a couple of

concerns. One of which, I don't know why we're continuing a

board, when we're supposed to be decreasing a size of

government. Even though there is no per dien involved.

And secondly, doWnstate contributes to this fund. We

don't know where the nembers of the board reside. We don't

know hoW the funds are distributed. It's ny understanding,

most of the funds, the vast majority, do not go to
downstate. So we have downstate companies contributing to

thks fund. We don't know if there are any downstate

members on the board. In fact, I think the only downstate
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member has just been removed, wikh this legislation. So the

one doWnstate nember, the one consuner member, is now being

sought to be removed. We don't know where *he funds are

going. We do know that the money is coming out of

downstates. But we don't...

Speaker Churchill: ''Please bring ydur remarks to a conclusion
m
''

Granberg: ''Wedre not sure if the money is going back to downstate

at all. So I have very serious concerns and until we can

find some answers, Representative, I just reluctantly, have

to abstain from votinç 'yes'.''

Speaker Churchkllt ''Further discussion, the Gentleman from Kane
:

Representative Hoeftw''

Hoeft: I'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The question is, 'Shall the previous question

be moved?' Al1 those in favor slgnify by saying 'aye'; all

opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the

'ayes' have it and the previous question is moved
.

Representaeive Pedersen to close.''

Pedersen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I think in the previous

comments that were made about continuing a program, that's

costing the state money. This is completely privately

financed. It is.., it is those people who are involved in

ik and are an expert in it, believe that these modest

changes in the make up of the council, Would make it more

effective. And for that reason, think Ne should go

ahead. Wedre not costing the State of Illinois any money
.

Theypre doing a good job. A11 the parties that are

involved in this, a11 the agencies and so onr are signed

off. And I recompend an 'aye' vote.
''

Speaker Churchilll ''Por What purpose does the Rep
. . . the

Gentleman Erom Cook, Representative Langz rise?''
Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If thLs Bill recekves the

45th Legislative Day
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requisite number: We Would request a verification.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''A verification has been requested. The

question is, 'Shall House Bi11 1209 pass?' A1l those in

favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed vote 'nay'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have all voted who

wish? Have a11 voted who Wish? Have a1l voted who Wish?

Clerk, take the record. On this question there are 67

votinq 'aye', 39 voting 'no' and 4 voting 'present'.#

There NaS been a request for a verification.

Representattve Lang, do you persist in your request for a

verification? The answer is 'yes'. Mr. Clerk, please

read those voting in khe affirmakive.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Pol1 of those Representatives voting in the

affirmativek Representatives Ackernan. Balthis.
Biqgert. Biggins. Bost. Brady. Burke. Capparelli.

Churchill. Ciarlo. Clayton. Cowlishaw. Cross.

Deuchler. Durkin. Hanrahan. Hassert. Hoeft. Hoffman.

Huqhes. Johnson, Tim. Johnson, Tom. Jones, John.

Klingler. Kotlaxz. Krause. Kubik. Lachner.. Laurino.

Lawfer. Leitch. Lindner. Lyons. McAuliffe. Meyer.

Mitchell. Moffitt. Moorey Andrea. Mulligan. Murphy,
Maureen. Ryers. Noland. O'Connor. Pankau. Parke.

Pedersen. Persico. Poe. Roskam. Rutherford
. Ryder.

Salvi...''

Speaker Churchill: I'Excuse me, Mr. Clerk. Mr. Capparelli: Were

you :êêking leavê to bê vêrifled? RepresenEaEive Lang,
Representative Johnson was seeking leave to be verified

and Representative Cross was seeking leave to be verified.

And I thinky Representaeive Hoffman, were gou seeking

leave to be verifiede too? 0h, okayr you're here.

Representative Lang, will Representative Cross
,

Representative Johnson have leave to be vericied? Yes.
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' jOkay: I'm sorry, Mr. Clerk, please proceed.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Saviano. Skinner. Spangler. Stephens. Tenhouse.

Turner, John. Weaver. Wennlund. Winkel. Winters.

Wirsing. Wojcik. Zabrocki. Zickus. And Mr. Speakerv f'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, would you like . to

request any nanes for your verification?''

Lang: ''Representative Laurino?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Laurino. Is Representative

Laurino in the chamber? Chair does not see Representative

Laurino. Please remove him. Further names?''

Lang: ''Representative Burke?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Is Representative.. . I think Representative

Burke Was standing there with Representative Capparellk

when ap.. perhaps they may have ducked off the floor.fl

Lang: 1IWell, I'm going to verify Representative Capparelli next
r

Sir.''

Speaker Churchill: ''All right, Well, I don't see Representative

Burke. He doesn't seem to be on the floor. I don't know

Where he is. Hels.one of your Membersa You ought to keep

them on the Floor if you could. He's' not here. . We'11

verlfy Representative 3urke off. Please take Representative
Burke off, Mr. Clerk.''

Lang: ''Representatïve Capparellk.n

Speaker Churchill: ''I thougbt Representative Capparelli was

trying to get my attention for leave to be verified, when

he WaS Etanding by the door. BuE pqrhaps, perhaps he had
something e1se...n

Lang: ''Take him off, Sir. He didn't get leave. Take hin off.'' h
''A1l right, and Representative Capparelli 1Speaker Churchill:

1should note that you've taken him off tbe Roll. Take him
' 

joff, Mr. Clerk. Further names, Representative Lang?''

Lang: ''One momenk, Sir. Representative Bost.
''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bost. Representative Bost,

are you in the Chamber? The Chair does not see

Representative Bosk. Mr. Clerk, please remove him.

Representatkve Lanq, Representative Brady would like

leave to be verlfied, he's standing right in front of the

well. May he have leave? Okay, he's granted leave.
''

Lang: ''Representative Black.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Gentleman's in his chair and he's also voting

'no'. r assume you can see that from over there, could

yOu not?''

Lang: 'lBear wkth me# Skr. Bear wkth me. Representative

Biggins? Oh, Representative Biggins is right here
.

Representative McAuliffe?f'

Speaker Churchill: 'gRoger McAuliffe is standing.. .
n

Lang: 'fI should have known, he's waiting for Ralph to return.
''

Speaker Churchill: 'dHefs waiking for Ralph to return so he can

talk to him about that quick escape he just made. Hels in

the Chamber. And Representatkve Bost, believe, just
came back in. ër. Clerk, please return Representative

, 3ost

ko the Roll Call.','

Lang: ''Representative Tenhouse?'s

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Tenhouse. One second,

Representative Lang, Representative Maureen Murphy asks

leave to be verified. She's standing down here in front.

Leave is granted for Representative Maureen Murphy
.

Representative Tenhouse. The Chair does no* see

Representative Menhouse. Mr. Clerk, please remove

Repreoentative Tenhouse from the Roll.M

Langl HRepresentative Kotlarz.'l

Speaker Churchill: d'We saw him here a minute ago
. Oh,

Representative Tenhouse is in the center aisle. Mr. Clerk,

please put Representative Tenhouse back on the Ro11
.
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Representative Kotlarz: Where are you? Representative

Kotlarz, the Chair does not see Representative Kotlarz.

Mz. Clerk, please take Representative Kotlarz off the

ROl1.H

Lang: ''Representative... excuse me. ''

Speaker Churchill: ''Anything further, Representative Lang?''

Lang: HWe11, Wedre Working on it. Bear with me, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: HWe'll give you a couple Rore minutesw''

Lang: ''No further, Sir.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, you and I had a

conversation about this yesterday. tried to renind you

and 1'11 try to remind you again, today. The Republicans

are here tn their seats, voting, ready Eo go. So, on this

question, there are 63 voting 'aye', 39 voting 'no', and

votkng 'present', and thks Bill having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.

Clerk, please read Eouse Bill 1334.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1334e a Bi1l for an Act Amending the

Property Tax Code. Third Reading of this House Bill.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady fron Dupage,
Representative Ccwtishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Thank you vety much, Kr. Speaker. House Bill 1334

is a compilation of what House Bill 1334 Was to begin With
,

along with two other pieces of legislation that have been

incorporated into this one. So let me explain each of

khem brlefly, please. The orlginal of House Bll1 1334,
simply permits a taxpayer to prepay his or her property

tax obligation for the current year and for an additional

year, kf the taxpayer so chooses. does limit that

prepaynent for the additional year to an amount that does

not exceed the taxpayerls current year obligation. And

then it provides that the prepayment will be shown as a
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bill for the tax year for which the

prepayment was made. It appears that there is a., . a

definite federal income tax advantage for people who are

able to prepay their property tax for an additional year.

So that they can take that as an itemized deduction one

year and the next year they simply kake the standard

deduction. That's all that House Bill 1334 does. The next

item is What began as Eouse Bill 1460, sponsored by

Represeneatîve Kubik, Which permits a taxpayer to pay

property taxes according to a paymenk schedule, such as#
partial payment or installations or installmenksr as

determkned by the otdknance of what ever is the

appropriate county board. Representative Kubik says that

he believes that burdened property taxpayers throughout

deserve the rLght to satisfy property tax obligations

accordinq to a payment pay that offers partial payment

opportunities. Low income individuals: such as senior

citizens, who nust struggle to pay their property taxes
:

should be allowed the option to pay them in payments, with

interest: if they so choose. That's a1l that the second

portion of the Bill does. The third portion began as

House Bill 932, Sponsored by Representatlve Churchill. It

provides permissive language, that allows a taxing districk

to provide the reason for the proposed increase in the

exkension limitation, lf that issue is being presented in

a referendum. 1* stipulates *he descrlption shall not be

more than 100 words in lenqth and shall appear directly

above the referendum question on the ballot. This proposal

was brought to Representative Churchill by the Lake County

government and was... it was believed that this would make

referendum questions of this type, more readily

understandable to the voters. That's the three Sections of
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what is now House Bill 1334. I Would be glad to answer

any questions.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Washington, Representative

Deeringe''

Deering: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?lê

Speaker Churchill: ''She indicates that she will, please proceed.''

Deering: ''Representative, if the legislation should pass and

become 1aw... I have a question concerning tWo parts. If

we allow an lndividual to prepay the upcoming yearfs

taxes, will the taxing districts that disperse that money

or that use that money, be limited or will they be required .

to hold that money until the next year: to use in the next

year's ôperatinq budgets? Or can they use that... can theg

use that money that they would receive for next year's

taxes in a current year?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Represenkative Cowlishawo''

Cowlishaw: ''This Bill does ao* address that issuew
'l

Speaker Churchillk ''Representative Deeringo''

Deerinq: ''We1l, Representative, if we're going to let people

prepay taxes for the following year, what's to say that a $
taxing diskrict won't pool that money together and spend

the money a year before it... before the next annual

operating budget comes out? What is the taxing districts

going to do for operating moneyg if we allow them to use

that money kn the prior yearztt

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Covlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Deering, this is entirely a matter of

whether you trust those local units of government to manage

their oWn affairs or whether you don't. Now I served on a

school board for 10 years. And I Will tell you, that we

paid very, very close attention to every source of revenue
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in and how and when it should be spent. 1when it came

Consequently, firse of all, it is highly unlikely that

very many people are qoing to do this. Not a 1ot of

people could even afford eo do ehis. But for those units

of government, that would receive some monies in advance of

when they would normally have recelved khem, they w1l1

simply have to take that into account in their planning.

And I think we should trust them to dc that.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Deerlng.''

Deeringz ':Representative, I find that very... your comnents very

odd concerning the trust in local election officials and

local government: considering you were one that voted khe

other day to take away powers of local government to :et

their operatin: budgets and do What they see fit at

their... ak their local level. Nonetheless: that's already

happened, but the next question. On the... pertaining to

the Section khich will allow a property owner to pay his or

her property kaxes in payments, is the county treasurer

then goinq to have to Jistribute payments throughout khe

yeal; WLLl they be required to dksperse that money at

quarterlg tntervals or are they going to be reguired to do

that up front and borrow money to make those Warrants, anQ

then collect the' money laeer?''

Speaker Churehill: ''Representative Cowlishaww''

CowlishaW: 'fRepresentatlve Deering, I Would like to answer your

questton. But quite franklyr I do not know the answer to

your question. What you are asking about began as House

Bill 1460, Sponsored by Representative Kubik. I dg not

know whether Representative Kubik wanted thak issue

addressed kn this legislation or whekher ehat, like the j
proviskons of my original House Bill 1334, is simply left

its of local government to make those determlnakions.
'' lto un

l
!
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Deering.
''

Deering: ''So, if a unit of local government.. . Nell, let's go to

the county treasurer. If the co... if the unit of local

government is expecting money, tax payment froR the county

treasurer and the county treasurer only has a partial

paynent, Ehat say a school district would receive at the

beginning of a school yeary and the treasurer only pays

them a partkal payment, then youlle tellkng me that's kt's

going to be an additional cost to the taxpayers of that

county or that taxing district to have more forms mailed

out, more checks cut, more paperwork, possibly more

bureaucracy. 1 think when you said that.. . to the Bill,

Mr. Speaker. I think...

Speaker Churchill: nTo the Bil1.''

Deering: ''I think that when you said you can't answer these

questlons and that Representative Kubik, it's part of his

Bi1l. And you didn't know what his intentions Were, I
think we ought to wait until we qet something in concrete

and make sure tha: everyone in the General Assembly knows

and everyone that is in *He public sector knows what our

kntent is before we pass this half-hearted legislation. And
then have to cone back With Trailer Bills later on in the

Session.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion, the Gentleman from Knox
,

Repzesentative Moffitt.''

Roffitt: BThank you. Mr. Speakêr. Wil1 *he Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''She indicakes that she will
. Please

PVOCPOd.W

Moffitt: ''Representative Cowlishawz just had some questions on
this Bill. As a former county treasurer

, I WaE just
concerned about actually being able... how. .. how it would

be applied around the sEate. Does your Bill specify, and
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I think Representative Deering raised a question on

interest. Does it specify whether or not ehe county keeps

the interest? Because they're going to be holding this

money for quite some time, the way the 3ill reads. Or

Would you indicate whether or not you Would be willing for

them to keep the interest that they earned?''

Speaker Churchillk ''Representative Cowlishaww
''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Moffitt, I am sorry, but there is so

much noise in this Chamber. And Ehere are so many people

standing in my kmmedkate vicinity holding conversations
,

that for the life of me, I cannot hear a Word that you

have just said.''

Speaker Churchkll: I'Wi1l the Ladkes and Gentkemen that are

standing between the person asking the question and the

person Sponsoring the Bi11, please move so tbat the two

people can chat on this Bill? Representative Moffitt, can

you briefly ask the question again for the benefit of

Representative Cowlishaw?''

Moffitt: ''Representative, does your Bill spell out or guarantee

that *he counky... the county treasurer's office uould be

holding this money then: if the taxes were paid in

advance. Would the county be allowed to keep that

interest that they Would earn while holdkng those prepaid

taxes?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative CowlishaW.
d'

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Moffitt, there is a Section in *he

County's Code, which declares that the county treasurer may

keep specîal funds Erom overpaynents or prepayments from

which the county board is to authorize payment by voucher

between board meetings. The treasurer must account for such

funds to the board nonthly. This provLsion does noE

distinguish between property taxes paid early and those
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paid on time. And thus apparently, requires a county

treasurer receivin: prepayments, which of course Would be

in the same category as overpayments, to hold and invest

a11 money the same Way. The treasurer wuuld oWe interest

on prepayments to varyinq taxing districts on the due

dates for dispersing regular tax and interest payments.

It would work no differently than it does now.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Moffitt.l'

Moffitt: ''Thank you, did you stake the position oc the Illinois

County Treasurer's Association?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Coglishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ' ''Representative Moffitt, there Was some gentleman
,

whose card I have since lost', and consequently can't

remember his name, Who said he Was a representative of the

county treasurers. Who came to ne right after thia Bill

was heard in committee and said that he and his group were

in support of it7 I can't remember the name of the group
.

But I believe he explained it to me as being the. . . some

kind of an affiliation of county treasurers.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Moffitt.''

Moffitt: ''Okay, it would lkkely be Mr. Poster, if kt was with the

treasures. One final question. Would this then

automatically apply to all counties or Would this be

permissive? A county may adopt it, if they want to or

would they be required to allow prepayments?''

Speaker Churchill: t'Representakive Cowlishaw.
''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Moffitt, it is required. Every counky

treasurer in this state, would have to permit a taxpayer,
who chose to do so, now the initiation of that, has to

come from the taxpayer. Any taxpayer who chose to do so,

could pay the property tax bill that is out for the

current year and an equal amount for the subsequent year.
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Now, think it's inportant to indicate to you, that the

Internal Revenue Code, already allows a taxpayerr to deduct

a property tax payment from federal taxable income for the

year of khe payment and at the same time, a deduction for

property tax that was actually owed and paid that year,

for the previous year. So, tàe Internal Revenue Code
already permits this. The Property Tax Act of our state

,

however, is sklent on tbe subject. And as a result of
thatz there has been a lot of confusion out there. Let me

explain eo you that right nowr if you want to prepay your

property tax for a subsequent yeary so you get the

deduckion on the Federal Income Tax, for two years worth

of property tax at once. You can do that. That is all

ready the practice in Cook, Champaign, Jo Daviessy Lake,

Madison, McHenry, Sangamon, St. Clairy Winnebaqo.
''

Speaker Churcbill: ''Please bring your answer to a conclusion
,

Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''I'm done.f'

Speaker Black: 'fRepresentative Black kn the Chair. Representative

Cowllmhnw *

Cowlishaw: ''Thank your Mr. Speaker. I am prepared to close if

that is...''

Speaker alack: ''I'n sorry. It was my understanding that you

were answerinq a question and there are still several

lights one''

Covlishav: ''I khlnk RepresenEative MoffiEE has concluded his

questioning.''

Speaker Black: 'fI see. Representative Moffitt. And you answered

Representative Moffitt's question? In al1 fairness to

you, Representakive, there are several lights on. I'm

sorry. Let me... On the fureher discussion: the Gentleman

from Winnebaqo, Representative Scott.''
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Scott:: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''She indicates she wi1l.''

Scott: ''Representative, the State Mandates Act Piscal Note

indicates that this is a... an essentially an unfunded

mandate on the counties, doesn't iE?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative CowlishaW.''

Cowlishaw: ''The fiscal note, as I have it here, on House Bill

1334 states, in the opinion of the Departmene of Commerce

and Community Affairs, House 3il1 1334 as Amended, creakes

a local government organkzatkon and structure mandate for

which no reimbursement is required.''

Speaker Black: S'Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''And above that tn the... in the paragraph right before

that. I mean, getting to something that the Representative

Moffitk was talking about. The officîals in Dupage County

have indicated they'd be reguired to do a lot of

reprogramming to be able to do this. Which just makes

sense. And I Would assume that Would be the case in many

. other counties as well. *

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Covlishaw.l'

Scott: ''Going back on... I#m sorry, that wasn't a question.''

Speaker Black: ''I'm sorry. Go ahead. I'm sorry.''

Scott: ''Going back on Nhak Representative Deering asked you. NoW

this money is just qoing to be held by *he county treasurer

and then dispersed at the next... at the next time or hoW

is that money golng to be dispersed?s'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishawa''

Cowlishaw: ''Representatkve, if you had been lkstenkng to my

answers to Representative Moffikt, this money vould be

handled in exactly the same Way that al1 of the monles

that are collected by county treasurers and dispersed to

units of local government, as property tax payments are
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by the Nay, I Was unable to finish.

Among those counkies that all ready permit thisy is

Winnebago.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''Permitted a payment a year in advance?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Let me read once againy Ehe names of the counties in

which ehis is already permltted and they already have a way

to go about this and none of them are complaining that it

is costing them a lot of money or that they can'k manage

it. Cook, Champaign, Jo Daviess, Lake, Madison, McHenry,

Sangamon, St. Clakr, Willz and Winnebago.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''We1l: of a11 of these counties are doing thig right now,

many of which are Non-Home Rule counties, Why do We need to

legislate it? If al1 of them allow one year of prepayment

of taxes for the next fiscal year, not prepayment for the

year when the taxes are duer but prepayment for the year

in which the taxes aren't yet due, if that's already being

done and allowed in Non-Home Rule countiesr why do We need

to pass a 1aW to allow that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Coklishaw: ''Because of the fact... because of the fact, that

although the Internal Revenue Code clearly permits this, it

does not require And because the Property Tax Act of

Our Gtate is Silent on the gubject, county treasurers have
used their own interpretakions of vhether or not they

should have to do this if some taxpayer eones to them and

wants it to be done. so there are some counties in

Illinois, where the county treasurer has said, 'It doesnlt

specifically say in the statute that this is permitted.

In the state statute. It doesn't requlre ne to do this

1995
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and consequently I am not going to do it.l Now it seems to

me that the practices, particularly with something like

thàs, ought to be uniform throughout the state. You

shouldn't get a Pederal Income Tax advantager if you live

in Winnebago County, that you can't get if you live in

Ogle Countyol'

Speaker Black: ''Represenkative Scott.''

Scott: ''You'd indicated before that the County Tax Payers'

Association, or someone who represented an association: Was

in favor of that. Our analysis shows the County Tax

Payers' Association is listed as an opponent. Is that...

do you have anything that would state that that particular

organization is for it or against it?''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Cowlishaw.
''

Cowlishaw: ''I have no way of knowing that.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scotk.
''

Scott: ''I'm sorry, misspoke. The County Treasurers'

Association: not the Qounty Taxpayers' Association
. I'n

not even gure there is a County Taxpayers' Association.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott, your time is about to

expire. Do you have another question?''

Scott: ''Would your answer be the same for the County Treasurersî

Association? That you Wouldn't have any Way of knowing?dî

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishaw.
''

Cowlishaw: f'Nor I thought you said the County Taxpayersd
mv . ''

Speaker Black: 'IRepresentative Cowlishaw, he corrected that to

say he neant the County Treasurers'. And if you could

comment on whether or not you know about any opposition

from the County Treasurers' Association. Representative

Cowlishaw.'l

Cowlishaw: f'To the best of my knawkedge: and I am truly sorry

that I can not recall the gentlenan's name and lost his
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business card. To the best of my knowledge, the County

Treasurers' Association, as an association, is in favor of

this legislatione''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott, your time has expired.

Further discussion, the Lady from Macon, Representative

Julie Curry.''

Curry: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Black: î'She indicates she wil1.''

Curry: ''Representative Coklishawz as a former county treasurer,

from Macon County, I think I have some experience as to the

probleMs with prepayMents. Have you had the opportunity to

speak ko any county treasurers in this state about this

3il1?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Yes.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Curry.''

Curry: ''Can you tell me who?f'

Speaker Black: ''Representa*ive Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishau: l'I haoe spoken to the Dupage County Treasuzer and the

treasurers of all the other counties that I just mentioned

have been talked to and have... information has been

accunulated by the Legislative Research Unit, which did a

whole research paper on this subject.l'
Speaker Black: 'IRepresentative Curryo''

Curry: ''Representative Cowlishaw, I've just been informed that

Ehe Illinois CounEy Treasurers' AssoclaElon is agalnsE Ehls

Bill. And... To khe 3i11, Mr. Speaker. As a former county

treasurer, this is absolutely an additional mandate on

counties kn the Stake of Illinois and county treasurers.

This is an accounting nightmare. To allow people to come

in and prepay for an additional year of taxes is

ludicrous. Let me tell you What happened in Kacon County
.
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When people would come in and prepay their taxes at the

end of the year, ik's solely for those individualg to get

an additional tax break. Federal Income Tax break in the

current year. It's *an accounting nightmare for one reasony

after the tax bills go out and there's already been a

prepayment made, the eounty treasurers wkll bave to issue

another seatement to those taxpayers. And my problems in

the past: have been simply thks, those indivkduals recekve

that statement, then they come back to my office and say:

'youdve been holding my money for khree or four months and

we want interest on that money'. This Bill does not address

the issue of who gets eo keep that interest money. It's a

nightmare for county treasurers. It's an addieional

mandate for counties.o.''

Speaker Black: 'lExcuse me, Representative Curry, bring your

remarks to a close.''

Curry: ''Fir... I urge ny colleagues ko vote 'nol on this issue.
n

Speaker Black: 'lLadies and Geâtlemen of the Housez if I could

have your attention, please. ehe Clerk has asked for time

to test the voting mechanism. This is nok a vote. This

is not a vote. Don't Worry about your switch. The Clerk

needs to test the voting mechanism before we go to the

vote. Mr. Clerky proceed. Have a11 voted who wish? Have

all vdted wo wish? With l18 not votings the Chair is in

doubt. The Clerk has said we ean continue With debate.

Further discussion on the Bill before us. The Lady from

Cook, Representakive Maureen Murphy.'l

Murphy, M.: l'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''She indicates she ki1l.''

Murphyz M.: ''I knoW hoW noisy it's been, Representative, so I

Wanted to ask you a question for you to outline what

counties already allow prepayment and Will continue to do
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so With your legislation versus *he counties thak do not

allow prepaynent. For the Record?ê'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cowlishaw.
''

Cowlishaw: ''Ies, Representative. The counkies that already

permit this to be done and apparently have had no. . . have

not really found this a burdensome kind of thing. Maybe
they have particularly adept counky treasurers. Are:

Cook, Chanpaign, Jo Daviess, Lake, Madison, McHenry,

Sangamon, St. Clair, Will, and Winnebagoo''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Murphye
l'

Murphy: M.1 ''And the number of counties not alloWing prepayment

Xare fev and you have a list of those, I believe,

Represenkative. Could you read them for *he Record?''

Speaker Black: NRepresentative Cowlishaw. ''

Cowlisbaw: ''Representative Murphyy do not want you to

misunderstand this answer. We have not talked to every

couney treasurer in every county in the state. Mostly We

only called the treasurers' offices of the larger counties,
in population. To .the best of our knowledge, however, at

the moment, the only counties that have specifically said

that they don't want to be bothered with this are;

Effingham, Jackson, Kaney Peoria, Rock Island, and

Dupage.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M: ''To the Bi1l.''

fpeaker Black: HTo *he Btll, proceed.''

Murphy, M: ''This passed the Revenue Committee and While it was

on a partisan vote, the partisans not voting in favor of

this Bill voted a strong present in the nunber of 3, with

only l being against. I think we should look out for

those people who no longer have xortgage payments oz Who

have made arrangements to pay their oWn taxes on an
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incremental basis. This is one of thoGe good gavernment

Bills. It allows taxpayers to prepay their property

taxes. What the anount of property taxes being What the'y

arey with tbe concerns of people on tight budgets, when

they have khe ability to prepay, this is only good sense an

their behalf. They can plan kheir year. They can plan for

their returns. They can make the best fiscal judgement that

they can. And in the end, if those property tax payers

that are able to pay in advance can also take advantaqe of

the Pederal Income Tax Legislation that allows

deductibility. well, God Bless them . They were able to

have some honey gàth khe vinegar when it came time to not

only payin: property taxes but to paying their Federal

Income Taxes Which as We al1 knoW, of late, are quite

substantial. commend Representative Cowlishaw for

bringing ehis to our Assembly. As you see, good ideas

continue to come back but we'd like to see them passed
.

Ideas about this leqislation were in the 88th General

Assemblyr of vhich I vas one of the cosponsors. I urge

your due, diligence and approval and fair consideratlon and

vote 'yes'. Thank you so much.''

Speaker Black: ''For further discussion, Ehe Gentleman from

Rankakee, Representative Novak.''

Novakt ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Wtll the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''She indicates she wil1.''

Novak; ''Representative Cowlishaw, I think youfve heard sone

discussions from former couney ereasurers, Representative

Koffktt, Representatkve Curry and myself am a former

county treasurer. Let ne just give you a little history

about this concept. It's an interesting concept and my
. ..

in my years as county treasurer I used to gek a 1oe of

requests from people. People Who are Cinancially wealthy,
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or financially independenty that would come to my office

and say: 'Boy, I'd like to prepay a part of my taxes for

the subsequent taxing year'. Even though the county

clerk's offtce hasn't extended the taxes, nor we had

collected. So. it was more or less... more or less an

estimate, like some counties provide right now, from

estkmated taxes. And ny response gould be, 'I'm sorry we

don'e have the legal authority under the statutes to accept

an advance or prepayment on taxes'. Most of these

indkviduals that came to my office would want to do khis to

qet the double whanmy for the the Federal Tax Income Tax

deduction. And figured maybe if they were in the

investment business, they needed a lîttle bit nore of

push to allow for a greater deduction to off set some tax

liabilitye for that particular year. The question I have

is you indieated a1l these different counties that are

doing this now. To me implicitly, I thlnk theylre dolng

it illegally. They must be either voluntarily accepting

a prepayment. Tbey have to establish- an escrow -account

because it canc; not ' be déposited into ' current tax

collections because it's for a subsequent year. Then about

ten years ago, to complicate matters, We had a major...
Illinoi: Supreme Court case, dealing with the Pawnee

Ltbrary Diskrict in Sangamon County. And that required a1l

taxing or tbe county treasurer to prorate knterest out
,

a11 the Way down to the penny, to every taxing district.

So if a person came... comes in and pays an extra thousand

dollars for the subsequent year, before the Eaxes are. . .

before the taxes are collected for the subsequent year
,

then they have... the treasurer has to fill out a new

accounte establish a new 'escrow account, prorate the taxes

or the interest out. Let's say there could be 200 taxing
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bodies in this entire county. They Nould have to prorate

that interest out. It could be a matter of two or three

cents to each taxing body. So, if this was permissive
, I

wou1d...I Would in for... be in favor oc it. Beyause
think the county board should be allowed to pass an

ordinance and say 'yes', the county treasurer could do

this. If they have the staff and the administrative

wherewithal, to accomplish this. I think to accommodate

certain people would be fine. But kf this. ..kn my

understanding in talking to our staff gentleman, if this

would beeome law: a taxpayer could go down to the county

collector's office and denand that the county clerk in

Whiteside County, say fLook, you have to take my extra

five hundred dollars or thousand dollars for a prepayment

of kaxes for the subsequent year. They have to bank the

money. To me it's...it's an administrative burden. It

should be permissive. County boards should be able to

review this opportunity and nake a decision on their own

at the' local tevel. And' I would urge a1l ny coloeagues
,

not rnly the former county treasurers that are talking

about this. But it really compounds matters. %ou really

have to look at this very carefully. Thank you.
''

Speaker Black: ''Ladkes and Gentlemen, tf I could have your

attention. Once again, the Clerk is having trouble with the

electronic voting nechanism. So he has to test

Obviously Ehose of you who have been here, know if we

don't have an electronic voting systemr we have ko go ro a

verified oral Roll Call in every case. And in that caser I

don't have enough laundry and neither do most of you. So

if you'll just sit back and relax, welll 1et the Clerk do
his test on the electronic voting nechanism . Mr. Clerk,

proceed. And further discussionp the Gentleman Erom Kane
,
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Representattve Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Mr. Speaker, Ild like to call the question.''

Speaker Black: ''The Gentleman fron Kane has moved the previous

guestion. The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' Al1 those in favor, signify by voting 'aye'l

opposed vote 'nay'. Votlng is open. Wait a minute, we
can't vote. Al1 right, the Clerk, the Clerk has informed

me that the system is operational. The Gentlenan from

Kane had moved the previous question. The question before

us is 'Shall the main question be put?' Al1 those in favor

will vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'. Voting is open.

Have all voted Who Wish? Have a1l voted kho Wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, eake the record. On this

question there are 63 voting 'aye', 49 voting 'no', none

voting 'present' and 6 not voting. The main question has

been put. Representative Cowlishaw to close. ''

Cowlishaw: I'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I an grateful to

Representatives Kubik and Churchill for their contrtbutions

to this piece of legislation. I think essentially, Mr.

Speaker, this is really a very simple Bill. It is

pro-taxpayer and pro-senior citizen. demonstrates that

the taxpayers do not exist for the convenience of county

treasurers. The county treasurers exist for the
l

convenience of taxpayers. And on that note, I urge your

suppork for House 3ill 1334.11

fpeaker Black: BThe questton is, 'Ghall Eouse Bt11 1334 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'. Voting

is open. This is final action. Have all voted who Wish?

Have all voked who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr
.

Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are 49

'ayes', 58 voting 'no', 5 voting 'present'. Representative

Cowlishaw.''

Aprtl 2l# 1995
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Cowlishaw: ''Mr. Speaker, would you please put this Bill on

Postponed Consideration?''

speaker Black: ''The Bi1l Will be placed on Postponed

Consideration. Committee reports, Mr. Clerko''

Clerk McLennand: ''Committee reports. Committee report from

Representative Tenhouse, Chairman of Committee on

Appropriations for Public Safety, to which following Bills

were referred, action taken on April 21r 1995, reported

same back. the following recommendations: 'do pass as

amended, House Bill 2487, 2486, 2481, 1009, and House Bill

2482. Committee report from Representative Saviano,
Chairman for Comnittee on Registration and Regulation to

which following Bills Were referred. Bills Resolutions and

Amendments were referred, action taken on April 20, 1995,

reporte; the same back with the folloukng zecommendations:

'do approved for consideration' Floor Amendments #2 and. 3

to House Bill 3, Floor Amendment 44 to House Bill 748,

Ploor Amendment 92 to House Bill 2348: Floor Amendment #2

and 3 to Eouse Bill 1124, Ploor Amendment #2 to House Bill

1153. Cnmmittee Report offered by Representative Krause,

CNairman for the Committee on Eea1th Care and Hunan

Services, to Which the following Bills, Resolutions, and

Amendnent were referred, action taken on April 20, 1995:

reported the same back with the following recommendations;

'Do approved for consideration' Floor Amendment #1 to House

Bill 950, Ploor Amendment #1 to House Bill 1321, Floor

Amendment #2 to House Bi11 1755: Floor Amendment 41 to

House Bill 2434. Committee report from Representative

Wirsing, Chairman for Committee on Higher Educationg to

which the following Bills, Resolutions, and Amendments Were

referred, action taken on April 20, 1995, reported the

same back with the following recommendations: îdo approve
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for consideration' Eloor Amendment 91 to House Bill 258.

Committee report from Representative Cross, Chairnan for

Commtttee on Ju6iciazy foz Ckvil Law to which the following

Bills, Resolutions, and Amendnents were referred, action

taken on April 20, 1995, reported the same back upon

recommendations: 'do approved for consideration' Eloor

Amendment' #6 to House Bill 1023 and Floor Amendment #6 to

House Bill 1237. Committee report from Representative

Mulltgan, Chairman for Committee on Appropriations for

Human Services to which the following Bills were referred,

action taken on April 20, 1995, reported the same back

wikh the following recommendations: 'do pass' House Bills

1083: 55, 1082, and House Bill 2045. Attention

Appropriation Committees that Were recessed, have been

adjourned. All Appropriation Committees have been

adjourned.''

Speaker Black: ''Anythtng further, Mr. Clerk? Mr. Clerk, on page

19 of the Calendar, there appears House Bi11 1437. The

status of that Bi11.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1437, Bill's on the Order of Third

Reading.''

Speaker Black: ''If see... Lady from Cook, Representative Lyons.

What's your pleasure? Xou want this Bill...you want it

moved back to Second Reading? Mr. Clerkr put the Bill on

Second Reading. And on page 19 in the Calendar, appears

House Bill 1456. Mr. Clerk, whaE's the status of this

B111?B

Clerk McLennand: 'dHouse Bill 1456 is on *he Order of Third

Reading.''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Stevens? Representative Stevens

in the Chamber? You wish this Bill...placed on...put back

*he Order of Second Reading? All right, Mr. Clerk: puk
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the Bill on second Reading. On page 19 of the Calendar
,

there appears House Bill 1459. Mr. Clerk, what's the

status of the Bk1l?''

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 91459 is on the Qrder of Second
Reading. On the Order of Third Reading

.
f'

Speaker Black) ''Representative O'Connor wishes to move the B1ll

back to Second Reading, Mr. Clerk
. Mr. Clerk, on page 20

of the Calendar, appears Eouse Bi11 1490. Read the Bill,

?ZCZSP * Y

Clerk McLennahd: ''House Sill 1490, a Bill for an Ack eoneerning

the grain indusEry. Third Reading of this House Bi1l
.
''

Speaker Black: ''On Eouse Bill 1490, the Chair recognizes khe

Gentleman from Maconv Representative Noland
.
ê'

Notand: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House aill 1490 is a complete

rewrite of the laws governing the grain induskry.
Specifically it combines existing Acts of the Grain Deale

rs

Act, Pubfic Grain Warehouse and Warehouse Rèceipts Act and

the Illinois Grain Insurance Act. This Bill has been

negotiated. Massaged and worked and reworked
, has support

ot aI1 inkerested partkes. I would appr'eciate your

support and entertain any questions
.
''

Speaker glack: ''Thank you very nuch: Represenkative Noldnd. I

compliment you on your tie, we'll detassel tbat tie

shortly. Further discussion? The Gentleman Erom
Williamson, Representative Woolard.''

Woolard: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker'. rise With a couple of

questions for the sponsor of this legislation and to also
state that I comnend the efforts of many, many people Who
were actively involved in this discussion and issue, for

not just yonths hut actually years. I think that everyone

recognizes that this is something tbat is necessary for tbe
continuance of the agri-business industry in thi

s state.
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And it was something that the Department of Agriculture bad
recognized that there needed to be some major changes. And
I commend Representative Noland in particular

. Duane, if
we may, I'd like to ask yoù a couple of guestlons

. You

gave a little bit of hiatory but give us a little m
ore

background on a process tbat Was taken place here
o
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.
''

Noland: ''Representative Woolard, as you know since you Were

integral in this . whole process. Over two years ago the

Department of Agriculture convened a Grain Committee which
involved the Illinois Grain and Feed Association, Illinois

Farm Bur>au, Illinois Fazmers Unton. Then later on they
brought bn tàe rllinois Bankers Association and Illinoîs
Comnunity Bankers vith the intent of maintainin

g a very
stron: and viable grain inâurance fund

. And as you know,
our fund is maintained at $3 million, the idea being that
lf there-should be an elevator failure

, that those peoplee
those claimantse would be made khole. Thks Bk1l ineludes a
$1 million eap per claimant. Alsop it settles the question
about an asset, storage and drying assets and storage...
storage servkee cbarqes, and so it clarkfies an uncertainty
about that. So this Bill, as you know, has been over tNo

years. It Was... we bad a Bill last year where We passed
the funding mechanisn, this Sill comes back in and deals
With t*e other parts of that statute

.
''

Speaker Slack: ''Representative Woolard
. Do you have queskions,

further queseions?''

Woolard: ''Just to refresh my memory
.. The Bill that was passed

last year in regards to the funding nechanism. Was this
GRF money or some other source, Where did the money come
frome Representative?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland.''
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Noland: ''The money... money comes from a bunding mechanism
, fron

thè grain dealers and the grain warehousenen. is a
function of their... their size in terms of their storage

it their net worth. And in the case of the graincapac y,

dealer also khe nunber of dollars of grain that they buy
and sell. So it is a function from anywhere $500 of a
minimut to $5000 in thekr fees. Then also we assess them
anywhere from, excuse me: from... we now have an annual

assessment as muche..on an annual basisa''

Speaker Black: ''Cxeuse me, just a second, Representative Noland
.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House if we could have your
attention. If you'd break up your caucuses and go to your
chairs. This is a very important Bill for a siqnifiçant
sector of the IllinoiB economy. And with the number of
lights flashing, what ke're going to get into are the same
questkons being asked over and over agaiù

. We Would all

like to g'6 home. If you'd just sit down and ljsten to tbe'
people discussing the Bill, we can move the process along
in a v- very orderly fashkon. We'd appreciate your
ccoperation. Representative Noland, please continue.''

Noland: HSpeaker, I believe I've' ansuered khe queseion. If
Representative Wooiard has another comment

e
''

Speaker Black: KRepresentative Woolard
. ''

Woolardt ''Thank you again, Mr. Speaker. Representative Noland
r I

know that there have been signifi
cant numbers of

kndtviduals involved in this process
. There's probably

been representative ' group from all of th
e agri-business

related industries in this state. Did they eome to
consensus on this issue? Are they in total 

agreement?
Along with maybe even the banking industry, has the banking
industry still got some ûoncerns about this issue as well?'f

Speaker 3lack: ''Representative Noland
.
''
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Noland: ''Representative Woolard, the Amendment we offered

yesterday and was adopted onto this Bil1, now brings alk
partkes to eonsensus. The Illinois Bankers Association and

the Illinois Communiky Bankers are now in support of this
Bill. So all parties affecting thss issue are now

togethez on this Bill in supporte's

Speaker Slack: f'Representative Koolard
.
''

Woolard: 'Thank you again for thak answer. You know, I think
that the people of this Body should recognize *he
significanee of the piece of legislation we're dealing with
today. Therefs probably no industry

, any greater on the
impact or has a greater impact on this state, than does th'e
agri-business industry. Aad this is one of the major
issues that has been dealt wkth kn my tenuxe in this
Legislature and Idm very proud of the fact that it has come
to this kind of conclusion, wlth this kind of agreement.
What about- khe Dep4rtment of Agriculture? I know that they
had some genuine concerns and they were ackively involved
in thks process from its inception

. Are they in agreement
with this end result?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.
''

Noland: ''Representative Woolard: as you know, khe director, Tom
Jennàngs and Judy Lozier and Pat Pucik

, have a1l been at
all of the meetings. And their goal is to administer the

program to the best of their ability. And I thlnk they now
are in agreement with.the compromise and the language. So
they will do Ehe best they can to administer it 

and keep
our grain funds stable and have the best grain industry in
the State of Illinois. Go theyfre on board as well.

''

Speaker Black: 'dRepresentative Woolard
.
''

Woolard: ''Thank you again. %ou knowe I think that we probaàly
could go on gith this discussion and debatez and we want to
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make sure thak we get everything in the record that needs
to be in the record because of the significance and the
impact and the future of the great agri- business industry
in this state. I'd like to read into the record

, if I may
Mr. Speaker: a set of statements hete that I thi

nk are
pertinent to this issue.''

Speaker Blackt ''Yes. Representative, is this for purposes of

legislative intent?''

Woolardk ''This is Cor the purpose of kegislative intent
. I think

these.a.''

Speaker Black: ''Proceed. Proceed
, Sir.''

Woolard: 'L ..very important. One of the more important aspects

of House Bill 1490 is the clarification and distribution of
assets of a failed grain elevator

. In the event of a
Eailure the asseks of the business can either be classified
as grain assets and can be used to pay the farmers or as
equity ass-ets whicb typically would be used for the lenders
having a secured interest in those assets

. Under the old
grain laws, this distribution of assets was confusing and
unclear. Gnder the proposed codee grain assets are defined
as, a1l grain stored in the elevator

. Redeposited grain ln

another elevator and identifiable proceeds from the sale of
that qrain. These assets would be liquidated by the
Department of Agriculture, under the contents of this law
and used first to pay grain claimants

. In the event that
kbere are not suffidient funds available after the
liquidation of grain assets

, then the Illinois grain
insurance fund would pay the remiinder of those claims
aecordkng to specifàcations outlined in khis code. The
back..wthe bank would be able to clain a11 drying, storage
and prlce letteringe ..service charges as accounts

receivable due and oWing Eo then as Well as all other
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equipment, cash, personal property, real estate, et cetera
of the security interest in these 

assets. 80th the
Illinois Department of Agrieulture and the bankprs believe
th#t under the definition of identifiable proceeds of grain
assets, itt is possible that the department could trare
nonies from a recent grain sale, that has been deposited
into the checking account of a failed elevator and claim
those as grain assets. Also: With regards to changes in

the price-later contracts, a grain dealer purchasing grain
by a price-later contract shall at all times own the grain.

Rights in grain or proceedp from the sale of the grain,
tokalling 90% of the unpaid balance of th

e grain dealers
price-later obligations. That amount shall at all times

remain unencumbered. The aggreqate sum of tbese assets
must be free from any mortgage, lien or encumbrance until
sometime... until a such time as the grain has been paid
for. The 'àew language is an attempt t

o be more specific
and emphatic about those price-later grain assets. I think
that this, for legislative intent, will 'clarify any
problems tbat mighk arise in thè futur

e. Once again I
would like to personally commend al1 of those people who've
been actively involved in this p

rocess over the last two
years. I know that there are many people' o

n our side of
the aisle who have worked diligently with khose on that
side of the alsle and this is the kind of conclusion in

good government that we should all be about. I encourage
everyone to support this Bill, whether you live in a

netropolitan area or the rural areas where the farmers are
prevalent. This is something that wikl not only help us
but it will insure that this great industry continues to
survive in the great State of Illinois.'f

Speaker Black: 'lThank you
, Representative. Further discussion?

April 2l, 1995
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Representative Sehakowsky. ''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Speaker. I yield my time to

Representative Hartke.''

speaker Black: ''1 did not reeognize you f
or the purpose of

yielding of your time
. Any further disrussion? The

Gentleman from Rock Island, Representative Brunsvold. f'
Brun4vold: ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentlenan yield?''
Speakvr Black: *lndicates he Will

.''

Brunsvold: êêRepresentative Noland
, I know you've got.. . you have

worked on this issue foz a long time and as a Member of the
Ag Committee, We have tried to solve thi

s problem and had
some disagreements and finally come to res

olve here in this
nill. My district incurred a grain el

evator failure about
three years ago and I've gone throuqh that process. And
can you tell me, hoW are the farmers different under this
Bill than they Weze under the o1d Bill?''

Speaker Black: ''Representatfve Noland
e
''

Noland: ''That's an excellent question. Number one, suppose the
ùest change that we've made is

, if an elevator failed
vithàn 21 days of a farmer hauling grain in, t'hat under the
current law they'd only receive 85% of their money due
them. Under this current

. . . under this Bi1l they receive
100%. So that's probably the best

.. . the best measure in
there. Secondly, we've inproved the claims process: so
they'll get their Money in a quicker, more timely fashion,
which is very important

. And.then thirdly, we protected

the fund by putting a $1 million cap per claimant. And
that way if a cataotrophic loss' wi1l not deplete the fund
and make sure there's money, adequate money: there for
a1l... a1l claimants. 5o I think those are a1l issues that

will help farmers in your district and in mine.''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.''
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Brunsvold: ''Thank you. Gecondly, we had in our qrain elevator
failure. a situation Where the owner of the elevator moved
equipmenk out of that area so it could not be claimed as
assets for the grain eleùator. IG there anythlng in this
new Bill that would.. . I think Mr. Woolard touched on

somethinq there about assets. Is there anything to keep
the owner of the elevator from moving soMe of those assets,
like trucks and things aWay from the elevator to protect .

f the bankrgptcy?''them rom

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.
''

Noland: ''I think, Representative Woolard, read into legislative
intent and clarified the difference between grain assets
and equity assets. So there's no confusion over, ov:r what
asset is a grain asset tbat would go back to the Department
of Agriculture versus what is an equity asset or collateral
for Ehe bank. This language does clarify the issue of
related pzrty and also we include in here the civil and
criminal penalties, so if somethin: like that happens

: thaE
person will be broaght to quick and full prosecution.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.''
3runsvold: ''Thank you

, Representative Noland. Let me commend you
and the Members of the Ag Committee for their efforks and
all the parties khat Were.v . Were and have Worked on this
Bill over the last years

. Because that's What its been
,

its been a long effort to try t
o come to an agteement. And

think we've done that in this Bill 
and I want to comnend

everybody oà the Ag Conmittee and a1l the parties involved
and would ask everybody to support this legislation.

''

Speaker Black: ''And further discussion? The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartkee''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Xembers of the House
.

I donft know if I'm going to need it or not but may I have
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Representative Schakowsky's five minutes
, if I need it?''

speaker Black: ''Vou may not. Proceed.''

nartke: '*Kr. Speaker, I'm not sure what I think of thks piece of
ligislation. I knoW that it's not been a love festr it's
not been a love fest at all

. This piece of legislation has
been worked on for over two years

, naybe three years.
:be... the qenesis of bringing it about was the... I think
tbe possibilkty that it could sunset this 

year. There were
a1l kinds of sides to table and arque on this issue. The
Department of Aqriculture who Was in need of a cap to be
put on the grain fund because of the precarious condition
of that. Because of a chanqe in the grain industry in
Illinois. It started out as a quarter of a million dollar '
cap and because of objections, by the bankers in Illinois:
that cap is now set at a $1 million

. And that is a concern
to me because if the fund is not adeqùate to pay all the
farmers in- the fund and so forth th

at Will come back to
haunt each and every Member of the G

eneral Assembly in *he
Genelal Revenue Fund. It is hoped that, that no large
major grain elevator does qo under. There has been a lot
of work done on deferred pricing

. There has been a lot of
work done on grain assets, which is a real stickler and

argunent between the Department of Agricult
ure. But I feel

that this Bill coukd be much stro
nger than what it is.

We've given koo much. I'm going to support this piece of
legislationy it's not qoing to do 

me a whole lot of good
because after tWo and' a half or th

ree years of negotiating,
those sides have cone to an agreement. But I do believe in
Illinois, we have one of the strongest grain insurance
codes in the natkon. Mr. Speaker, you and I live next to

the border and close to the border and if grain deposited
in elevator in Illinois, grown in Indiana, suppose that
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is covered under this code as Well. And I Would like to
ask Mr. Noland, if he would yield to a question?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.
f'

Noland: ''You wanted to pose a question?''

speaker Black: ''Proceed, Representative Hartke.''
Eartke: ''Mr. Noland, if a farmer in Indiana raises his crop and

brings it over across the border and deposits that grain in
an Illinois elevator, is that grain covered under the
Illinois Grain Insurance Code?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.
''

Noland: ''Representative Hartkep that's correct. If grain ts
raised and brought into Illinois for sale or storage or
distributkon, it is covered under this code.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke
.
''

Eartke: ''Is the reverse true?''

Speaker Black: ''Representakive Noland
o
'ê

Noland: ''No, it '1s not.
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hartke
.
''

Hartke: ''What kànd of insurances do the farmers in Indiana have
on Indkana grain grovn àn Indiana, what kind of tnsurance
program do tbey have in Indiana?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Noland
.''

Noland: ''Representative Hartke
: fndiana uses surety bonds but

khey do have legislation pending right noW in their
Legislature. So, we may see a change. Theydre probably
asking the same question

, 'why does Illinois have a better
grain insurance fund than Indiana?' S

o theyfre asking that
question. We may see an improvement ln their grain fund.'?

Speaker Btack: ''Representative Hartke.''
Hartke: ''Then why did the bankers in Illinoks threaten to

Withhold credit from bankers in Illinois or fron grain
elevators in Illinois, if we did not have a 100% coverage,
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so to speak, now under our warehouse receipts?''

Speaker Blaek) ''Representative Noland
.
'l

Noland: ''Representative Hartke, I cannot speak for the lending

industry but I assume that theyfve had a prett
y, a pretty

sweet deal. Xoubve heard that many times
, that Warehouse

receipts are as good as gold
. And I think they've had

their cake and they gant to eat tt too
. I don't think they

want... I don't think they want anything less than Whati ' 

jthey ve Nad, Which has been outxtanding in tbe Illinois
ACt.R ' 

'

Speaker' Black: ''Represeneaeive Hartke.''
wHartke: ''I think that's my point, khich I'm trying to make. If

each and everyone of us: Members of the General Assembly,
take $100,000 and deposit it the bank in Illinois, that is
the limit on the guarantee

. However, kn a grain elevator
,

anyone, any banker, can loan a grain elevat
or up to $5

million a;d receive a warehouse receipt for that grain from
the elevator for the elevator's own graln. He has
absolukely no problem with it. .It is a guaranteed:wloo%
guaranteed Ioan by the State of Illtnois

. by warehouse 
.

receipts. We are guaranteeinq him this loan under this

program, thatfs my objeetion to this. It is absolutely
ludicrous. And we ought ko demand from the bankers that
they check out the. collateral of that grain elevator and '

its financial where
. . . whereabouts, before they make this

. loan. When We're giving these wareh
ouse receipts it is a

100! guarantee. That should be the cheapest loan that they
make. If that elevator Eails

y tùat banker is going to be
receiving from the Grain Warebouse Code and the Department
of Agriculture l0û%, except for maybe their little

paperwork. Theylre going to be receivkng 100% af that
loan. They don't lose in this thinq. They don't even pay
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the premium. The prenium is paid by khe elevator. It's
paid by the elevator when they have their... the size and
so forth, as Kr. Noland agreed. This fund is limited

,
Ladies and Gentlemen, it's limited by the dollars that are

in that fund. If that. . .
''

Speaker Black: WYes. Representative Hartke. Representative
Hartke, excuse me. Knowing of your personal concern about
tbe Bill, I have given you one extra minute. Bring your
remarks to a close, please.

''

Hartke.: ''If that grain elevae. gor the graln insurance fund runs
dry, the State of Illinois and the General Revenue Fund
will back up those receipts

. I disagree with What's been
happening here and in this thing

. I think the bankers
should have qiven just a little bit on their program but
they have not. They have vnme to the table, they have
bzought the Departmenk cf Agriçulture, the Illinois Feed
and Graid' Association

, Earm Bureau and Farmers Union
dragging and screaming to the tabk

e on thi: issue. I don't
think I'm going to be able to stop it with my arguments,
but I think it Was wronq, and I'think that we ought to look

at tbis and remember this in the future. Bankers are my
friends, Farm Bureau is my friend but also kant to

protect the integrity of the General R+venue Fund in the
State of Illinois. Thank you very nuch, for alloking me

this time.''

Speaker Black: ''And for further 'discussion? the Gentleman from
Bureau: Representative Mautino

.
''

Mautino: ''Thank you
, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Black: ''Indicates he wil1
.''

Mautino: ''Representative Noland
, in my district represent a

. ..

or have one of my banks whtch ls currently in litigation
and it is over the issue of drying, storing fees Which are
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being... they're in holding righk now while th
e litigatlon

i, going on. The question is, under the... would this
code have any affect retroactively and who Would hake
priority in that case, the departments or the banks?''

Speaker Bla/k; ''Representative Noland
v
''

Noland: ''Representative Mautino
, the effective date of this Act

is January 1996. However, the effective date for the $1
xillion cap on clakms is July 1

, 1998. So nothing in this
3ill would affect your ongoing concern vith your elevatorw

''

Speaker Black: ' RRepresentative Mautino
.
f'

Mautino: ''So, in the case pending uith Uni
on Bank, thaE...sorry

about thatoa.okay, on *he case that's currently vpendkng
the... it would go under the o1d grain code. And then
anything happening in the future beyond the '96
implementation of this code would go under the new Act.

And in that case, who would have priority on the...on those
fees?*

Speaker Black: *Representative soland
.''

Noland: ''Representative Mautino, you are correct. Your case
Would be administered under the old law

. Ankthing after
this would be under the new code

. And gour queskion was,
in reference to the storage and dryin: assets, and those
would beeome assets or collateral for the bank. That has
been a confusion, there has been some litigation on that.

That'll be settled, thatlll be under this Act and

Representatîve Woolard read that into legislative intent.
That Wkll now be an asset, an equity asset, for the bank

.
''

Speaker Bkack: ''Representative Mautiùo
.
''

Mautino: ''Thank you. T appreciake the response
.
''

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? Th
e Gentleman from Kane:

Representatfve HoeEt.'f

Hoeft: ''Mr. Speaker
: I'd like to call Eor the question

p
''
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Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoeft ha
s moved the previous

question. Questlon before us is
, 'Shall the main question

be put?' Al1 those in favor siqnify b
y saying 'aye';

opposed: 'nay'. In tbe opinion of the Chair the ''ayes'
have it. Representative Noland to close.''

Noland: ''Ladies and Centlemen
, khank you for your intetest and

your questions. I'd ask for your support on House :il1
1490. Thank you.''

Speaker Black: ''Thank ypu very much
. The queskion is, 'Shall

House Bill 1490 pass?' A1l those in f
avor vote 'aye'; a1l

those opposed vote 'nay'
. The voting is open. This ls

final action. Have a11 voted who Wish? Have al1 voted who
wish? Have all voked who Wish? M

r. Clerk, take the
record. On this question

, l08 voting 'yes', none voting
Ino' and l voting 'present'

. This Bill, having received

the Constitutional Majorityz is hereby declared passed
.

Representative Currie, what are you seeking? Are you
seeking recognition?''

Currie: ''Thaak you, . Speaker. I rise with a parli
amentary

inquiry. Earlier in the debate
. on the Bk11 that just

passede Representative schakowsky 
was called upon. She

wàshed to allocate. . .''

Speake: Black: AsYes, I understand, Representative Currie
, I

understand. Knd I'm not going to slt here and engage in a
debate With you, on a Friday, over somethkng as rkdïculous

as this. Now let me explain to you the Xuling of the
Chair. Any 'parliamentary procedure: any prudent person
theory, how can you upon being recognized, yield your time
to someone vho has not been recognized? Representative
Johnson in the Chairm''

Speaker Johnson: Qim: ''The Chair intends... Representative, the
Chair recogntzes, the Lady from Cook, Representative
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Currie.''

curriel ' ''Thank your Speaker. As I read Rule 73(e), the Rule says
tiat a Kember may yield time to another

. I believe tbat

that rule is pretty clear on its face and I think it means
that, if you call upon a Member, who wishes to yield tim

e

to another, then the appropriate decision for the Chair
, is

to let the yieldee, as it were, speak. Now in that game

conversatlon, Representative Hartke, when he got up to

speak, asked if at that time it Was appropriate Cor him to
kake Representakive Schakowsky's five minutes

. The ansker

was 'no'. So the Way you seem to be running this place
,

the way you seem to be ruling, there is no opporkunity for

Members * to yield their timez even though: 7;(e)
specifkcally authorizes that yield

. And could I remind you
of former practices, by this Chair

, *he one afternoon a few

ks ago, there Was just general yielding from onewee .

Republican Representakive to anotheè
. Representative

Black. himself, was yielded time. Which he then yielded
on to someone .else who...'' .

Speaker Johnson, Ttm: ''Even''if I cou1d.. . ''

Currie: ''Who was then called on b# the Chair
. You, yourselfr

Representative Johnson, now as the encumbent in this Chair,
this morning, you were offered the opportunity by
Representattve Winkel to close on his Bi11

. Ee yielded
his time to you and... and before you were recogntzed and
the then encumbent of the Chair', seemed to think it Was

perfectly appropriate to let him yield his time to you,
even though it was not in debate bu* in closing on a Bil1

-

So could you clarify for me and for all the members What

the real rule is, with respect to hoW We bandle 73(e) in

your Rule Book.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you
r Representative, and ls
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Speaker, be my kntention to

yteld kkme where it's requested. Representative Lang.

Proceed.'f

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will there be any response to

Representative Currie's inquiry?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''If we could.. . if We could Representative

Lang your attention. It Nould be helpful in my 
.

understandkng his inquiry. Proceed, Representativem''

Lang: ''I may not have been hearing everything you said
. Did you

indicate to Representative Currte that she was correct and
that you would recognize in your role as Speaker, people's
right to yield their Eime if they so wish?''

Speaker Johnson, Tint ''I indicated that I Would do so
.
''

Currie: ''And I said, 'Thank' you. l''

Lang:' ''And we appreciate that. Perha/s we could have Speaker's
lessonp so that all the Speakers eould. . . eould get
together on vhat the interpzetation of the Rulings of the

House would be. We would suggest, Mr. Johnson, that you

lead that, because yop seem to know what khe rules are
.

Thank you very Ruchw*

Speaker Johnsony Timz ''We will now proceed to the order of House

Bill's Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 314. '9

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 314. This Bill has been read a Second

klàe previously. No Committee Amendments
, Ploor Amendment

#7 has been approved for consideration and is Sponsored b
y

Representative John Turner.
''

Speaker Johnson: Timt ''The Bill Will be removed from the Record.
Mr. Clerk: read House Bi11 1023.t6

Clerk Rossil lHouse Bill 1023.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''That wil1. . . Bill will also be removed

from the House Record
. Be at ease for just one moment.

Thank you for your attention. Before we proceed to a

45th Legislative Day

certainly the intentfon of thé
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different order of businesse the Chair Would recognize the

Lady fron Cook, Representative Schakowsky. Proceed,

Representative.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Speaker. I would just like the record to

reflect that on House Bi1l 2236, my intention had been to

VOte 'nO' 1'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The record will so reflect. Row we are

going to Eeturn to the order of House Bills - Third

Readkng. Eoqse Bills - Third Reading. Mr. Ckerk, read

House Bill 1522.11

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1522, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Human Rights Act. Third Reading of this House

B1l1.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Bill will be removed
. o .or returned to

the order of Second Reading. Mr. Clerk, read Rouse Bill

16û8.11

Clerk Rossi: f'House Bill 1608, a Bill for an AcE amending the

Trust and Trustees Act. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.H

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Qn the Bill, the Sponsor, the Gentleman

from zeotkae Repïeseatative Leitcb on the Bil1.''

Leitch: HThank you very much, 8r. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. This Bill has. . .comes to us from

the corporate fiduciaries. It's their only Bill this year

to my knowledge and it is essentially a technical Bill that

provides some more flexibility. The first provision of it

permits the investment in trugt probake and guardianshlp

aceounts to exkend to mukual funds as well as to the common

trust funds that are common. The second part permits and

actually encourages trustees to use other experts in
. . .if

necessary, in the execution and the carrying out of trust

accounts. And the third part shortens the statute of

limitations from 5 to 3 years, as far as information
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provided is concerned and to go from beyond that and

essentially, that is the Bill, and I vould ask for your l
ifavorable consideration

.
''

l
''On the Billz the Chair recognizes the 1Speaker Johnson, Tim:

Gentleman from St. Clair, Representatkve Hoffman
.

Representatkve Roffman.l'

Roffman: ''Yes. Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He kndicates he wi1l.
W

Roffman: ''Representative, I guess I have some questions and

concerns about this Bill. House Amendment
, I believe #l,

Was adopted and essentially becomes the Bill
. My concern

is with regard to the provision allowing a mutual fund

manager to be compensated by providing services ko the

mutual fund and also, to receive a salary for Managin: the

fund. Isn't this really double dipping.. .that individual

would receive a fee for services and a fee from the mutual

company?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''By the way, Representative Johnson in the

Chair. Representative Leitch in responsevl'

Leitchk 'lI'd sokry, Jay . I couldn'k hear you.''

Speaker Johnson. Tim: ''If We could give the Gentleman flom St
.

Clair your atkentyon, Representative Hoffman
, the Gentleman

did not hear your question.
''

Hoffman: ''The... My concern essentially is twofold
. The first

one ks, it's my understanding that this Would allow a
' 

mutual fund manager to be compensated by providing serviees

to the mutual fund and then also to receive a salary for

managing the fund. So, isn't he really receiving double

compensation? 0ne fee for servkces and another fee from

the mutual company.''
lJohnson, Tim: HThe Gentleman fron Peoria

, Representakive (.speaker
,1 ILeitch.

I
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Leitch: ''No, there isn't anything uncommon about that
. Trust

accounts...or admlnistrators and executors of trust

accounts are paid fees noW and then mutual funds
. ..there

are fees in connection wkeh mutual funds unless it is a no

load fund and 1 think the common trust funds have fees on

them as well. I don't think there is any difference than

is presently the casevl'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questions
, Representative

Hoffmana''

Hoffman: ''Soy it is your interpretation that this really doesn't

change current practice?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Leitch. ''

Leitch: ''No, the really big advantage of the Bill itself as I

look at it: is that for one thing, it gives a flexibility

to get into mutual funds and not be restricked to common

trust funds because as you know, common tzust funds are

priced monthly instead of daily. Comnon trust funds are

not SEC registered or supervised and the mutual fund

today...comnunity has.. so many differene aspects of nutual

ifunds thatilt is'much. easier and much better service to the

client to be able to define what that client needs and do

them with mutual funds as opposed to the more o1d fashioned

common trust funda''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Okay. I understand that. Secondly, the concern was

the infornation aboutw..the uay I rea; #t, *he potential of

relieving certain responsibilikies from Erustees
. It

appeared to me khat this Bill would really linit *h9

accounkablliEy of Erustees of a fund. How do you address

that and why do we need it?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Leitch.
''

Leitch: ''No, the...it doesn't because there is a standard

I
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reasonable care Whicb is already the standard. But what

this does is: is define and actually nake more clear that

an administrator of a trust account has a flexibility to go

to experks in the field. As you know right noW and

especially over *he last ten years, there have been a1l

kinds of very specialized trust accounts which have been

developed to serve different parts of our population
,

ranging from parents to people who are trying to wcrry

about the inheritance taxes, to you name it, and because of

the sophistication that has been evolving over the last

several years, it is very importank that the trust account

officer have the authority and have the encouragement Eo

not be penalkzed for seeking out the very best tax

accounts, tbe very best lawyers and state lawyers and so

forth to service customers.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tims ''Proceedr Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''I guess my concern isz is that seems like a person...if

you put something in a trust and you lose it al1 because of

a bad decision by the trustee, that potentially this uould

limit khat individualwp.''

speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Leitch
p I belteve... We

will give you one more minute, but if you could brinq your

questions and responses to a close, it would be

appreciated. Representative Leitch in response.
''

Leitch: 'fHe's asking some very good questions and khey are

questions that I Would want to have answered as well were I

on his side. The...''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''We11, you better do it in a ninute because

that is what we have got. Go abead.
''

Leitch: 'fWe11... The point is, is that the Civil Procedures Act

and the.o.code I should say, and the Fruadulent. ..Fraud and
Concealment provisions which think you are probably
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this...specifically in this Bill and

are not abrkdged.''

Speaker Johnsonv Tim: ''On the Bill, the Gentleman fron Peoria,

Representative Leitch to elose.
''

Leitch: ''I simply would recommend this to you
. With the world

changing as rapidly as it is and as important as it is ko

individuals throughout our soeiety that have the very best

tailoring of kheir trusts and accounts, that khis is a B11l

would strongly recommend and I ask for an 'aye' vote
.
''

Speaket Johnson: Tin: ''The questton is, 'Sha11 House Bk11 1608

pass?' All in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

votinq Ino'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have all voted Nho wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l00 voting 'yes', 0 voting fno'
, 12

votin: 'present'. And this 3ill# havin: received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. House
Bill... Mr. Clerk: read House Bill 1711..'

Clerk Rossi: ''Rouse Bill 1711, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinuis Righway Code. Third Reading of this House Bill
. ''

Speaker Jchnson, Tim: ''On the Bill, the Genkleman from Cook
,

Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of Ehe House. House

Bill 1711 is a proposal Which originated from my distrkct

and my local township office. What the Bkll does
, is

allows *he townshlp hlghway commissioner to partlcipate in

the funding of the Dollar Ride Program Which is sponsored

by the RTA and PACE . We started *he program back in 1989.

It has been extremely popular and successful over the last

six years and our highway comnissioner, feeling with the

high popularity of the progran which kind of
, in a direct

way, alleviates addktional traffic on the toWnshkp highWay
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roads, felt that he would like to participate in the

program in the subsidization with the townsbip's

supervisorfs office and the PACE bus company. This Bill

affects Cook County and the collar counties, Nherever the

RTA jurisdickion reaches out to. It's a good Bill. It

belps seniors. It helps the disabled and I kould ask for a

favorable voteo''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartke. Representative Hartke
:

proceedw''

Haztke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I was indisposed on that last

vote and I Would have voted 'yes'v and Would like the

record to reflect on Rouse Bill 1608.'.

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The record will so reflect. . .''

Hartke: ''r would like to yield my time to RepresenEative Dart
.
'f

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''We1l, I was about to recognize

Represenkatlve Dart on his own righe. So, the Chair

recognizes the Gentlomnn from Cooky Representative Dartr
'proceed.'' .

Dart: nThAnk you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Timt ''Indkcates he wil1.''

Dart: ''Representative, the...I agree With khat you Were talking

about here. Is there...isn't there already some provisions

for them to do this?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''I know of no provigion which allows the hiqhway

commissioner, at this point, to use his road and bridge

funds. Now, 1et me emphasize that. His road and bridge

funds which is the funds that he uses to maintain the

roads. These are not motor fuel funds. know of no

provision to allow him to use his road and bridge funds to

help participate in this program.
''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: f'Furtber questionsw Representative?''

Dart: ''What are they doing right now in regards to the attempts

to purchase these types of things? Are they not.o.they

just can'k do it at all?1'
Speaker Johnson, TLm: ''Representative Saviano.

''

Saviano: ''Currently, the program is strictly funded by the tokn

fund under the township supervisor's office. That is

allowed under the law. Currently, the highway commissioner

is not allowed to use these funds...use his road and bridqe

maintenance funds for this..ofor this type of program
.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed, Represenkative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thanks. About how much money would you anticipate would

be able to be used in this progran by this change now?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative.''

Saviano: ''I can't speak for other toWnships, but our current rate

of subsidization under the agreement we have wkth PACE

Would...currently, it is about $120,000 a year from the

township. Xow, as far as how much the highway commissioner

. would want to use to partîeipate in a program, that would

pEcbably be vorked ou* between his office and the office of

the township supervisor.''

Speaker Johnson: Tkm: ''Representative Darto''

Dart: ''And what... You vere mentioning how beneficial this Would

be to senior groups and Ehe liker what exactlya . .how would

it most impact them, as fat as the benefLt that they Would

get from this?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Saviano.
''

Savianot ''Qurrently, the program.. . %e have four buses running

throughout the township. A majority of the users of the

service are senior cltizens and the disabled. The buses

are a11 handkeapped equipped and it really providea an

opportunity for the senior citizens and the disabled to
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independent lkvtng style because they could get

throughout the toWnship, Whether they have to go to a

doctor, whether they have to go to the grocery store
. It

gives Ehem alternative for depending'on somebody to take

them there. They simply call up the Dollar Ride and it

comes and picks them up at their doorstep and brings to

their apptopriate place, and then picks them up whenever

they want.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Dart: further questions?''

Dart: ''So, this Would allow them to go from the bridge fund and

utilize that for purchases of extra buses or things like

that or... Wbat would i*...hoW would it. .. What would

be dokng exactly for the senkors, 1 guess?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Savianoo
'l

Saviano: ''The way the program is arranged, is that the bus...PACE

bus company subs out to a local bus company. Those buses

are not owned by the township. They are not maintained by

the township. Sverything is done by PACE through their

approved subcontractors. We simply subsidize it and help

administer the program.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representativep''

Dart: ''And is both PACE and the RTA: they are in agreement with

this measure?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Savianov
'g

Saviano: ''Yesy the Regional Transportation Authoriey
, the

töwnship officials of Illinois and the Illinois Associatlon

of County Highway Engineers are in strong support of this

because obviously, under the current scenario with tax caps

and things like that, this is an alternative revenue source

for the township to contlnue to provide a service which its

residents dearly need.''

Speaker Johnsong Tim: ''Representative Dart.
''
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Dart: ''And in the fund that they are now going to be taklnq this

out of, from the bridge fund, is there any fear that there

will be..othat it Nill diminish so they won't have enough

for that fund or how is it worked ou* so that we aren't

robbing Peker eo pay Paul type of thing?''

Speaker Johnson, Timl HRepresentatize Saviano.
''

Saviano; ''I could tell you that that would be up to obviously
,

the discretion of the township highway commissioner on how

much surplus he nay have in his road and bridge fund, whae

his cuïrent avatlability of funds is. It's not like he ls

going to kake over the program: he's just going to do it in
coöperakion with the township's supervisor's office and

probably just make funds available to what he can afford or
hks budget could afford.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Saviano. Representative

XZ C 2 * Vf

Dartk ''Just a final question. Was Amendmenk 41 on here, and if

it is, could you just explain to me what that did to the

original Bill2''

Speaker Jnhnson, Tim: ''Representative: your time has concluded.

Just respond to the question and then we will proceed.
''

Savkano: ''Tbe Amendnent was Committee Amendment #1 which was

offered by *he IML. The original Bill just included Cook

County. The Amendment made it include al1 the collar

counties Where the RTA is also operational.''

Gpeaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you. :he Chair Iecognizes the

Gentleman from Madison, Representatlve Steve Davis.
''

Davis, S.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HIndicates he ki11.
''

navis, S.: ''Representativer I see that this Bi11 passed out of

Committee 30 to 0. So, I'm sure wasn't very

controversial in Committee, but I do have a couple of
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I
Iquestions because I'm unclear as to exactly hoW this works 
I
ibut.. . Who adminiskers a program now? Does the township 1

supervksor administer this bus program or is it

administered through the county transit district, or

exactly who adminiskers it right now?''

Speaker Johnsony Tîm: ''Representative Saviano.
''

Saviano) ''As I tried to explain before, it is a11 administered by

khe RTA and the PACE. PACE is the portion of the RTA that

runs the bus service.'' 1
1Speaker Johnsony Tim: MRepresentative.''

Davts, s.) ''Sop excuse me. Do the township.. .does the township I
Isupervisor now provide a certatn amount of funds, and ks it )

1on a per captta basis that khey pay to the RTA for this
hproqram through the town fund?''

Speaker Johnsan, Tim: ''Representattve Savfano.
''

Saviano: ''That is true. The three funding sources is the t
township, the revenue which is generated from the fares, l

1
,, Iand also from the qeneral tevenue fund of the RTA or PACE.

1
ISpeaker Johnson, T1m: ''Representakive Davis

y
'' 

I
lDavis

. S.: ''Al1 this legislation does then, ls qive tbe highway I
I

commissioner the option, should he so choose, to l
1
Iparticipate in the program and use only road and bridge 
I
tfunds

. Now, I am assuming that he cannot use oi1 tax I
Ifunds: any other type of tax funds other than strictly road I
)

11 Iand bridge funds... 
j
lSpeaker Johnson, Tim: ''Excuse me. If we could give j
IRepresentative Davis your ateentlon. Representative Davis, I
1proceed.'' I

tDavis, S.: ''My question was, I'm assumtng that the only fund that
I
Ithe highway commissioner is in charge of

. ..the only fund I
$

that can be used for this parpose ls the road and bridge 1
1f und . ''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representatkve Saziano.
''

Saviano: ''That is true. It is strictly the operating funds from

the road and bridge fund. No motor fuel funds are beinq

used. No okher funding source, strictly from his

operational budget from the road and brkdge fund.
''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative Davîs.''

Davisy S.: ''We have a similar type program in Madison County. We

have the Madison Couney Transit District and we have ACT

buses that qo around and pick up seniors and the

handicapped individuals. But I am curious if you know

this, if there is any provisions in the law now for

townships and counties downstate that highway commàssioners

may be able to participate in a sinilar type program, if

there is a 1aw concerning that right now or if maybe

sometime in the future, we can incorporate that for some

downstate tounship highway ûommissioners?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Saviano.
''

Savianol I'I Would love to cosponsor that legislation With you
,

Represestakive. Currently. I know of nothing else

downstate. This ks strkctly gkthin the RTA jurisdictiony

so we limited it to this spectfic program.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Davis.''

Davls, S.: *1 appreciate your offer to cosponsor a Bi11. If you

did, perhaps the Speaker would let me get a Bill out of

Committee. That... Maybe that is the only Way to do it is

to have Representative Saviano on the Bi11. . .''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: uon the Bill, Representative. Please,

proceed With the Billr Representative Davis. Do you have

further queskions on the Bil1?''

Davis, S.: ''To the Bill, Mr. Speaker. I don't see any problen

Wtth this Bill. As a former highway commksskoner
, 1 do

understand toknghip government and I'n aware of many of
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in township government. This sounds like an

excellent program and I would like to see i* expanded down

into my area. Thank you very much.fl

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Kane, Representative Hoeft.

Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Mr. Speakerw I call for the question.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is: 'Shall the main question

be puta' All in favcr signify by saying 'aye'; opposed by

saying fno'. The layes' have it. The Motion passes
. On

the Bill, House Bill 1711, Representaeive Saviano to

close . ''

Saviano: 'fI would ask for a favorable vote. Thank you very

XIJCII . 1'

Speaker Johnson: Ttm: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1711

pass?' All those in favor vote 'ayel; those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

al1 voted vho wtsh? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted awho wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there aIe lGQ voting 'yes'/ 3 voting dno', 10

votin: 'present'. And this Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. We

have two announcements. First from the Chair, the requesk

of one of the Representativesv the Chair Woqld recogntze

the Percy Julian School Band from Oak Park here in the

audience. Welcome to Springfield. Mr. Clerk... Mr.

Clerk, further announcements?'s

Clerk Rossi: ''The House Rules Committee vi1l meet ak 2:00 p.n. in

the Speaker's Conference Rcom. Repeatingl the House Rules

Committee will meet at 2:00 p.m. in the Speaker's

Conference Roomm''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'fon House Bill 1840, out of the record.
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ReEurning. Representatkve Biggert is here
. Mr. Clerk,

read House Bill 1840.'9

Clerk Rossi: ''House 3ill 1840, a Bill for an Act amending the
Housing Authorities Act. Third Reading of thls House

Bill.''

speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the B111, the Lady from Dupage,

Representative Biggert.''

Biggerk: HThank youe Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, House Bill 1840 amends the Housing Authorities Act

by pernitting that the Housing Authority in any county

having over 500 inhabitantq may establish, by resolution, a
reasonable salary or per diem allowance for tbe services of

the commissioners and the chairman
. Right now under

current lawr the statute provides that no commissioner

shall receive any compensation, whether in Ehe .form of
salary or per diem, in a county over 500,000 except for the
commissioner...who i's the chairman

. This is to include a1l

commissioners. And I Would be happy to answer any

questioaso''

Speaker aohn>one Tim: ''0n the Billy the Gentleman from Effingham
,

Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Indicates he wi1l
.
H

Hartke: ''What county does this apply to exactly?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''RepresenEaEive BiggerE
.
''

Biggert: f'This would apply Eo Housing Aukhorities from Cook,

Dupage and bake County.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke
.
''

Hartke: ''So, just the thcee counties. HoW much commissioners are

there in each county? Can you enlighten the assembly on
that?''
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Speaker Johnsonz Tin: ''Representative Biggert

.
''

Biggert: ''I don't have that number, Representativew
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke
.
n

Hartke: ''Where would the funds come from for the per diem that

may be established?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed, Representakive.
''

Biggert: ''Representative, the funds do nok come from state money

or county money, but they come Crom nonies khat are

received from the administration and from EUD.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''So, they would come out of federal dollars then I

suppose, righta''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggert. ''

Biggert: ''I'm sorry. I couldn't hear the questionm
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: nRepresentative Hartkeo ''

Hartke: ''They would come out of federal dollars then. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: nRepresentative Biggert.
''

Biggert: ''Yes, from HUD.*

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke. ''

Hartke: ''Are there any guidelines in the legislation as put a

limit on the per diem or the allowance for the

commissionersz so much for a year, so much for a meeting?

What would be *he limit?l'

Speaker Johnsone Tim) ''Representative Biggert.
''

Biggertt ''It is totally permissive, so there are no limitsv''

Speaker Johnsonp Tim: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''We1l, it is permissive if the counties want to pay the

per diem, but...so it is totally permissive
. ïou are

saying that iE they Wanted to have a. . . We are lkmited by

the federak government on our per diem, but there is no
limit on per diem nembers for the comnission. Sor they
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wanted to put a $200 a day per diem, that would be

permissible. Is that what you are sayinga''

Speaker Johnson, Timt ''Representative Biggert.
d'

giggerE: ''Xes. I think khat... The Way that it reads is thaE

they Will, by resolution, establish a reasonable salary or

per diem alloWance. Soy that Would then l.imit what they

could charge.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'fRepresentative Hartke.''

Eartke: ''In your opknion, Representative, what would be

reasonable for a commisskoner? Would you suggest that $81

a day is reasonable?'l

Speaker Johnson, Tim) ''Representative Biggert.
''

aiggert: ''I uould say that that probably Would. . .depending on

where the commissioners are going and the number of times

that they would need the per diem, I would say that that

would be reasonable. But probably less than that, I would

favor, just because they are not traveling as far as we do
to Springfield.''

Speaker Johngon, Tim: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''Welly yeah. Xou mentioned that traveling
. Do

they...how often do the commissioners meet to conduct their

business? Do they meet on a weekly basis, monthly basis,

or hoW often?''

Speaker Johnson, TiM: ''Representative Biggerto''

Biggert: ''That is al1 determined by the Houslng Authority in each

county. It could be once a month. It could be once a

quarter. It could be four times a month. It Would depend

on the county and the business at hand at that time
.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke.fs

Hartke: ''Wel1r understand thts is totally permissive, as you
said, right? And it's up to the county. I guess it is set

by county statute or whatever, the number of commissioners
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that are appointed to this job. I guess they are

appointed. They are not elected are they?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggertw
''

Biggert: ''They are appointed.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'fRepresenEative Hartke.
''

Hartke: 'fïes. And they are appointed by the chairman of the

county board or whak?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggert. ''

Biggert: ''l'm sorry. Each of these Housing Authorities is state

createi, it is not by counties. So. ..it is not that a

county can suddenly hire many, many more or appoint many

more commissioners.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke, if you could bring

your comments and questions to a closee''

Sartke: ''We11, I Would ask her to repeat that. couldn't hear

her answerwv/'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: l'We1l, perhaps if the chamber could give

the Gentleman and the Lady your attention, we could hear

the questlons. and the answers.- Representative Biggert in

reSPOnSe, in fe-reSPOnSeZ1

Biggert) ''By the statute, and there is a dîstknction of 500
,000

over and then the other...khere is another pare of the

statute that kncludes the 25,000 an6 over. In a county

where there is more than 500,000 but less than 3
,0Q0'G00

populatîon, the presidtng oEfkcer of the county boatd of

Ehe counky shall appoënt seven commtssioners to the Houstng

Authority. two of Whom shall be members of *he county

board. So, for exanple, in Dupage County then: there would
be seven commissioners and two of those would also serve on

the county board.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: l'Representative Hartke
o
''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much for answering the questions
. To the
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Bill, I guess tbis is a peznissive Bill. I thknk we're

kind of leaving it open-ended to allow the counties to set

the salary or per diem and so f0:th, at will. I would
thknk that it Would have been prudent ko us, I do believe,

ko put in guidelines then as to *he amount of per diem

overall or the amount oc per dien per day that could be

expended, such as Members of the General Assembly. But I

suppose Ehat that is not fit. Maybe we could make some

sugqestions to the Senate for them to add these: to make it

a better piece of legislation.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representattve. The Chair

recognlzes the Gentleman fron Washinqton
, Representative

Deering. Representative Deering, proceed.
''

Deering: 'dThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Indicates she gill.
''

Deering: ''Representative, in previous questioning, you said that
these...the board members on these Housing Authoritie: were

appointed by...or they Were started by the state so that

means they are appointed by the Governor?''

Speaker Johnson, TtM: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''No# Representative, 1et me clarify that. What I meant

was that, that within this statute, it determines the

number of commissioners to be appointed by each county
. It

doesndt... The state does not. e.is not authorized to

appoint those commissioners. Only by statute does the

eounty have the number of connigsionerg. .ethe statutê. In

other words, the legislature has determined the number of

commàssàoners to be appointed.''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm: 'IRepresentative Deering
o
''

Deerinq: ''Are these board members appointed for terms or are they

just appointed indefinitely or life expectancy or
whatever?''
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Speaker Jobnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggertr proceed.''
Btggert: ''Thks statute says, that the county members appointed to

the authority shall serve such term untkl
. v por until

terminatton of their county board service: whichever occurs

first, it is the tern that they are appointed to by the

county.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''So ik is determined by the county board Eheir lengkh of

service. So, if a new county board comes in after *he next

election, khey can Eeappoint new menbers to the Housing

Authority. Okay. You don't have any ceiling in this

legislationy as I understand, as to what the limit of

salary or per diem can be. Why do you have that

open-ended?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggerte ''

Biggert: ffGtatute for a county that is having over 25
,000

inhabktants may establksh a reasonable per dkem allowance
.

So, again, the word 'reasonable' is What Ls the limkt
p
''

Speaker Johnson, Timz lRepresentakive..kl'

Biggert: ''And I think it is just like any type of our laws where

*e use the 'reasonable', there is a definition that. . .what

a reasonable man would consider a per diem and ue just

discussed whether $81, which is what the General Assenbly

receives as a per diem, would be a reasonable anount and

that Would be... The reasonableness would be determined by

the county.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Well, Representative, you keep referring eo ehe Words

'per dieml. Now, kn the analysis in Ehe Dkgest, also

says 'salaty'. So, are we no% allouing them to set a

salary on top of their per dkem?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggert.''
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Biggert: ''I believe it is that they may set a salary or a per

diem . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Thank you for eating up some time in turning me on
. Do

the tax- payers have any recourse if they think the salary

is set too high or their per diem is set too high?''

Speaker Johnson, Ttm: I'Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''We1le for khe other commissioners in *he other

couatiese I donft...l have not heard of any suits that have

been brought or any statements that there has been an

unreasonable salary. I can't answer that.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'fRepresentative Deering.
''

Deering: ''Wi11 the salaries for the upcoming board have to be set

l80 days prior to the election or will it be under the

similar guidelines to legislation that We Were
. ..was

forcefully passed out of this chamber yesterday regarding

salaries for elected ot appointed officiaks?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Biggert.
''

Biggert: ''I think the difference in this is that these are

appointees and not elected officials.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Deeringz if you could bring

your comments and questkons to a close.''

Deertng: ''But they're still officials or appointees serving a

public bodyp a unit of local government. Now, the

arguments yesterday in the salary Bill was, we want to have

the taxpayers' best interest at heart. Thls is a Way to

let these salaries before the election, so people know what

they are going to be faced with in the future. I think if

it is going to be good for one unit of local government
, ik

should be...''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Kane, Representative Hoefty''

I
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Hoefk: ''Mr. Speakere I would like to call for the question
.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is... There bas been a

request for a Roll Call. The question isz 'Shall the main

question be put?' Al1 in favor signify by votkng 'aye';

those opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who Wish? Rave al1

voted who wisb? Mr. Clerk, take thç record. On the

Motion: there are 61 voting 'yesl, 50 voting 'no'z 1 voting

'present'. %he Mokion prevails. Representative Biggerk to

close.''

Biggert: ''Thank you...t'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Just one monent. Representative Lang
: do

you have a point of order or a point of personal prlvilege

or an inquiry? Proceede''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Should this Bill receive the

requiskte number, we would request a verification.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Xour request is acknowledged.

Representative Btggert to close.''

Biggert: ''Mr.-speaker.y-this. k& notla mandakea This is. permissive

legislation and it affecEs three counties: Cook, Dupage and

Lake County. Members of other counties do receive a per

diem. Thks is just a permissive request and I would ask
for your favorable consideration.

''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The questions is, 'Shall House Bill

18...shal1 House Bi11 1840 pass?' A11 those in favor

signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed by voting 'nayî.

The voting is open. This is final action. gave al1 voted.

Who Wksh? Eave a11 voted who wksh? Have a1l voted who

Wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this Bil1. . .on this

question, there are 27 voting.'yes'r 75 voting 'nol, 11

voting 'present'. And this Bill, havin: Eakled to receive

a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared lost. Mr.
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Clerk, read House Bil1 1882.'*

Clerk Mcbennand: ''House Bill 41882, a Bill for an Act concerning

the Regulation of Finaneial Institutions by the

Commissioner of Savings and Residential Finance. Third

Reading of this House Bk1l.N

Speaker Johnson, Tim: f'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

McLean, Representative Brady.'d

Brady: ''Thank ycu. Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, this Bill is a Bill that deals With financial

inskitutions. It sixply brings into compliance, state law

with federal laws dealing with S & Ls. The purpose of this

Bill is to continue to encourage finaneial institutions Eo

maintain their state S & L charter and not switch to a

federal S & L charter. The licensing fees brings revenue

into the Department of Financial Institutions. I'd ask for

a favorable vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm: HOn the question, the Chair recognizes the

Genklm-nn from Clinton, Representative Granberg. Proceed,

Representativev Representative. Brady.n

Brady: just ask for a favorable vote.''
Speaker Johnson, Ttm: ''Granberg is apparently not there. Then

our Chair would recognize the Gentleman from Effinghan,
Representative Hartkee''

Hartke: ''We11, thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Could We take

this off Short Debate with the requisite hands?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: î'We could take it off Short Debatê if wê

were on Short DebaEe. It's not on Short Debateo
''

Hartke: ''Okay. Thank you. I wasn't here. Will the

Represenkative yield for a questiona''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates he wi11.
''

Hartke: ''Representative Brady, could this lead to more bank

failures?''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representatkve Brady.'l

Brady: ''No.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Hartke. d'

Hartke: noticed on Amendment #4, that it alloks the bank to

knvest in some real estate equal to its capktal, is that

correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Timz >Represeneative Brady in response
.
''

Brady: ''What Amendment, Representative?''

Speaker Johnson, 'im: ''Representative Hartke.
''

Hartke: ''That was an error. That is up to 50% of its capttal

ineo real estaee investments and I'm concerned about that
.
''

Speaker Johnson: Ttm: ''Representative Bradye do you wish to

respgnd?''

Brady: ''Representative, Amendnent nunber what?''

Speaker Johnson, Tlml ''The Gentlenan is attempting to respond
,

Representative Hartke, kf we could just have a moment.''
Bradyt ''I asked the Representative What part of the Bill he is

referring to.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: *Go aheadg Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''That is under Amendment #1. Is there more than one

Amendnent put on the 3ill?''

Speaker Johnson: Tin: HMr. Clerk, if We could have an

announcement pidway. Mr. Clerk for announcements
.
''

Clerk Rossi: ''The Rules Committee is meeting immediately in the

Speaker's Conference Room. The Rules Committee is meeting

imnediately in *he Speaker's Conference Room.
f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representatlve Brady
.
''

Brady: ''Representative, there is only one Amendment. Amendnent

91 allows state charter savings banks to declare dividends

khat excess 100% if its net profits for the year. . .of 100%
of its net profits for the year wkth the approval of the

C...of the Comnissioner...''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartke.l'

Hartke: f'Welle do they have this authority now or do they have to

go before the commisstoners to get this authority?'f

Speaker Johnson, Tinz ''Representative Bradyw''

Brady; ''This simply allows them to do it with the commissioner's

authoriky if this legislation is enacted and the purpose of

that is to bring theé in compliance with federal

guidelines.s'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Hartkeo''

Hartke: ''When was that federal 1aw put into effect? Is that

recently or are ve behind in that: catching up With the

federal law?''

Speaker Johnson, Timl ''Representative Brady. ''

Brady: ''Representativee am not sure. We are just taking what
is existing and trying to comply wkth that oz pazallel

2. X2 t: * l '

Speaker Johnson, T1m: ''Representative Hartkeo
d'

Hartke: ''Well, I guess in your zeal to comply with federal law,
ue ou'ght to look at approving of'the motor voter as soon as

possiblev koo, khen. Rightz''

Speaker Johnson, Timl ''Representative Bradyq''

Brady: ''Was that a question?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Was that a question, Representative?''

Hartke: ''Well, I think I asked a questkon. dkdn't get an

answer.''

Speaker Johnson: Timl 'îWe11... The question from Representative

Brady is, 'Is that a queskion?l''

Hartke: ''In you: zeal to catch the State of Illinois up With

federal law to make sure that everything is done, you are
then supporting the federal motor voter 1aw Ehat We ought

to be lcoking at as wel1.'1

Speaker Johnsonr Tim: HRepresentative Brady.d'
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hBrady: ''Representative, I am simply supporting legislation which j
would encourage savings and loans to maintain their state

charter Which brknss zevenue knto tbe state commissioner's

office. Ik has nothing to do Wkth motor vcter. As far as

I know, the motor voter 1aw has nothing to do with savings

and loanse''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'fRepresentativer do you wish to proceed?''

Hartke: ''Thank you. 1... To the Bil1.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''To the Bi1l.
''

Hartke: ''I think it did have some correlation there simply

because if we...in our zeal to adopt federal laws to Rake

sure that our laus are in skandards with federal

regulattons in Illinois, Whether it be banking or crine

prevention, or whatever, we ought to be looking at being

fair across the board. So, I guess you didn't want to

answer that question. So, I am through. Thank you very
mklch . ''

Speaker Jobnson, Tin: ''Eurther inquiry? The Gentleman Erom

.. Bureaue RepresentaEive Mautino, proceed
. Representative

Mautino is not- here. The Chair recognizes the Gentlenan '

from Clinton: Representative Granberg, .proceed.''
Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speakez Johnson, Tlm: 6'He indicates he Willo''

Granbergt ''Representatkve Brady, first of allv I might apologize

for any comments you might have made
. I was in the back of

the chamber. But from my reading of this Bill
, does it

limit liability of a director of a savings and loan for a

breach of fiduciary duty?''

6peaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Bradyv
''

IBrady: ''Within eertakn parameters and With 
certain tests that 1

Icomply and are parallel to the federal leqislakion for
I

11 lsavings and loans.
1
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Speaker Johnsonp Tim: ''Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: f'Representative, What Would be the rationale for

relieving a director on the board of a savings and loan

from liability for breach of his or ber fiduciary duty?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative Bradyw
''

Brady: ''The rationale is very simple, Representative. It is so

that we will not discouraqe state chartered savings and

loans from maintaining state charter and swktch to federal

charter. This language is parallel with federally

chartered S & Ls. Now, if you wish to continue to

encourage S & Ls to jump from state charter to federal
charter, costing lkcensing fees to the state office, you
are there. But I think the legislation: if you have

drafted it and you see the tests. ..if you have read it and

you see the tests on page 3, you Will see that khey are

pretty prudent rules for not eliminating thak fiduciary

responsibility.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questions, Representakive

Granberg?'' .. . ,. .

Granbesg: ''Reptesentatkve Brady, you talk about that we want to

parallel the federal regulations in reqards to savings and

loans, I'm not sure if Ehat is a great idea
. They have had

such a great deal of success at khe federal level with

savings and loans, monitoring or regulations. I'm not sure

if Ne want to follov that path, Representative. So, 1et me

just give you a hypothetical. Xou are on the Board for a
savinçs and loan. ïou breach your duty Eo the people who

lnvested in that savings and loan. The savings and loan

goes bankrupt and then you have in your bylaws that you are

relieved totally from any liability for your actions. So

you can invest, have Ehe savings and loans assets, purchase
ok1 well interests, real estate, whatever and then the S &
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L qoes bankrupt. A1l the holders: a11 the investors lose

hal1 their money and then I could be relieved of liability
I

because of that?''
i

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Before we 1et Representative Brady I
lrespond

y I Would again ask that all the little caucuses on

the floor break up so that We can hear the Representatives' l

questions and responses. The volume is too hkgh
.

' 
Representative Brady in response.f'

Brady: ''Representative, have you read the Bi1l?'1

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Granberg.
'l

Granberg: ''Yes, Representative, I am looking at.. .one of the

conditions would be an act or omission that is grossly

negligent. So: ordinary negligence, if you were ordinarily

negligent, you can be relieved of liability
. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady.
''

Brady: ''Representative, at the Section you are looking at, I

believe if you read paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of

paragraph B on page 3, you Will clearly see that we call

for definite responsibility on the board of the directors.

And I thknk this is fairly broad guidelines. If you Would

like for me to read them to you, I would be happy to. But

I think they cover most cases and they simply, as 1 sakd

before, draw a parallel to federal guidelines that I think

are very reasonable and w1ll hold directors responsible.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questions, Representative

Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative Brady, I an reading these items and

they say, 'for any of the following', grossly negligent.

So, if I'm jnst negligent, I can be relieved of liabîlity. C
. I

I don't have to be grossly negligent. I'm just negligent.
So then I can invest improperly in the savings and loans
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pension fund for retired keachers goes

bankrupt because I'm negligent and : am relieved of any and

a11 liability. Secondly, a breach of the director's duty

of loyalty. Wellr wbat does that mean? IC I am negligent

because I made a mistake and I bankrupted the entire assets

of the savings and loan, these retired teachers don't have

any money anymore. The people who invesked Eheir pension

money, don't have any money anymore. am relieved of

liability. Act or omission noE in good faith. Welly I

acted in good faith, but I thought I made a great

investment. I bought this land down in Grenada. thoughk

thks property was going to go sky high. I made that act in

good faith. I turned ou* to be negligent. Assets are

gone. I have no liability. Ifn reading these items,

Representakive. That is why I am very concerned. So, why

don't Ne just follow the federal law? Let these savings

and loans, let. them go crazy. Let all the directors be

absolved of any liability. Surey we don't care. Let these

pension funds be invested. We don't care what happens to

these people. Representative, I donlt knowo . pobviously

know where this Bill cane from, but I really disagree.

This is not a good idea and I intend to vote 'no'.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the Bill, the Gentleman from McLean
,

Representative Brady, to close.''

Brady: ''Thank your Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House: I appreciaEe Ehe dlalogue. I flrnly believe that

this wil1 help the Illinois economy and bring in

compliancey and I think it still holds responsible the

state chartered S & Ls and I ask for your favorable vote.
''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1882

pass?' Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; those opposed vote

'no '. The voking ls open. This is final action. Have al1

45th Legislative Day

assets. The
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voted Who Wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted

who wish? Mr. Clerkz take the record. On this questlonr

tbere are 77 voting 'yess, 21 voting 'no' and 14 voting

fpresent'. And this Bill, havkng recelved a Constitutional

Majorityr is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk: read House
3ill 1894..'

Clerk Rossi: nEouse Bill 1894, a Bil: Cor an Act amending the

Reading of this HouseRetail Installment Sales Act. Third

Bi l l . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tint ''Please return the Bill to tbe

Second Reading. Represenkative Black in the Chair
.
''

Speaker Black: ''0n page 23 of the Calendar, there appears gouse

Bill 1910. Mr. Clerkz what is *he status of that Bill?'I

Clerk Rossl: ''House 3i1l 1910 is on the order of Third Reading
.l'

Speakec Black: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Mulligan
.

What is your deskre With this Bk1l?''

Mulligan: l'To proceed. Thank your ME. Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of t:e House...f'

order of

Speake'thBlackz,.uzExcuse'cmewz: Representative. The. Clerk' has to'read

.' th&7Bil1.''

Cterk Rossi: ''House Bill 1910, a Bill for an AcE concernàng

guardianship and advocacy. Third Reading of this House

B.il1 . ''

Speaker Black: ''And on

Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Thank

that: the Lady from Cook, Repzesentative

you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, EouEe BLl1 1910 amends the Guardianship and Advocacy

Acty the Probate Act; in numerous ways and is the Bill this

year for clean up of the Guardianship and Advocacy

Commission. It has numerous parts to it. I can reference

Ehem brtefly and then wait for any questkonz. The first

part of the Bill which amended the Mental Health and
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Developmental Disabilities Code, has already been passed in

another Bill and will be amended out in the Senate. The

rest of kt anends the Probate Act to provide guidelines for

evaluation reports used in guardianship proceedings, to
provide gukdelines for the guardian ad litem to follow tn

preparation for the guardianship hearing, to provide a

guardianship summons that describes the guardianship

proceedings and the respondent's rights to provtde

inquiries the court shall make in a guardianship hearing,
to provide that a plenary guardian shall be appointed only

if limited guardlanship will offer insufficient protection
,

to provide that the office of the state guardian need no*

have sureties as security bonds...a security on its bonds

and to provide that notice of citation proceedings, clains

against a Ward's estate and claims of a representative or

attorney for a representative must be given to *he

guardian. It would become effective immediately. Several

parts of this are very advantageous to senior citizens as

it printscn-ouat. .in= larqe print, terms of a summons of the

proceedtngs Which has not done before. ït has only been

addressed in several lines. It does not make the

guardianshkp and advocacy office responsible as the

guardian ad litem in a11 cases, as their only intention was

to be the guardian of last resort. And I certainly will

stand for any questions if we could proceed.
''

Speaker Black: BAnd on House Bill 1910, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.'g

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''She indicates she wi11.'I

Lang: ''Thank you. Representativer this is a .very comprehensive

Bi1l. This was for the Guardianship and Advocacy

Commission. Is that correck?''
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Speaker Blackl ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''ïes, Representative.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lanq.''

Lang: ''Are there any state agencies that are opposed to any

portion of tbis lengthy Bill?n

Speaker Black: f'Representative Mulligan.
''

Mulligan: 'îNot to my knowledge. It is my understanding that

there are none that are opposed.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lanq.
l'

Lang: ''There may be some parts of this Bill that have a cost
.

What Would those parts be and What Would the cost be?f'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan. ''

Kulligan: ''To my knowledge: there are no costs. It would probably

lessen some of the costs. The only difference would be in

perhaps printing the summons in a little longer fashion so

that it is readable, particularly to elderly people
.
'f

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Langl' ''Representativep in some areas, you are relieving the state

guardian from certain duties to serve as guardian ad litem.

Who is gotng to pick up these dutîes? And tell us why this

is a good idea.''

Speaker Blackl ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Representative, in years: particularly the last *wo

years, guardian ad litem has been used increasingly more by

the court. Sometimes they do not look to family members or

other people who could serve in Ehis capacity. It goes Eo

attorneys who may take money out of the estate and there is

no reason not to have say, children who are in-state looked

to first to do that function, rather than to always use

the guardianship and advocacy office. When they were first

commtssioned, this Was not thekr'duty, to be the guardlan

ad litem for everyone. That has only come on recently and
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there is supposed to be a guardian of last resort not to be i
t

used or routinely just appointed by the court without
searching for someone else to serve in that capacity

.
''

iSpeaker Black: ''Representative Lang
.
''

Lanq: ''Representative, in another section of the Bill, you
authorize a petition for the appointment of any other

person other than the state guardian if the state guardian

determines that the filkng may avoid the need for state

guardlanship. By authorizing a petltion for any person
,

you don't clearly indicate whether the person should be

qualified or willing to act as the guardian. You seem to

propose that the petition filinq process alone may relieve

the state guardian of any responsibility. Explain this to
tl S * 'î

Speaker Black: f'Representative Mulligan.
''

Mulligan: l'Sir, I'm not exactly sure what section you are

referencing, but I would think absence oc a specific

number, that the court should be able to determine that and

as an authority, they should be able to determine whether

the person is qualified to serve.
''

speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: MWel1, I'm sorry y6u can't figure it out Where it is in the

Bill because it is on page 1, the very first section of

your Bill, Representative. It's called Section 30 and it

allows for the appointment of any otber person kf the state

guardian determines that *he flling nay avoid the need for

state guardianship. But you don't indicate whether that

person, whose name appears on the petition, needs to be

qualified kn any way or needs to be certified in any way
.

You don't nean to create a situation where merely the

filing of that document relieves the state guardian of that

responskbilities do you?''
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Section.

am sorry thak... There are numerousRepresentative,

sections of this Bill, probably twelve, and that ks why I

just wondered which one you Were referring to. In the

following section, it does state that in all cases where

the court appoints a skate guardian, they would indfcate

that there Was no othec suitable and wklkkng person. I

would assume that that would also mean that the court would

identify a suitable and willing person in the proceedings

prior to that.''

Speaker Black: ''Representattve Langw''

Lang: '1We11, so if... The question was, do you feel that the

filing process alone should relieve the state guardian of

any responsibility or do we need a court order before that

happens?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: OIfm sorrye Representative Lang, Would you repeat

that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Yes. The Bi11 does not seem to indicate that a court

order is necessary before the state guardian is relieved of

that responsibility. seems to indicate that merely

fklin: khe petktkon in court, before a court order Nould

relieve the state guardian of their responsibility.

don't think you mean to do that and I would ask you to turn

to the Bill and show me that required the order to be

entered before the state guardian is relieved of their

responsibility.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulligan. Excuse me,

Represeatatkve Kukktgan, the fkve minutes has run out
.

Wi11 you qet to your answer, please?''
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Mulligan: ''Representative, if you could just give me the section

you are referring to.''

Speaker Black: 'fRepresentative Lang.l'

Lang: ''Well, in the very first section of the Bill, Section 30,

the underlkned

section, it refers to the appointment of any other person
, if khe

stake guardian determines that the filing of the petition may

avoid the need for state guardianship. That seems to indicate

that merely the filing, gets the state guardian off the hook
. I

don't think you mean to say that. I think you mean to say, the

filing and a subsequent order of court relieves the state

guardian, but that is not what khe Bill says. The Bi11 says that

merely the filing, even if the court has not entered an order
,

even if the case languishes in court for years: relieves the state

guardian of their responsibilitkes. I think you Want to get the

order entered before you relieve the state guardïan of thekr

responsibilities.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Mulliganv''

Multigan: ''It is ny understanding from staff that this refers to

when the state guardian was asked to petition in the OBRA

proceedings.''

Speaker Black: ''ïes, Representatkve Langa
''

Lang: ''We1l# thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, I think you

wanE to take a look at this. I Would invite you to clear

this matter up by taking *he Bill back to.. .
''

Speaker Black: ''Excuse ne, Representative Lang. I have given you

seven mînutes. Will you bring your remarks to a close?''

Lang: ''I Would invtte you to either hold this now on Third and

take a look at thls or move it back to Second and repair

this area. It is not a serious breech. understand What

you are krying to do and I have no objection to it. I

l22
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I
support the folkg that you are trying to help here today. j
But I just mean...you don't want to create a situation

' 

1where there is a gap, where the state guardian is relieved
1of his responsibilikies, but no one else has the
1responsibilities either. And I think you need one more

sentence in your Bill to clear that up.''

Speaker Black: ''There being no one seeking recognition
,

Representatîve Mullkgan, what is ycur desire?n

Mulligan: I'I feel, quite frankly, that a number of attorneys have

put this Bill Eogether and lt was looked over in Committee

and if the Representative has, out of a 3i11 that has

twelve different sections and some far reaching points and

it gitl be amended to take out one portion of it in the

Senate, that if he would show it to me after it has been

passed I will make sure that when they amend it in the

Senate, if his sehtence that he would like added is of

merit and other attorneys laok at kty I am not an attorney

in the probate area, I would be more than happy to have

that done. :ut since lt is such a far reaching Bill and we

have so many matters, I would certainly like to close and

hope for a favorable vote on this, particularly since it ks

very favorable to senior citizens and I think it will help

identify where the state guardianship office should be

Working and where they shouldn't.''

Gpeaker Blackt ''Thank youz Representative. Have you closed on

the Bill or do you wish time to close?''

Mulligan: ''I think out of *he twelve seckions
, there is only cne

sentence that *he Representative is opposed to and every

agency and everyone that I know came out of Committee With 1
a11 votes. I Would ask for a favorable vote and that would i

l
Ibe my close. Thank you.'' I

Speaker Black: HThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1910 pass?' i
I
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tAll those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'. The :

voting is open. This is final action. Have al1 voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted Who wish?

Mr. Clerk. Mr. Clerk. Mr. Clerk, take the record. On

. this questiony there are 104 voting 'yes'
: 0 voting 'no'z 9

voting 'presenEf. This Bill, having received the

Constitutkonal Majority, is hereby declared passed. On the

order of Second Reading and on page 5 of the Calendar
,

appears House Bill 1023. And on that, the Gentleman fron

Rendall, Representative Cross. I'm sorry. Mr. Clerk, read

the aill.''

!Clerk McLennand: IgHouse 3i1l #1023 has been read a second tine

previously. Committee Amendnents #1# 2, 4 and 5 have been

adopted. Comrittee Amendment 43 tabled. Ploor Amendnent 
,

#6, offered by Representative Crossy is approved for

consideration.''

Speaker Black: ''The Gentleman 'from Kendallg Representatlve

Crossm*

Crossz *Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ten twenty three and this

Amendment, prinarily this Amendment, isp.owas an attempt '

through the Judiciary Civil Committee to consolidate a

variety or several Bills and condense them down or

consolidate them down in this Amendment, as well as some

other former Bills that became part of 1023. These are

primarkly Bklls that I sponsored and some others on behalf

of the Chicago Bar Association, in nany respects, thekr

clean up...some clean up language in other respects
. ft's

not... 1'11 try tc go over the pertinent provisions right

now and as quickly as I can. The first part of Floor

Amendment #6 amends the Criminal Code that would provide

that harassment of a person appointed to represent the
:

interest of a minor, whether pursuant to the Marriage and

. 1
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Dissolution Act: the Uniform Child Custody Act or the Code

of Civil Procedure, become a Class 2 felony, provides

secondly, that we can use mail notice of a petition or

motkon to remove a decedent's representative rather than

service a process as Ls the current procedure
. With

respect to actions on contracts to make wills, provides for

a limitation or a statute of limitation period extending up

to two years afker the death of the decedent. And finally,

it amends the Probate Ac* to provide that a person adopted

as an adult: which would be someone over 18 years of age

who never lived With his adoptive parents, is for the

purposes of inheritanee, a child of the adoptive parents.

1911 try to answer any questions. This Amendment got out

of Committee last night Without any opposition
. I donlt

believe there is any opposition. I am not aware of any
. I

have not received any statenents of opposition from anyone

or slips or letters, but I wi11 be glad to answer any

questions.f'

Speaker Bkack: ''And on-the. Amendment, the Gentleman from Cook,
Representakive Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he wil1.
H

Dart: l'Representative, I have a couple questions
. I was in the

Commkttee last night too, and We Went through this sort of

a little bit quickl#. Are the provisions in, that started

On page 4...the bottom of page 4 on *he Amendment, are

those a CBA Bill or... The bottom of page 4 in the

lAmendment, is thak a CBA Bill and if so, Which one Was

that?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: I'Tom, I cannot hear you. I an sorry.î'

Speaker Black: 'lRepresentative Dart.''
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Dart: ''Thank you. On page 4...at the bottom of page 4, that

section that is being amended there, was that one of the

CBA Bills and if so, which one was it?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representative, was part of another Bill that Was in

Judiclary l and I'm getting you the number of it. That

Bill had some controversial language, so this Was the

compromised language. If you can wait one second, 1'11

give you that former Bill, but this is compromised

language.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Yeah. Let me throw in my concern to you, too, so maybe

you could take a peak at it then. My concern is looking at

that Bill, on its face, the language looks like we are

disenfranchksing adopted children so that they can't

inherit from the descendants the people who adopt then

after the age of 18. And I am trying to figure out Nhy we

would want Eo do that. It looks as if we are

distinguishing people who are adopted after the age of 18

and saying that they cannot inherit from their descendants

and... That is what it looks like on its face and that

really concerns me a great deal if that is what We are

doing. I dondt understand why we would Want to do that for

these adopted kids.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Crossa''

Cross: ''Representative, that is a good queskion. You sEill have

the ability, after i8, to inherit from your parentsr your

natural parents. But what it says at the line belowr the

descendants after your parents is What we are talking

about under the language of that Bil1. I'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''I see that and I truly... I just don't understand why...
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I don't understand Why we would Wank to do that
. Could

they not...I mean a will or the like. I mean, this is an j
1older chlld. They could, I mean, delineate a11 those

things. I mean, I don't understand khy we would want to

treat a child Wha is adopted any different. As I

understand, they Would still be able to inherit from their

parentsz but tbeir parents relations, they Would now be'

barred from doing that. As I gaid, I'm just not sure if

this is a case law we are codifying or somethlng. But to

me, it doesn't make sense why you would want to treat an

adoptive chikd Gifferent kn thks sikuatkon.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representative: I think,..just a couple of poinks in
response. Oney we are talking about an adult, not a child.

And second, there is nothing that prohkbits from in a gill
:

any of these...any of *he people you are talking about
,

from includlng this adult. And I think the distination

though, between a child and an adulk is an important one.o

Speaker Black: ''Representatlve Dart.
''

Dart: ''It's technically not a child because it is over 18 years

of age, but when someone has gone to the extent of adopting

an indïvidual; l8, 20, whatever it is: qukte of*en that

might be tne case of a relative or someone, sonebody who

passed away, whatever and they may have adopted the child.

If in fact they don't have a will though, this Would '

prohibkt certakn thtngs. I see what kt is doinq here
. I'm

just trying to understand the rationales to what is tbe
bigger picture, as far as why we are doing this

. What is

the societal reason? What is the reason We are doing this j
1perkod? 1 just don't understand w*y ge vant to dfstinguish l
I
Ia child or an adult, someone who ls over 18 vho is adopted '

and there is no willr why they should not be able to I
i
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receive something if someone passes away, via inheritance.
iI don't understand the reasoning behind that

v''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.
n

Cross: ''Wel1, Representative, once again and I don't want to be

repetttive, but we are talking abouE an lndividual thak is

over 18 that has...most likely had no contact with the

testo..whether it is an aunt we are talking about or an

uncle or a sister or a brother that might be in line after

the death of the adopting parent. If the adopting parent

Wants ko include the minor.vvl'm sorry, the 18 year o1d or

over kn his or her ukll, then they have the right to do

that. 9ut to...''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart, your time has expired
. You

have one more question? Proceed.''

Dart: ''Representative: I apologize for not nore fully debatkng

this last night when we had this in Committee. I didn't

look through *he entire Amendmen: to this particular

section. I guess my poknt ks, arter the discussion on

thls, maybe you. and I can talk about it and take a look
. I

just, as I say, if there is a CBA initiative that is based

on case law and there is a reason for us doing thatr I am

very open in lkstening. But on iEs face, it looks as if an

18 year old who is adopted, whose parents either can't

afford to or just don't know about willsz don't have a

will, could be locked out of some situations and I just
donft agtee with that and I'd be happy to talk to you

afterwards about it, though.''

Speaker Blackl ''Representatlve Cross.''

Cross; ''I'm sorry. I did not hear that. Tom, Representative, lf

there is some things thak we can continue to work on
,

eikher now or over...when it gets over to the Senate
, if it

does or once it gets to Third Reading, I'd be glad to talk
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to you. There is not an attempt here to try to trick you

or anyone else in throwing this through. We thought we had

some language that was agreed to by everyone and I know you

worked part of ik and I dkdnlt know you had an interest
.

But IId be glad to talk to you more and I kno? that
y

Reptesentative, thak Chicago 3ar Association vould be glad

to talk to you, toop'f

Speaker Black: ''Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, on behalf of

Representative Giles, I Would...l'm sure we Would join

Representatize Giles in welcoming tbe Percy Julian High

School Julian Ensemble in khe Gallery. They have been

playing some outskanding music down in the rokunda today.

Welcome Percy Julian High Sahool Jazz Ensemble
. For

' further discussion on Floor Amendment #6
, the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Lang.
'd

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yieldr''

Speaker Blackt ''Indicates he willo
u

Lanq: ''Representative, Q have the same problems With the adoptkon

provisions that Representative Dart did
. Did I understand

you to say that you Were going to gek back to us on this?

I didn't hear what you planned to do With this problen
. ''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.
''

Cross: '%Well, Representative, I said I'd be glad to work with

khem oc Work uith others When it Went over to the Senate or

Work with the Chicaqo Bar Association. This is a first...

This thing went through Committee and was Committee

Amendment #3 apparently and then we have since tried to

clean up some opposition that others had in the Committee.

tI wasn't aware of any opposition up to this point. All I

lwas saykng earlier Eo Representative Dart, is that I Would
be glad to talk to you about it When We can. I haven't $

1heard of any opposi*ion ever unEil this time and there .

!
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wasn't any in Committee. I'm not trying to slide anything

through or trick you or Representative Dart, but I know

that the CBA would be glad to Work With you, as they have

in the past and Will continue to do that.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lanq.''

Lang: ''Do you plan to run this on Third Reading Eoday?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representative: my understanding Was we Nere just going
to add this Amendment today and then ue Would stop at this

point and get it on Third.''

Speaker Bkack: ''Representattve Lang. Representative Flowers, are

you seeking recognition on *he question? The Lady from

Cook, Representative Flowers. He i: finished.l'

Flowers: ''Representative Cross, I'm trying to understand and

clarity on this Bill and

me. But did I understand Representative Dart to say, that

if an adoptee is 18 years or olderr that he or she Would

not be entitled to their parentss inheritance?''

Speaker Black: NRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: ''No, Representative, that is not accurate. They still,

under thls Bill, Would inherit...have the ability to

inherit under their parents.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Flowers.''

Plowers: ''Specifically: Representative Cross, what does this Bill

do?''

:et

don't have the Bill in front of

Speaker Black: ''Representative Flowers, this is not a Bi11
. This

is Floor Amendment 46 and I believe Representatkve Lang has

indicated it is not gotng to Third Reading. Do you want to

persist in your questioning? Proceed.''

Flowers: ''Representative Cross, What does this Amendment do?''

Speaker Bkack: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: uWe1l, Representatkvez it amends the Crininal Code to
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provide that.v.the harassment of a person appointed to

represent a minor, but make that a Class 2 felony, trying

to proteet those khat are in the role of representinq

minors. Two: itv..when we have contracts for. . .to make

gills, we have a statute of limitations of up to two years.

When we are trying to move a decedent's representative, we

can do that by noticew..mail notice instead of service of

PVOCCSSY'

Speaker Black: f'Representative Flowers.''

Plowers: ''Thank you: Representative Crosso''

Speaker Black: ''With no one seeking recognition, Representative

Cross to close.''

Cross: ''I would just appreciate a favorable vote on the

Amendment. Mr. Speaker and...we will work with

Represenkative Dan: and Dart and Representakive Flowers if

theze are other questîons before it noves on.''

Speaker Black: ''The question is, 'Shall Amendment 46 be adopted

to House Bill kG23?' A11 those in favor signify by saying

'aye'; opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the

'ayes' have it. The Amendment is adopted. Mr. Clerk, any

further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: nNo further Amendments, but a fiscal note has

been requested on the Bi11, as amended, by Amendment #6.''

Speaker Black: ''The Bill will remain on Second Reading. If I

could have the attention and indulgence of the Members' we

also have anokher school group With us in the Gallery. The

McKinley Elementary Scbool from Elgln is with us. They are

guests of Representative Doug Hoeft. McKinley Elementary

School from Elgin, Nelcome to Springfield. Turn to the

order of House Sills - Third Reading. House Bill 2240.

Mr. Clerk, read the Bil1.''

Clerk McLennand: HHouse Bill #2240, a Bill for an Act to create
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Patient Access to Treatment Act. Third Reading of this

House Bi11.''

Speaker Black: ''And on the Bill, the Gentleman fron Livingston
:

Representative Rutherford.'f

Rutherford: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly, 2240 creates the Patient Access to

Treatment Act. What it Would doz it would provide that

managed care entities may not deny or limit reimbursement

to a member for dermatological services on the grounds that

the member was not referred to the provider by a person

acting on behalf of the managed care entity. Very simply

stated, Ladies and Gentlemen, What this Bill would do is

allow direct access to dermatologists by members who are

members of an HM0.''

Speaker Black: ''And on that question, the Gentleman from Clinton,

Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Blackz 'Vlndicates he wi1l.''

Granberg: ''Representative Rutherford, why the necessity for this

legislation? Do dernatologists differ than other

practitioners, different types of medical services?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.
''

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Representativez for that questlon. It is

very good in Ehe fact that dermatologists serve diseases of

the skin. And for that reason, you very obviously can tell

physically, jusE by sight, that you have some Eypê of a
problem and a need for that specialty of a physician. Sog

that is different than let's sayy some other type of

special internists and the llke.'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, are you familiar With any studies or

any previous experience Wlth different types of companies
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where they've utilized this type of systen to bypass the

managed care policya''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.l'

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Representative. Xes, there are states

that do that. In fack, I am trying to quickly leaf through

my notes here. r know the cne of Ehem for fact, is our

John Deere HMO program here in the State of Illinois: but

there are..pthe Kaiser facility has that. Also, in

Mlssouri, *he Physicians Health Plan of Greater St. Louis

and Wisconsinz the Middlefort Hea1th Plan, in Wisconsin,

the Green Bay Health Plan, Michigan Henry Pord Health Plan.

So, there are a nunber of other health plans throughout the

states as well as some here in the State of Illinois that

do provide for direct access.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, we are talking about a large system in

Illinois Managed Care and the need for a gate keeper on

those setvices. Fron the studies Wtth the experience you

have. indicated in other states: are they comparable to

Illinois? Can they be easily identified here, as well as

in xissouri or With the other policies?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherfordol'

Rutherford: ''I means obviously, that can be somewhat of a

subjective question. 3ut I do think that these studies do
show that they are very ccmparable size and quantity

populations Within those.g'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.l'

Granberg: ''Representative, are you aware of any

bypothetically.o.not hypothetically in reality, an HMOs

that have utilized this practice or policy With the

exception of certain types of treatment, as in the case

with dermatologists?''
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Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.''

RuEherford: ''Just to clarify the question. You are asking if

there is any other specialkies that are using a direct

access aside from dermatologists? If that is your

question, there are none that I am aware of.$6

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.'l

Granberg: I'Representative, 1et me rephrase that. Have any HM0s

engaqed in this policy previously, Where we can.p .if we do

this in Illinois, we know from their experience Ehat

dermatologists...this would be an accepted praetice that

they Would no longer or they would not be needed. . .that

policy Would not need ko go through a gate keeper that in

facE, would work With some HMOs from previous experkence?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: llYes. Thank you, Representative. ïes, Ehere are

examples to that and one of them is our oWn John Deere

Hea1th Plan here in the State of Illinois, Where they do

have direck access ko dermatologists and there are some in

a number of other states, where this is a live example,

that We can see this actually does go about helping to save

money for the programs.l'

Speaker Black: 'tRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: l'Representative, I've been informed though
, that a

large HMO has previously utilized this policy. Is that the

CZSP? ''

Speaker Black: f'Represgnta*ive RuEherford-n

Rutherford: ''Yes, Representative, thank you. It is the xaiser

HMO. It is the largest and nost fanous HM0 in America.

They went in... In 1981 they reviewed this practice to

permit this and to allow this direct access. It has been

quite successful with them as well.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''
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Granberg: f'So, in factr that is the case that they have been

successful in utilizing thts procedure with this HMO and

others. That is correct?''

Speakez Black) ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''That is correctml'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative Rutherford. I believe

Representative Erwin has some questions. I believe she has

some great concerns with this. I guess she addressed them

in Committee. But from *he information I have read and the

answers to my questions, I stand in support of your Bil1.

I can certainky unde/stand the reason why this would be the

exception to the policy. It seems practical to me, a

matter of common sense and I support your legislation.
''

Speaker Black: HPurther discussion? The Lady fron Cook
,

Representative Erwin.''

Erwin: î'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As the Sponsor knows, I did

raise a number of questions in Committee about this Bill.

:o* iE seems to me, Representative Rutherfordr that When

someone enters into an agreement with the managed care,
Whether it is an HMO/ if you have the choicep lkke Btate

employees do, or your employer gives you the option or your

employer because they Want to have their employees have

health insurance, use managed care which I think is a good

idea. We are...seem to be in agreement With that. There

is a great benefit to tbe employee. One is, that most

managed care and HMOs provide a great deal of preventive

care that otherwise is frequently not covered. And I for

onev am a most very strong proponent of that. From Eheir

perspective though, it seems to me, they have a right to be

able to have someone be a gatekeeper, as others have

referred to i*. And I think it makes logical good common

I
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Watching over you as a Whole person,

knows your nedical history. And while I appreciate the

fact that you are contendin: here. that dermatology is

something that is visible to ehe eye, let me suggest to you

that many of the diseases that might manifest themselves in

diseases of the skin or come through in a visible way, may

have their origin or their genesis in something far nore

serious: your brain, your heare, your liver. I mean there

may be things that indeed a neurologist, a cardioloqist or

other specialists would need access to. So, think that

while surely appreciate the great work that

dermatologists do, my family has a long history of skin

cancer and has seen dermatologists for many years, think

this is a bad idea. I also, just think that as this

agreement that one enters into uïth a managed care or an

HMO, that the employees' part of this deal is that they

usually have lower health care costs. Knd I khink that you

are trying to have your cake and eat it, too. And I

just..ol don't think it is a fair khing. Let ne also just
finally say, that I find this very unusual in that we are

really mandattng, this is a neW mandate on health

insurance. I have sponsored mandates on health insurance.

One of them was to provide the patient care costs and

clinical trials for cancer patients. Nowr can think of

some good things we ought to be mandating and in fact, I

have sponsored some of those Bills. I was kold, we are not

mandating anything in health insurance these days. This is

clearly a mandake. T think that we need to allow managed

care and HMOs to voluntarily do this if they make the

declsion, but I really don't think We ought to be mandating

it and I rise in opposition.''

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Macoupin,
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Hannig.''

Hanniq: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'f

Speaker Black: ''Indicates he vill.''

Hannig: 'lYes: Representatlve, how does this affect the nanaged

care plan that the State of Illinoks currently has and is

neqotiating with the federal government in the waivers?

Does this proposal that you bave, kf kt is enacted, will

that impact us and if so, how?''

Speaker Black: ''Representatlve Rukherford.n

Rutherford: 'fThank you, Representative, for that good question.

It actually Would affect in the fact that, you know, if we

were to add this into law, it would have to be a part of

the contr4cts that We Would have with the managed care

providers for the Skate of Illinois systems as Well.''

speaker Black: 'êRepresentaEive Hannigo'l

Hanniq: ''Now: I don't recall last year when we were putting that

proposal together and trying to fine tune the Governor's

proposal. And We had line by line discussions down in Room

114, I'm not sure this issue even came up. Can you tell ne

why this group kould come in at a later date now and ask to

become part of this program?l'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherforde''

Rutherford: ''Representative, the Department of Public Aid is not

opposed to thts. The Department of Insurance is not

opposed to this. It is actually coming as a piece of

legislation that we have seen havtng been implenented kn

other states and felt it was time to have it here in the

State of Illinois. If could add one more part that I

think may help your discussion here, Representativer and

also would refer somelhat to Representative Erwin's

comnents earlier. What we are talking about here is, is

the law would allow for the managed care provider to have
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in it a reasonable co-pay if *he individual decided to go

directly to the dermatologist. So, in regards to khis

being an individual's choice and in regards to cost for the

provider, we do have provisions in here and there can be a

reasonable co-pay to that. I did gant to get that

clarified, Representative. Thank you.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hannigo''

Hannigl ''When you heard khe Bill in Committee, did any

representatives fron the HMO, did they testify one way or

the other?''
'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Representative, there was no opposition by any

witnesses outside of Representative Erwin's good comments

and concerns on it.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hannigo''

Hannig: HAnd do you have any thoughts one way or the other, if

this is enacted as part of the state's plan as to What the

cost zight be to the tax payers in Illinois?lî

Speaker Black: ''Representative Rutherford..''

Rutherford: ''Actually, Representative' all studies that I have

show that it would actually save us money, that the number

of studkes have been done...have shown that this Would not

be a cost, but it Would actually be a savings to the

Programs.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hannig.''

Hannig: HThank you. I appreciate your responses on those

questions.''

Speaker Black: 'lFurther discussion? The Centleman from Grundy
,

Representatkve Spangler.''

Spangler: 'fMr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
fl

Speaker Black: ''Representétive Spangler has moved the previous

question. The issue before us is, 'Shall the main question
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be put?' A11 those in favor signify by saying 'aye';

opposed, Inay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it. Representative Rutherford to close. Excuse me .

Representative Ryder, you're Cosponsor of the Bill. Does

Representative Rutherford desire you to close on the Bil1?''

Ryder: ''7es.''

Speaker Black: ''Proceed.''

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen. It's

obvious that this is a Bill on Which a reasonable people

can disagree; however, I would indicate to you that onwpoon

something as obvious as a skin disease, that a

dermatoloqist should be the first cholce. And, in fact, in

those HMO's that have used the dermatologist as first

choice, they found that it saves them money because it does

not cause the additional cost of the gate keeper to say,

'Yes, that looks like a skkn cancer. You need to see a

dernatoloqistg' It ts something that you can see yourself.

In the event that Lt's something that's indicative of

further assistance from other specialisEs, the

dernatoloqist is trained to do just that. As tEe John

Deere HM0 here in the State of Illinois and the Kalser

Progran have indicated, we believe thae ie aceually saves

money. It's supported by several organizationsr ineluding

the Medical Society and *he Dermatologist Soclety. would

ask gour support for ehis issuem''

Speaker Black: HThe quesEion 1s, 'Shall House Bill 2240 pass?'

All those in favor v1ll vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'.

Voting is open. This is flnal action. Have all voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who Wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this questione there are

100 votin: 'yes'e voting Sno', 8 voting 'present'. This

Bill, having received the Conskitutional Majority, is
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hereby declared passed. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

with your indulgence, nany people are coming to the Nell

and askfng about rumors tbat are going around the floor on

the sikuation in Oklahoma City. The Clerk has been

monitoring.vwhaving someone monitor CNN in his office and

the Attorney General of the United States has evkdently

having a press conference. She indicates that one suspect

has been arrested, I believe in Perry, Oklahoma. They have

leads on anather suspect and the case is evkdently

unwinding as We stand here, and that's all we know at this

time. Committee Reports, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Committee Report from Representative Churchfll
,

Chairman of the Committee on Rules, to kbich the following

Bills Were referredz Bills, Resolutions and Amendments

referred, action taken on April 21st# 1995, reported the

same back with the following recommendations: 'do approve'

for consideration Ploor Amendment #3 ko House Bill 6302

Floar Amendment #3 to House Bill 884; Floor Amendment #5 to

House B1I1 1221; Floor Amendment #1 to House Bill 1807; and

Ploor Amendment 47 to House Bill 2230..'

Speaker Black: NReturning to the Order of Second Reading on page

6 of *he Calendar appears House Bill 1237. Mr. Clerk, read

the 3ill.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41237, the Bill's been read a second

time previously. Amendment #.e.committee Amendment #1 was

referred to Rules, Committee Amendment 12 referred to

subconmittee, Floor Amendments 3, 4 and 5 have been

referred to Rules. Floor Amendment #6, offered by

Representative Cross, has been approved for consideratkon.
''

Speaker Black: l'And on Amendment #6, the Gentleman fron Kendall,

Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bilt 1237 originally had
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dealt with aggravated stalkkng. The Amendment 96 replaces

al1 of the otiginal language and stazts over wkth some new

language that deals with the lssue of jackrocks, also known
as caltrops. And it provides that a person kho knowinqly

,

very important word there, knowingly sells or gives away
,

manufacturesr purehases or possesses a jackrite...jackrock

or knowingly places, tosses or throws a jackrock on public

or private property commkts a Class A misdemeanor. Many of

you have seen the item or the objects...object that Ilm

holding up. It's a jackrock. These have been utilized
throughout this state in numerous. o oor in a variety of

locations where there have been some labor fights
, and

they've been used to damage vehicle tires, amon: many
other...among other types of damage. This Anendment hopes

to address that. Right now it's not against the law to

utilkze these jackrocks or possess then. This is an

attempe eo pue an end to some very damaging, severely
damaqknqy action ca parts of many, and 1.11 *ry to answer

any questions.l

Speaker Black: ''Ques*ions on Floor Anendment #6? The Gentleman

from Washington, Representative Deering.''

Deering: WThank you: Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he Wi11.''

Deering: ''Representativer these jackrocks, can you tell me wha
makes these things7''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.
''

Cross: ''Most of them, Representative, appear to be homenade
. I'm

no* aware of any conpanies ehat manufacture these. The

ones that I've seen and been exposed to are rather crudely

made, appear to be made by individuals. I'm not aware of

any manufacturers that aetually make them .
''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.'f
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Deering: ''And again, you say they are used for destruction of

tires on vehicles. Whak types of vehlcles?''

Speaker Blackl ''Representative Cross.''

Crossl ''Well, Representative, ackually the...if you look up the

definition of a caltrop, which is the true Word here, the

true definition, they vere originally used in the uartime

to hinder the eneny cavalryy as the dictionary says.

Currently, they are used...they have been used to destroy

people's tires that have been goinq into plants like

Caterpillar. They've been thrown into the driveways of

management people and strikebreakers. Theyfve also danaged

other people's vehicles, like school buses, and certalnly

these areas that have driven over. They're thrown on the

driveways and on the streets in large quantities, so they

can potentially damage any type of vehicle's tires.''

Speaker Black: ''Repre:entative Deering.''

Deering: ''Has anyone been arrested? Thereds.. . Has there been

any proof of Who's using these types of devices?''

Speaker Black: d'Representative Crossg'î

Cross: ''Representative, I don't know any...I dondt. ..l'm not

prepared to talk about any specific cases. This Sill

would, of course, requtre the State's Attorneys Office and

the Sheriff's Office to analyze a case before they charged

anyone and make sure they had witnesses to support their

case. But I'm not aware of any..ol'm not prepared to go on

any parkicular cases.l'

fpeaker Black: f'Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Is this a mandatory...ls this mandatory legislation or

is this permissive county by county? Because as I read the

Amendment, the Anendment to me says that anyone Who

nanufactures or possesses or sells or gives away a jackrock
can be convicted...can be convicted of a Class A

I
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misdemeanor. The Representative outside just...the

Gentleman outside just passed some information that it's up

to local jurisdiction.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Crosso''

Cross: ''Well, Representatkve, this amends the Crtminal Code. And

when you amend the Criminal Code, it would apply to every

county in the State of Illinois.ê'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Okay, also in the language here, it says on the

Amendment, line l6r a jackrock means a caltrop or other

object with two or more sharpened points or other similar

device intended to use to damage vehicle tires. Could this

be a gig that you use for frog gigging? If someone has one

of these hung up in their garage, can they be charged with

a misdemeanor for having this frog gig in their garage?''

Speaker Black: f'Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Certainly not the intent of this legislation,

Representative, to go after frog gigs.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''But it has...but it has the sharp points. Why would it

not pertain to a frog gig?''

Speaker Black; ''Representatkve Crosso''

Cross: ''Wel1, Representative, I guess We can start looking at any

example, come up with any hypothetical you gant,

don't...lt's not my intent and I donft believe it's

the.o.Ehls legislationo..that thls legislation applles to

frog gigs. And I have enough faàth àn the State's

Attorneys in this state that theydll use discretion ln

charging people.''

speaker Black: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''Representativez I saW What you Was holding up in your

hand. I'm familiar with Now I've also seen some types
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of jewelry that have been made, fashioned after this now.

How will this pertain to *he types of jewelry that some of
these people throughout the state kear as earrings or as

hatpins or whatever? Will this pertain to that type of

material also?''

Speaker Black: 'îRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representative, the operative language in here talks

about kntended to be used to damage vehicle tires. I'm not

sure that I've seen any jewelry that ny Wife has, for
example, that can damage vehicle tires.'f

Speaker Black: f'Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''We11, I'm glad to know that you keep pretty close tabs

on your wife's jewelry. That's a very fine, very fine

legislative intent, and I thank you for your time in this

matter.l'

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Rock

Island, Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. W1l1 the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Black: fflndicates he Wi11.'f

Brunsvold: ''Representative Cross, What's the penalty noW if

throw one of these out and damage a tire and I get caught?

What happens?''

Speaker Black: d'Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representative, I'm...righe now jackrocks don'e apply,
but potentially under your example, we could charge someone

wikh crlmlnal danage Eo property. I'm looking at tHe

specific language there or the sentencing provision. 1...

Representative, it's a Class A, which is up to $1,000 fine,

a year in jail, unless it's damage to a property

over...wkth a value of over $300.tt

Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvoldt ''Go the penalty, the penalty as present standsw poas kt
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damage to property, is the same

penalty you're going to require on this Bil1?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''It...this Bill only makes it a Class A misdemeanor
.

There are some crlninal damage to property sentencing

provisions that would be felonies. This remains just a
misdemeanor, Representative.''

Speaker Black: HRepresenkative Brunsvold.
''

Brunsvold: MWould you again indicate how much. . .there has to be

an intent shown here to cause damage I'm a little

confused on that. If I've got one, someone throws in one

in the back of my pickup, and you know, I just Want to make
sure we're clear on that.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: 'lRepresentative, thatdsm..lsve heard that example used and

I...it's a fair question, but it's.. .that example is pretty

far off. The language kn this statute specifically says

there has to be a knowing possession. It says, 'knowingly

sells, knowlngly gives away, knocingly manufacture
,

knowingly possesses' so the pickup example, the back of the

pickup truck, you're not going to have, knowingly, in

there. And without the ability of the State's Attorneys

Office to show, knowingly, you cannot convict and

I...frankly I don't think you can even charge anyone

without that knowing.''

Speaker Blackk l'Representatlve Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''We1l, there's been a rumor around, Representative,

that Representative Black has a jackrock collection. Would

that be... How would that be affected?''

Speaker Blackl ''Representative Cross.
''

Cross: ''I've heard he collects a lot of dkfferent strange things
,

Representative, but I don't know about jackrocks. But you
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might want to ask him that.''

Speaker Black: f'Representative Brunsvold.
''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Representative Crossz for the answers.''

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman fron Logan
,

Representatkve Turner.''

Turner: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of this Bill
.

Caltrops are illegal. They are...they are items of

contraband inasnuch as they have no lawful purpose
. They

are different than jewelry, for example. Jewelry does have
a lawful purpose to possess, even though they may be of

such a nature Ehat you could throw it out in front of a car

and injure a tire. But these ttems that Mr. Cross has in

his possession right ncwr are items that are only used to

destroy property or damage property of another person. As

such, they are nothing but contraband. If they are

contraband, then it should be illegal to have them in your

possession. As he has indicated, it does require under

this Bkkl a knowkn: possession of such items. Therefore, I

would urge that everyone vote for this Bill. It's a good

Bill. Thank you.'f

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartke. Is Representative Hartke

in the chanber? Representative Hartke's light burned out.

The Gentleman from Sk. Clairr Representative Hoffman.'f

Hoffman: ''ïes, Will the Sponsor...will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: ''Indicates he Wi1l.''

Hoffman: ''Representativez my question is about. . .first of all,

1et me say this. I think the intent of attempting to stop

some of the violence and stuff that goes on, I see no

problem with. The problem is w1th the drafting of the Bill

and what is going to happen as a result of thks Bil1.

First of allz the definition of jackrock under here could
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conceiv...indicates that it could be an object with two or
more sharpened points. To me, that's a fork, or could be a

tork. Is that correct? Could that be. . . Could a fork

cone under the definition here of jackrock?''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Cross, on the question of

dinnerware.''

Cross: ''Representative, I don't know if youfve seen a jackrock or
a caltrop, but talk about a dangerous weapon.

Representative Spangler is right behind you with a couple

jackrocks. You might want to look at them. But to answer

your question, I think youdre right. I agree with you.

That's pokentially... It's two or more pointsr the forks

we have up Where I l:ve.$'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Hoffman.d'

Hoffman: ''Wel1, that's my problem. My problem isn': with the

intent of punishinq people or trying to stop the use of

these devices. Qhe problem is with the definition

contained in the Bill. So under this Bill, at least the

way I read it# a person could sell or give away a fork to a

young person, and that young person may have the intent,

may have the intent of flattening a tire or doing damage to

vehicle tires. And under this Billy this Bill that person

could be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Crosso''

Cross: ''Thahk you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, if you look at

the definition of jackrock, it says, 'Tgo or nore sharpened
poinks or other similar devlce tbat is intended to be used

to damage vehicle tires.' It seems to me With that

language and we've tried to be very clear about it, it

negates your fork argument. There has to be the intention

to damage the vehicle tires.''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Hoffman.''
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Hoffman: f'That's my point. My point is...my point is:

Representative, is the intention, It doesn't say Whose

intent it has to be. so the individual, the individual who

qives away the fork or qives away the jackrock or gives

away...or sells the fork or the object that is sharpened,
does not have the intent to do harm to anybody

. They just
make a lawful act that another individual kntends to use

unlawfully. The problem is, is that under this Bill, the

way it is wrltten, the way it is drafted, it Would say

thatfs a Class A misdemeanor. There's no doubt that that's

the way kt's drafted, that's the way it's written. In

addition, my problem is, is thak the devices that are used

many times to stop individuals from goinq in the wrong way

into, for instance, a...into a parking 1ot and they have

prongs on then that are sharpened so that you can't go in

the Wrong way or that are in such a Way to stop activities

that may be unlawful because you don't want them going in

*he wronq way, and they'll puncture your tires. Read in a

likeral sense, this Bill would outlaw those. NoW I'n not

saying to you that we shouldn't do something with regard to

jackrocks. I'm not saying to you that it's right Whak goes

on. What I am saying to you, is that if we're going to do

somethinq, let's do right. The third problem I have

with this, is that what we're talking abouk in this Bill is

just mere possession. Now we have Bills that are out on

the floor of the Senate, out on the floor of the Senate,
that say you can carry..oyou can carry a concealed Weapon

.

Now you can conceal a handgun in this state. That Bill is

on the Cloor of the Senate. Under this Bill, we're

saying..awedre saying that it'll be a Class A misdemeanor

if you conceal a sharp fork. We're saylng it would be a

Class A misdemeanor if you conceal an object that has twa
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sharp pronqs. We're saying it Would be a Class A

misdemeanor if you conceal a jackrock. So let's
allow...let's allow guns to be concealed in this state, but

let's not allow forks to be concealed on your person. Now

give me a break. What we need to do in this state, is we

need to address crime and we can work together and come up

With something that's going to stop these type of

actlvities. But to push something through with not having

reasonable definitions and outlawing sharp forks in this

state ks absolutely Ekdkculous. I urge a 'no' vote.
''

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Kaner

Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: HMr. Speaker, I would like to call the question.
''

Speaker Black: ''The Gentleman from Kane has moved the previous

question. And on that, the question is, 'Shall the main

question bq put?' A11 Ehose in favor signify by saying

'aye'; opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the

'ages' have it. Representative Cross to close.''

Cross: ''Very brLefly, Mr. Speaker. This is a much needed piece

of legislation. These things have become

extremely...they've been used in an extremely dangerous way

throughout the Seate of Illinois. It's very clear in this

Bi1l that there's a knowing requirement before anyone can

be charged. To respond to Representative, the last

Representakive real quick, it's very clear. It says, 'TWO

or more sbarpened objecEs that are lntended to be used to
damage vehicle tireso' A fork is intended to be used to

eat with. These things are used to damage vehicle tires.

The other thing that theydve been used for is theypve ended

up in people's lawns and lawnnowers are shooting them out.

There is no redeeming value in a jackrock. There's no
reason we should have them in this state. This is a much
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needed Bill, and I would appreciate a 'yes' vote. Thank

Y C l.1 * ''

Speaker Black: uYes, Representative Granberg, are you seeking

recognition?''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would just ask for a Roll

Call on the adoption of this Amendmento''

Speaker Black: ''That's fine. It's your right. The question is,

'Shall Floor Amendnent 46 be adopted to House Bill 12377î

And all thae ques... Al1 those on that queskion, all those

in favor, vote...signify by votinq, 'aye'; a1l those

opposed vote 'nay'. Voting is open. Yesr we're voting on

the Amendment. This is the vote on Amendment #6 to House

Bill 1237. Representative Granberg asked for a Roll Call

vote on whether or not tbe Amendment will be adopted to the

House Bi11. You're not voting on the Bilk, you're voting

on Amendment #6. Now, Representative Woolard, do you have

a question about that? Proceed. Al1 right. Have all

voted Who wish? Have a11 voted Who Wish? Have al1 voted

.who ..wish7- Mr. Clerk, take the record. And on this

Amendment, 75 voting 'yes', 24 voting 'no', 12 voting

'present'. This Amendment, having received a Majority, is
passed. Mr. Clezk, any further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.
''

Speaker Black: l'Any Notes filed?n

Clerk McLennand: ''Fiscal Note, Correctional Budget Impact Note

have been rgquesEed on *hê Bill as amended and they have

been filed.''

Speaker Black: ''Third Reading. The Chair Wants to advise that

when we adjourn, when the House adjourns: which should be

shortly with your cooperatlon, we will adjourn on a Death

Resolution. We Would appreciate your cooperation. Mr
.

Clerkz read the Adjournment Resolution, please.''
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Resolution 942, offered by

Representative Churchill. Resolved by the Senate of the

89th Géneral Assemblyy the State of Illinois, the House of

Representaeives concurring herein; that when khe Senate

adjourns on Thursday: April 20thr 1995, it stands adjourned
until Monday, April 24th, 1994...1995, at 4:00 o'clock

p.m.; and when the House of Representatives adjourns on

Friday, April 21st: 1995, it stands adjourned until April

24th, 1995, .at 12:00 o'clock noon. Adopted by the Senate

April 20th.'l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Churchill now moves the adoption

of the Amendment (sic - Adjournment) Resolution. A11 those

in favor of the Resolution signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'nay'. opinion of the Chair, the fayes' have it. The

Adjournment Resolution is adopted. We are not yet prepared

to adjourn, so those of you heading for the door in a

slippery fashion, perhaps should stay kn your seats.

Minority Leader Churchill in the Chaîr. 'f

Speaker Churchill: ''Ladies and Gentlemen, we are prepared to go

to the Death Resolution of a former Member. As is our

custom, will the Menbers please rise and give their fullest

attention to the Resolution? Mr. Clerk, Will you please

read the Resolution?''

Clerk.McLennand: ''House Resolution #29, offered by Representative

Sklnner.

WHEREKS, The Members of the House were saddened to learn of the

recent death of one of their distinguished colleagues
, A. B.

Mcconnellp former Representative from McHenry County, who dled on

March 6, 1995 kn Woodstock; and

WHEREAS: Born on the family farn near Woodstock in McHenry County,
he graduated from Woodstock High School and ateended *he
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University of Illinois, Where he later served on the advisory

commkttee of the college of veterinary medicine; and

WHEREAS, He served as a Republican Member of the House of

Representatives during the 68th through 73rd General Assemblies,

from 1952 until 1964, and served as Chairman of the Agricultural

Committee; and

WHEREAS, Mr. Mcconnell served his conmunity as a member and past

chakrman of the McHenry County Board for 14 years prior to servkng

in the House and also from 1975 unEil 19847 and

WHEREAS, He was also active with the Pure Milk Association, the

Northeast Illinois Production Credit Association, the Illinois

Farn Bureau, 4-H, the Woodstock Chamber of Commercey the Woodstock

BPOE Lodge: Moose Lodge, IOOF Lodge, St. Mark's AF&AM Masonic

Lodge, and the Tebala Temple Shrine of Rockford; and

WHEREAS, He was honored with the IAA Distinguished Service AWard

in 1985: and

WHEREAS, His passing Nill be deeply felt by his family and

friends, especially his Nife, Pearl; his children, Jane Novak,

A.B. III ''Bodv David, and Sarah; 14 grandchildren; 23

great-grandchildren; his sister, Bess Woods; his stepchildren,

Sharon Carey, Pam Peters, and Jan Behrens; and 30

step-grandchildren and great-grandchildren; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, BY THE HOUSE 0F REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EIGHTY-NINTH

GENERAL ASSEMBLV OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, that We note With

sarrow and regret the death of our colleague, A. B. Mcconnellp and

extend our sincere condolences to his family and friends; and be
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RESOLVED, That a suitable copy of this Resolution be presented to

his widow, Pearl Mcconnell.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

McHenry, Representative Skinner.''

Skinner) ''Fïrst of all, it should be noted that Represeneative

Hughes is a Joint Sponsor. Representative Mcconnell

suco..preceded both Ann and I in the Illinois General

Assembly, and the only reason he lost Was because we had a

bed sheet ballot, and he was one of the ones on the lower

part of the Republican side of the ballot. The first tine

I voted, he was on the ballot. And later ony he served

with my father on the county board and he's a really

honorable Gentleman. The one thing that I ran across that

he probably would be as proud of as anything else, is that

he was Chairman of the McHenry County Board when the

McEenry County Board basically gave a plot of land to the

4-H Board to form our'county fair. We lease it to the 4-H

for a dollar a year. He definitely was Mr. Agriculture in

our area. And I guess We should also note that nobody here

knows who he is, and that's a commentary probably on how

transient is our presence here in Springfield. He was here

for 12 years 30 years ago, a little over 30 years ago. And

after that, he served as an Assistant Clerk of the House,

so he was looking at people llke us right now, just as the

Assistant Clerks are looking at us. We wish you were still

around, unfortunakely, in his later years, he had failing

of the mind. And the last tine I saW hin Was at a Kiwanis

Inter Club meeting, and he was there with his wife Pearl.

We in McHenry County Will miss him and frankly: I hope that

When we die that people here may miss us as mueh. Thank
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Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from
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McHenry,

Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I had the pleasure to serve

with A. B. Mcconnell as a county board member for some of

the last years that he Was a participating member in the

community. He was a delightful person to work for.

He...his loss represents the loss, a loss that ve see

almost daily in McHenry County and that is a part of our

history that has been carried down through its early days

of settlement in the 1830s, today of families who have

lived and farmed in the county during that entire period of

time. He is rich - his family has been rich, enriched the

history of McHenry County. Her himself, has enriched the

history of McHenry County and the lives of many of its

citizens. One of the stories that I have heard about his

tenure down here in *he House is that he was very nuch

involved in the legislation Which provtded for the whike

lines on the outer edge of highways. And many times,
driving from here to home and from home down here on a

foggy, rainy night or a snowy night, I have been very

grateful fo: the white lines on the side of the road and

thought of that contrlbution that he made ko all of us. He

will be deeply missed.''

Speaker Churchill: l'Representative Skinner now moves for the

passage of House Resolution 29 and for...and that Ehe House

stand adjourned until Monday, April 24th, at the hour of

2:00 p.m. Al1 those in favor, signify by saying 'aye'; any

opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it and House Resolution 29 is passed. The House does

stand adjourned until Mondayr Aprll 24thr at the hour of

2:00 p.m. allowing for perfunctory time for the Clerk
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fron 12:00 till 2:00 p.n. on Mondayo'f
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